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Povzetek
Nematska ureditev je lastnost nekaterih kompleksnih tekočin, ki se izrazi z
orientacijskim redom pasivnih ali aktivnih gradnikov. V doktorski disertaciji
predstavim rezultate svojih znanstvenih raziskav mikrofluidnih struktur pasivnih
in aktivnih nematskih tekočin, za katere so značilni specifični geometrijski in
pogosto tudi topološko zaščiteni profili relevantnih materialnih polj — na primer
orientacijskega polja ter hitrostnega polja. Rezultati so numerični in analitični,
pri čemer je bil osrednji metodološki pristop mezoskopsko kontinuumsko mo-
deliranje nematodinamike na osnovi tenzorskega ureditvenega parametra ter
hibridne mrežne Boltzmannove metode. Tak pristop polno upošteva sklopitev
med orientacijskim redom ter materialnim tokom, ki močno vpliva na raziskovane
strukture. Strukturne lastnosti toka ter orientacijske ureditve so kontrolirane
preko zunanjih polj (na primer električnega polja, optičnih žarkov, tlačnega
polja), ograditve ter aktivnosti materiala. V stikih mikrokanalov sem pokazal
lastnosti efektivne interakcije med topološkimi defekti v orientacijskem ter hi-
trostnem polju tekočega nematika. Problem sem nadalje raziskoval v poroznih
omrežjih cilindričnih kanalov, kjer sem pokazal raznovrstne stacionarne struk-
ture ter procese dinamičnih prehodov med temi strukturami. V enem samem
mikrokanalu sem teoretično opisal uporabo hitrostnega polja za kontrolo rasti
ali anihilacije strukturnih domen. Pokazal sem tudi obstoj zvojne nestabilnosti
v nematskih mikrokanalih. V nematskih celicah z vzorci sidranja sem preučeval
stabilnost skyrmionskih struktur glede na elastične lastnosti nematika. V diserta-
ciji predlagam način gnanja tokovnih profilov v ograjenih nematskih geometrijah,
ki je osnovan na zunanjih električnih in optičnih poljih, ki preko deformacije
orientacijskega reda ženejo materialni tok. V doktoratu sem preučeval tudi pro-
ces formacije strukture med nenadnim faznim prehodom nematskega tekočega
kristala. Zadnji predmet raziskovanja pa so nematske tekočine, gnane preko
stika z aktivnimi materiali ali preko lastne aktivnosti. Primer takšne sklopitve je
izpeljava analitičnega približka za hitrostno polje nematika okoli mikroplavalca.
Preučeval sem strukturne lastnosti ograjenih in neograjenih tridimenzionalnih
(3D) aktivnih nematikov v različnih režimih aktivnosti. V emulziji aktivnih ne-
matskih kapljic v pasivnem nematiku sem identificiral osnovne načine sklopljene
dinamike defektov. Če povzamem: osrednji cilj disertacije sta bila razumevanje
in razvoj novih lastnosti ter funkcionalnosti neravnovesnih struktur v mehki
snovi preko vpliva na elementarno strukturno organiziranost.
Predmetne oznake: nematski tekoči kristal, nematodinamika, mikrofluidika,
strukture polja, generacija toka, mikroplavalci, aktivni nematiki, topološki de-
fekti.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Pq, 61.30.Dk, 47.56.+r, 47.63.Gd
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Abstract
Nematicity is an exciting material property, which in complex fluids relies
on the orientational ordering of passive or active (self-driven) building blocks.
Here, I present the results of my research on microfluidic structures in passive
and active nematic fluids that are characterised by geometrically distinct and
often topologically protected profiles of the relevant material fields (such as
the orientational field and the velocity field). The results are obtained through
numerical and analytical efforts, with the main methodological approach being the
mesoscopic continuum nematodynamic modelling based on the order paramter
tensor which is solved by the hybrid lattice Boltzmann method. The used
mesoscopic approach fully accounts for the backflow effects — i.e. strong coupling
between the orientational ordering and the material flow — that underlies the
explored structures. Structural properties of the flow and the orientational field
are investigated and controlled through externally induced (electric, optic, or
pressure) fields , topology-inducing confinement, or material activity. In junctions
of microchannels, I characterize an effective interaction between topological defect
structures in the orientational and in the velocity field of a flowing nematic. The
topic is further explored in porous networks of cylindrical channels, where a
variety of stationary structures and the transition processes between them is
observed. In a single microchannel, flow field is used as a control mechanism
for growth or annihilation of structural domains. A twist instability in nematic
microchannels is shown, and a phase diagram is obtained, from which the
expected nematic structure at a given speed in the channel and at a given elastic
anisotropy can be identified. In nematic cells with patterned anchoring profiles,
stability of Skyrmion-like structures is explored in view of elastic anisotropy
and saddle-splay elasticity. Generation of flow patterns for confined nematics is
proposed, based on using external electric or optic fields to continually deform
the nematic structure and generate backflow. The process of structure formation
during a temperature quench is examined. Lastly, nematics driven by active
materials or inherent activity are studied. An analytical approximation of the
flow field generated by a microswimmer in a nematic liquid crystal is provided.
Structural properties of unconfined and confined three-dimensional (3D) active
nematics are investigated and a variety of regimes is identified. Main modes of
coupled oscillations of active and passive defects in emulsions of active nematic
droplets in the passive nematic medium are explored. The thesis is aimed
towards control of the emergent properties and functionality of non-equilibrium
soft matter through the manipulation of the underlying structural organization.
Keywords: nematic liquid crystal, nematodynamics, microfluidics, field struc-
tures, flow generation, microswimmers, active nematics, topological defects.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Pq, 61.30.Dk, 47.56.+r, 47.63.Gd
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1Introduction
The functionality of nematic materials is strongly related to their structure. Of central
interest to this thesis is to develop novel non-equilibrium liquid crystal structures that are
based on spatial and dynamic profiles of the orientational fields, coupled to the profiles of
the material flow. The dynamics of non-equilibrium liquid crystals structures can be driven
by external mechanisms, such as force fields, pressure differences and electromagnetic fields;
however, it can be also “internal”, i.e. driven by the activity of the material. Specifically, the
goal of the thesis is to unravel and expand on structure-based liquid crystal functionality,
analysis, control, emergent behaviour, and properties of equilibrium and non-equilibrium
liquid crystal materials, with research topics on microfluidics with nematic liquid crystals,
stability of complex nematic profiles, quench dynamics, and activity-related phenomena in
nematic fluids.
The main motivation for the development of novel structures in liquid crystals is for
applications in photonics [1–4], optics [5–7], colloidal suspensions [8–13] and as sensors [14,
15]. A distinctly non-equilibrium example are microfluidic networks filled with nematic
liquid crystal, which were shown to allow for a guided transport of colloidal cargo [16, 17],
act as an optofluidic modulator [18], or be a part of a fabrication process for nematic
composite materials [19, 20]. For living materials, nematic order is an important part
of microtubule and actin based dynamics and morphology of cells [21], behaviour of
bacterial collonies [22, 23] and tissues [24, 25], and can be also used to guide trajectories
of swimming bacteria [26, 27]. Control over the nematic structure in microchannels is
important for functionality of microfluidic applications, and may also provide valuable
insight into structural transitions in non-equilibrium nematic fluids. Effective viscosity in
microchannels is dependent on nematic orientation [28]. Stability, ordering, and structural
transitions in two-dimensional and three-dimensional channels are conditioned by material
properties, anchoring, and flow rate [29–36].
Nematic fluids are liquid materials that show long-range orientational order of the
building blocks, which tend to align along the common axis known as the director [37, 38].
The degree of ordering around the director field is dependent on the temperature (in
thermotropic nematics) or pressure (lyotropic nematics). On the mesoscale, nematics show
an effective elastic response to the deformation of the director. Nematics are soft materials
that are highly responsive to external fields and confinement effects, and with a strong
coupling between the orientational order and the material flow, which can lead to complex
spatial and dynamic patterns within the structure of the director field, degree of order,
and material flow.
A major motivation in microfluidics is to produce programmable and moving-part-free
microfluidic networks [39, 40]. However, the problem is that the established techniques
produce fixed networks of channels, typically by pre-determined photolithographic tem-
plates [41]. Alternatively, only recently, new technologies allowing for a localized and
channelless manipulation of fluid are emerging, as for example a catalytically powered
electrokinetic lens [42]. Another possibility for a local flow generation and guiding is not
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to rely on the moving parts, but instead vary the internal structure of the fluid [43–47].
This can be realized in nematics, where local time-varying director field induces fluid
flow via the backflow effect. Porous systems filled with nematic liquid crystals can locally
form numerous stable configurations, which makes them suitable for memory applica-
tions [48, 49]. Such three-dimensional porous networks can be created by 3D printing
techniques on micron scales [50]. In parallel, the development of microfluidic techniques
with nematic liquid crystals poses an interesting question how does nematic order within
a porous system respond to flow [51].
Structure of nematic fluids is strongly connected to the arrangement of singularities
(defects) within the orientational and the velocity field. Field defects have topological
properties, which has importance in many fields of research, such as living matter, con-
densed matter, particle physics, and cosmology. How topological defects emerge in a single
field and interact with each other has been well characterized [38, 52, 53]. However, how
topological defects in a system can co-evolve and interact across different fields is largely
unexplored. Recently, such multi-field topological interactions were demonstrated in optics,
where defects in a birefringence pattern lead to topological defects in the transmitted light
field [54]. Cross-interaction between structures in the velocity field and the orientational
field of flowing nematic might emerge also in active matter [55, 56]. Microfluidics provides
an ideal test bed to study such interactions between defects in multiple fields in a controlled
manner.
An exciting family of topological structures that can emerge in nematic fluids are
Skyrmions — particle-like topological objects, connected to inversion symmetry breaking
and chirality. Originally, they were introduced to describe baryon fields [57], but were also
observed in Quantum Hall systems [58], Bose-Einstein condensates [59], chiral magnets with
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya spin interaction [60–62], or on symmetry breaking surfaces [63]. In
helical ferromagnets, Skyrmions are particularly interesting for applications in spintronics
for the manipulation and storage of data due to their nanometer size and topologically-
protected stability [60]. In most of the cases, Skyrmions in solid state systems are limited to
ultra-high vacuum environments and very low temperatures, which makes both their study
as well as their application rather difficult. However, Skyrmions and other topologically
protected structures, such as Hopfions, were observed recently also in chiral nematic liquid
crystals [64] and blue phases [65]. The micrometer-size and appearance of such structures
in liquid crystals allows for a much more direct and easy experimental investigations.
Nematic structures can be strongly time dependent, where an interesting generation of
topological states can be generated via the isotropic to nematic phase transition. Phase
transition from isotropic to nematic occurs at achievable temperatures and pressures,
and can be observed using optical properties of nematics. Phase transition is typically
reached by a thermal (or pressure) quench — a rapid cooling down of the nematic.
Isotropic-nematic phase transition shows a complex dynamics, as the order grows from
the fluctuations, which are present also in the isotropic phase [66, 67], and a network of
disclination lines is established. At longer times, the transition is characterized by the
coarsening of the disclination network until an equilibrium configuration is reached. The
transition process is described by Kibble-Zurek mechanism [68–74]. Late-stage coarsening
is also dependent on the shape and topology of the available space [75].
Active matter is a class of materials, which can form structures that are based on
the extraction of diffused chemical or electromagnetic energy from the environment. A
model mechanism for active matter is often a single microswimmer. Microswimmers
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are biological or artificial entities which are characterized by locomotion at microscopic
scales, such as bacteria, protozoa, spermatozoa, algae, or Janus colloids, self-propelling
droplets, shape-shifting swimmers, and rotating colloids [76–78]. Microswimmers are often
faced with non-Newtonian environment. For example, biological fluids, such as blood,
mucus, and saliva show viscoelastic behavior [79] and cytoskeleton of animal cells shows
orientational order [80]. Furthermore, many biomaterials can form a nematic phase [81].
To investigate the influence of anisotropic background on swimming bacteria, studies of
bacterial solutions in lyotropic liquid crystals were conducted, investigating the behavior of
single bacteria [82–84], their pair-wise interaction [85] or their collective motion [26, 27, 86].
While investigating swimming bacteria in liquid crystals is particularly challenging due
to high toxicity of many nematics, this problem is avoided by studying artificial active
particles in liquid crystals [87, 88], or relying on analytical and numerical approaches [89–
99]. Biological and artificial swimmers in non-Newtonian fluids, possibly with a anisotropic
structure, represent a further complexity in their underlying physics. Understanding the
effects of the internal structure of the complex fluids on the microswimmers is an open
challenge in both living systems as well as designed devices.
Dense suspensions of active constituents can spontaneously form an active nematic
or polar phase [100], which in turn can organise in various non-equilibrium structures.
In cylindrical confinement, bacterial colonies are known to create vortex structures [101].
At high activities, active nematics form highly irregular structures often called “active
turbulence” [22, 102–107]. It is characterised by a dense network of topological defects that
are steadily generated, annihilated and transformed in time in a complex and irregular
manner, while the flow field typically shows disorganized distribution of vortex patterns.
It is a highly dissipative phenomenon with Reynolds numbers typically below 1. Current
knowledge of active turbulence is primarily based on analysis of 2D and quasi-2D layers
of active nematics, although it can be also a 3D phenomenon [108–110]. An interesting
question is, what is the behaviour of active nematics in three dimensions, particularly in
confined geometries.
Emulsions from multiple immiscible fluids are governed by the concepts of surface
tension, chemical affinity, viscosity, and the action of surface-active agents, and again
can be used to control micro-organisation, self-assembly and structures. Emulsions and
colloidal suspensions of solid particles have been achieved also with nematic agents [8,
111, 112]. In such nematic systems, compared to isotropic colloids, there is an additional
strong interaction due to elasticity of the director deformations, leading to self-assembly
strategies of materials with the properties of topologically protected states and strong
field-tunability [113–115]. However, self-assembly used to be purely based on principles
of equilibrium or relaxation towards equilibrium [116]. Indeed, nematic colloidal systems
can be made distinctly non-equilibrium if colloidal particles are made to self propelled
through the fluid [87]. A different possibility is an emulsion of active droplets in passive
nematic fluids, where active droplets create distinct anchoring and flow regimes in the
passive nematic. Such active droplets can be made from microtubule systems [117, 118]
that show active nematic order and continuous propagation of active defects that can be
in principle coupled to the nematic order in the surrounding passive fluid.
The main methodological approach in the thesis are numerical simulations of liquid
crystal dynamics. An important question to be asked is what are the key advantages
and research strong points of using numerical simulations. One advantage of numerical
simulations is that they can provide a detailed three-dimensional nematic structure. Indeed,
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recent advances in confocal microscopy techniques in liquid crystal research [119–121]
have enabled to resolve the 3D structure also in experiments; however, the application of
confocal microscopy for non-stationary configurations is very challenging. Furthermore,
simulations allow to determine the underlying mechanisms that control the nematic
behaviour. The properties of the nematic systems, such as elastic anisotropy, viscosity,
anchoring, confinement, and activity, are easily tuned and tested in simulations. High
adaptibility of simulations can serve for guided design of new matierials and applications,
and can also be used to verify the theoretical concepts in soft matter physics.
The results presented within the thesis are published [122–127], or are in preparation
to be published [128–134].
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a continuum theory for non-equilibrium
nematic fluids is presented. The main numerical methodological approach of the thesis
is discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, I present my research results on nematic non-
equilibrium structures in microfluidic confinement, where I explored how topological
structures in the velocity field within the junction of microchannels affect the orientational
profile and singularities therein. I also report on continuous and discontinuous transitions
between structural configurations in nematic microchannels, characterizing the structural
properties of flowing confined nematics at different values of the elastic anisotropy and
flow magnitude. Chapter 5 is dedicated to equilibrium properties, relaxation towards
equilibrium, and stability of Skyrmion-like structures in patterned nematic cells, in
particular in view of material elastic anisotropy. In Chapter 6, methods of flow generation
by external fields via backflow effect are discussed. Also, nematic structure is explored
following a thermal quench for different parameters within the model. Chapter 7 is focused
on nematics, driven by active processes. I explore problems, such as nematic flow profile
due to a single microswimmer, structure of three-dimensional active nematics, and an
emulsion system of active droplets dispersed in a passive nematic. The main results of the
thesis are summarised and open problems for future research are discussed in Chapter 8.
2Theoretical background
In this chapter, I introduce a mesoscopic continuum approach to nematic fluids, focusing
on their equilibrium behaviour as affected by different mechanisms, and on their dynamics,
specifically as affected by microfluidic environment and activity. I discuss the basic
emerging structures within nematic order and give basic examples of mechanisms of
coupling between nematic order and flow.
2.1Nematic order
In selected materials, the transition between solid and liquid phase includes intermediate
liquid-crystalline mesophases that are characterised by orientational and possible positional
order of the building blocks, such as molecules, colloidal particles, or even bacteria or
active filaments. In the nematic phase of such liquid-crystalline materials, the building
blocks (molecules) have no long-range positional order — much like in a fluid; however
they show long-range orientational order, as shown in Fig. 2.1. In this thesis, I focus on
nematic materials on mesoscales that are typically much larger than the size of individual
molecule, in which case the local nematic alignment can be described by an appropriate
order parameter.
The nematic order parameter characterises and carries information about the orienta-
tional ordering of nematic molecules, specifically about the ordering axes and the degree
of order along those axes. The main ordering axis is called the director n. Nematics are
characterised by apolar order, causing both directions n and −n to be equivalent. The
secondary director e(1), describes possible biaxial ordering in nematics. Due to apolarity
of the director, the dipolar moment of the orientation distribution has to vanish. The first
non-zero moment is the quadrupole:
S =
1
2
⟨3 cos2 ϑ− 1⟩, (2.1)
where ϑ represents the angle between the alignment of a single nematic molecule and the
director. At perfect alignment of molecules along the director (ϑ = 0) S equals 1. In the
isotropic phase, nematic molecules are oriented randomly and S = 0. If molecules are
oriented perpendicular to the director (ϑ = π/2) S equals −1/2. Average alignment along
the secondary director is given by the biaxiality parameter:
P =
3
2
⟨sin2 ϑ cos 2φ⟩ (2.2)
with φ being the angle between a molecule and e(1). Stabilisation of a biaxial phase would
require an expansion to the formalism beyond this thesis [135]. In our research, the biaxial
parameter P is noticeable in particular only in defect cores.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of nematic order. Nematic molecules (shown as
elongated rods) align along a common axis — the director n. ϑ is the tilt angle of individual
molecules with respect to the director.
The scalar order parameter S, director, and the biaxial order can be expressed with a
single tensorial order parameter Q, where
Qij =
S
2
(3ninj − δij) + P
2

e
(1)
i e
(1)
j − e(2)i e(2)j

(2.3)
and e(2) = n×e(1). While the director is often more easily experimentally measurable, the
nematic tensor order parameter provides a numerically robust tool for the implementation
of the equations of nematic equilibrium and dynamics, in particular because the tensor
approach requires no special treatment of defects in the nematic alignment.
2.2 Nematic free energy
In thermodynamic equilibrium, the nematic is at a global or local minimum of the
free energy. The transition from isotropic to nematic phase is weakly first order [37].
Phenomenologically, it is described by a Landau-type free energy expansion in the tensorial
order parameter:
fphase =
A
2
QijQji +
B
3
QijQjkQki +
C
4
(QijQji)
2 , (2.4)
where the temperature dependence is included in the parameter A, which can be for ther-
motropic nematics expressed as A = a(T − T ∗), where T ∗ is the supercooling temperature.
a, B, and C are material parameters usually taken to be independent of temperature.
Throughout the thesis, Einstein summation rule is assumed.
The energetically preferred ground state of nematics is when the director is homogeneous
throughout the sample. However, even at equilibrium the condition of homogeneous
director may not be satisfied due to external fields and boundary conditions that can
impose deformations of the nematic order. Gradients of the order parameter are penalized
by the elastic free energy volume density, given in terms of Q-tensor as
felasticity =
1
2
L1(∂kQij)(∂kQij) +
1
2
L
(1)
2 (∂iQjk)(∂jQik) +
1
2
L
(2)
2 (∂jQij)(∂kQik)
+
1
2
L3Qij(∂iQkl)(∂jQkl),
(2.5)
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where L1, L
(1)
2 , L
(2)
2 , and L3 are elastic constants in the tensorial formulation of the elastic
free energy. Individual modes of the director deformation are more clearly recognized in a
director representation, also known as Frank elastic free energy density:
fFrank =
1
2
K1(∇ · n)2 + 1
2
K2[n · (∇× n)]2 + 1
2
K3[n× (∇× n)]2
−K24∇ · [n · (∇ · n) + n× (∇× n)].
(2.6)
Such formulation allows for the identification of the elastic modes that contribute to
the free energy, each with its own elastic constant — splay K1, twist K2, bend K3, and
saddle-splay K24. For constant K24 (i.e. constant degree of order S), volume integrals of
the saddle-splay term can be written as surface integrals. The implications of such surface
representation for the saddle-splay elastic term are discussed in Section 5.2.
Elastic free energy density felasticity can be mapped into fFrank in the approximation of
no biaxiality and no gradients of S. In experiments, typically Frank elastic constants are
measured. Tensorial elastic constants can be then calculated from the mapping of Eq. 2.5
to Eq. 2.6 as detailed in Appendix A, obtaining the relations:
L1 =
2
27S2
(−K1 + 3K2 +K3), (2.7)
L
(1)
2 =
4
9S2
(−K2 + 2K24), (2.8)
L
(2)
2 =
4
9S2
(K1 − 2K24), (2.9)
L3 =
4
27S3
(−K1 +K3). (2.10)
Inclusion of four invariants in Eq. 2.5 suffices to uniquely determine Frank splay, twist,
bend, and saddle-splay elastic constants.
Amongst other possible invariants that are of third order in Q, 12L3Qij(∂iQkl)(∂jQkl)
term is chosen as it best describes temperature dependence of Frank elastic constants [136].
Often, only a single elastic constant (L1 = L, L
(1)
2 = L
(2)
2 = L3 = 0) is used, which results
in equal contributions of splay, twist, and bend elastic modes (K1 = K2 = K3 = K) and
K24 = K/2. By using L1 and L
(1)
2 one can tune the twist elastic constant K2, which is
typically much lower than splay or bend in thermotropic liquid crystals. A common choice,
which enables to tune individually splay, twist, and bend elastic penalties, is to use L1,
L
(1)
2 , and L3 elastic constants. However, stable solutions do not exist for any arbitrary
value of tensorial elastic constants.
Phase and elastic part of the free energy are joined together to form the Landau-de
Gennes free energy
fLdG = fphase + felasticity. (2.11)
For homogeneous director, no biaxiality, and only single elastic constant L1, Landau-de
Gennes free energy reduces to
fLdG =
3
4
AS2 +
1
4
BS3 +
9
16
CS4 +
3
4
L1(∇S)2 (2.12)
For homogeneous degree of order (∇S = 0), the minimum of Landau-de Gennes free
energy corresponds to the equilibrium scalar order parameter:
Seq = − B
6C
+
1
2

B
3C
2
− 8A
3C
. (2.13)
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By applying the Euler-Lagrange formalism for Eq. 2.12 and linearising the result for small
deviations around Seq (see Ref. [137]), one can determine the nematic correlation length
ξN =

L1
A+BSeq +
9
2CS
2
eq
, (2.14)
which represents a typical length scale at which the scalar nematic order deviates from
the equilibrium values, i.e. it determines a typical width of nematic defects. Note that a
simpler expression, such as ξN =

L1
|A| can also be used that is obtained for linearisation
of the Euler-Lagrange equation around S = 0.
Coupling to external fields can be introduced by additional terms in the free energy
formulation. Contribution due to electric field E0 can be formulated as [138, 139]:
felectric field = −1
2
ϵijEiEj , (2.15)
where
ϵij = ϵ0

ϵ¯δij +
2
3
ϵmola Qij

(2.16)
is the permittivity tensor, ϵ0 the vacuum permittivity constant, ϵ¯ = (2ϵ⊥+ϵ∥)/3 the average
relative permittivity, ϵmola = ϵmol∥ − ϵmol⊥ the relative molecular anisotropic permittivity,
which is related to the macroscopic anisotropic permittivity as ϵa = Sϵmola . In a similar
manner, coupling of the nematic orientation to the magnetic field can be introduced
through the magnetic permeability µij and magnetic field B.
Nematic orientation can be imposed by the confining surfaces. If the anchoring is along
a specific (uniform) direction, it can be described by a surface free energy density [140]:
funiform =
1
2
Wuni

Qij −Q0ij
2
, (2.17)
where Q0ij is the surface-preferred tensor order parameter and Wuni is the strength of
the uniform anchoring. Often, the anchoring is set to impose a nematic direction that is
perpendicular to the confining surface, in which case it is usually called a homeotropic
anchoring.
Alternatively, surface anchoring can be degenerate, where only a tilt angle relative to
the surface normal is specified. Degenerate anchoring for in-plane director orientation is
described by [141]
fdegenerate =W
deg
1

Q˜ij − Q˜⊥ij
2
+W deg2

Q˜ijQ˜ji − 9
4
S2surf
2
, (2.18)
where tensor Q˜ij = Qij +
Seq
2 δij is constructed to simplify the free energy expression.
Q˜⊥ij = (δik − νiνk)Q˜kl(δlj − νlνj) is the projection of Q˜ij on the surface with normal ν.
The first term in Eq. 2.18 with the strength W deg1 forces the in-plane director orientation,
whereas the second term with the strength W deg2 forces the surface-preferred degree of
order Ssurf. Often, Ssurf is set to be the same as Seq in the bulk and the second term
in Eq. 2.18 has little effect and can be omitted.
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Considering all the above free energy contributions, equilibrium properties of nematic
liquid crystals are defined by a minimum of the total free energy
F =

V
fvol dV +

S
fsurf dS. (2.19)
fvol is the volume free energy density and includes the Landau-de Gennes free energy
(Eq. 2.11) and contributions due to external fields (such as Eq. 2.15). fsurf is the local
uniform (Eq. 2.17) or degenerate (Eq. 2.18) surface free energy density.
2.3Defect structures in vector and director fields
Topological defects in vector and director fields appear as singularities in the shape of
points, disclination lines, and walls. They are characterized by topological invariants
that follow conservation laws. For two dimensional nematics n = (cosα, sinα), a winding
number (strength) of singularities can be defined
k =
1
2π

σ
dα, (2.20)
which measures how many times the director planar angle α rotates upon encircling the
defect along the loop σ. Fig. 2.2 shows 2D nematic defects of various strengths. The
director field for 2D defect structures can be described by an ansatz α = kφ+ c, where φ
is the azimuthal angle of the vector connecting the local position with the defect core, and
c is a constant determining the shape (and not topology) of the director field. The same
formalism can be applied to vector (and not director) fields with the notable difference
that for vector fields only integer defects are possible.
Figure 2.2: Topological defect structures and corresponding winding numbers in 2D
nematics. Director field can be reconstructed through the ansatz n = (cos(kφ+ c), sin(kφ+ c)).
In three dimensions, singularities in Fig. 2.2 can be viewed as cross-sections of discli-
nation lines. However, as the nematic is no longer confined to a plane, director at the
core of integer defects can be transformed to point out of the plane without creating a
singularity. This is known as “escape in the third dimension”. In 3D, also point defects can
be constructed, the topological charge q of which is determined by measuring the director
field on a sphere σ surrounding the defect [52]:
q =
1
4π

σ
n ·

∂n
∂ϑ
× ∂n
∂φ

dϑdφ, (2.21)
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where ϑ and φ are polar and azimuthal angle, respectively. The two most common defects
are a radial point defect n1 = (x, y, z)/

x2 + y2 + z2 and a hyperbolic point defect
n−1 = (x, y,−z)/

x2 + y2 + z2 (the notation generates a defect at x = y = z = 0).
Conventionally, charge +1 is assigned to the radial defect and charge −1 to the hyperbolic
defect. Other shape variations with charge |q| = 1 are possible. Defects of higher charge
can be constructed; however, they are energetically unstable and typically decay into
multiple single charge defects. Point defects nested on top of a surface are called boojums.
Due to energetic reasons, wall defects do not appear in nematic liquid crystals. In general, a
nematic sample may contain disclination loops and point defects, in which case topological
charge can be determined only modulo 2 and generally involves self-linking and linking
number of loops [52, 142].
2.4 Nematodynamics
In this section, I discuss hydrodynamics of nematic liquid crystals, considering the coupling
between the nematic orientational ordering and the material flow. The flow field of a
nematic is described by the generalised Navier-Stokes equation
ρ

∂vi
∂t
+ (vj∂j) vi

= ∂jσij , (2.22)
where ρ is the density, v the velocity, and σij = σErij + σ
Maxwell
ij + σ
viscous
ij − p0δij the stress
tensor that includes the Ericksen stress tensor σEr, Maxwell stress tensor σMaxwell, viscous
stress tensor σviscous, and pressure contribution p0. The individual contributions to the
stress tensor are in detail discussed below. The theoretical models of nematodynamics
discussed here include common assumptions from the literature: incompressible flow
∂jvj = 0, (2.23)
one elastic constant, and negligible moment of inertia of nematic molecules. Eqs. 2.22
and 2.23 have to be complemented by the equation for the evolution of the nematic order
parameter, written either in the director or in the Q-tensor form.
2.4.1 Ericksen and Maxwell stress tensors
Elasticity of the nematic internal orientational structure can transmit stresses through the
bulk. A clear example of this behavior is a pair of colloidal particles in the nematic, where
the profile of the director field and nematic free energy depend on the distance between
colloids. The nematic acts to minimize the free energy by forcing the colloidal particles
to be at an optimal distance from each other. This force can be calculated through the
Ericksen stress tensor. Ericksen stress tensor is derived by considering changes in the
free energy due to potential displacement of nematic molecules [37], and in the director
formulation is given by
σErij = −
δF
δ∂jnk
∂ink + fFrankδij . (2.24)
In the tensorial formulation, a similar expression holds:
σErij = −
δF
δ∂jQkl
∂iQkl + fLdGδij . (2.25)
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Additional stress is caused by the electromagnetic field. The electric part of the
Maxwell stress tensor can be formulated as [138, 139, 143]
σMaxwellij = EiDj + felectric fieldδij , (2.26)
where Dj = ϵjkEk is the electric displacement field. In equilibrium, Ericksen stress
tensor, Maxwell stress tensor, and possible external pressure p0 do not disappear and may
exert stress on the confining boundaries of the nematic. However, in equilibrium, bulk
forces calculated from the divergence of the stress tensor are exactly zero. This result is
demonstrated in Appendix B.
2.4.2Ericksen-Leslie-Parodi approach
Ericksen-Leslie-Parodi (ELP) approach formulates the description of nematic hydrodynam-
ics, which determines the coupling between the nematic director field and the velocity field.
The model is written in terms of the stress tensor σij , molecular field hi = − δFδni , rotation
rate of the director with respect to the background fluid Ni = n˙i − ((∇× v)× n)i /2,
and symmetric velocity gradient tensor Aij = (∂ivj + ∂jvi) /2. ELP approach relies on
considering the processes that contribute to the dissipative part of the entropy production
(T Σ˙) [37]:
T Σ˙ =
 
Aijσ
viscous, sim
ji + hiNi

dV, (2.27)
where σviscous, sim is the symmetric part of the viscous stress tensor. Entropy production is
written as an expression of thermodynamic forces (σviscous, sim and hi) and thermodynamic
fluxes (Aij and Ni). Phenomenological relations between forces and fluxes must reflect
the nematic symmetry n→ −n and obey the Onsager reciprocal relations. The resulting
expression for the molecular field is [37]
hi = γ1Ni + γ2Aijnj , (2.28)
where γ1 and γ2 are viscosity coefficients discussed below. The equation for the time
derivative of n, derived from Eq. 2.28 has to include a Lagrange multiplier Λ to preserve
the unit length of the director:
n˙i =
1
2
((∇× v)× n)i +
1
γ1
hi − γ2
γ1
Aijnj − Λni. (2.29)
Stress tensor is written within the ELP theory as
σviscousij = α1ninjnknlAkl +α2njNi+α3niNj +α4Aij +α5njnkAik +α6ninkAjk, (2.30)
where αi are Leslie viscosity coefficients. The antisymmetric part of the viscous stress
tensor is added due to torques exerted by the director field on the flow [37]. Viscosity
coefficients γ1 and γ2 are just expressions of Leslie viscosities αi:
γ1 = α3 − α2, (2.31)
γ2 = α6 − α5 = α2 + α3. (2.32)
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Six Leslie viscosities αi are bound by Eq. 2.32, meaning that there are five independent
parameters within the ELP approach. For typical thermotropic liquid crystals, such as
5CB or MBBA, they are of the order of magnitude 0.001−0.1Pas, αi can be also negative,
and can be measured by a variety of experimental techniques, such as observing liquid
crystals under laminar flow, sound attenuation, time-dependent variation of orienting
external fields, or scattering of light [37].
2.4.3 Application of ELP approach
Below I discuss selected basic examples of nematic hydrodynamics in view of the governing
equations of the ELP approach. Equilibrium nematic orientation profile is defined by a
minimum of the free energy. However, out of equilibrium, nematic orientation field is
deformed also by the velocity field, as described by Eq. 2.29. Within the ELP approach,
the director field is distorted by velocity gradients that impose a hydrodynamic torque
Γ = n× h upon nematic molecules. At strong flows, the director tends to align in the
direction where the hydrodynamic torque Γ vanishes. Director tilt angle, at which this
condition is satisfied, is in simple geometries given by the Leslie angle ϑL = 12 arccos
1
λ ,
where λ is the alignment parameter, calculated from Leslie viscosities λ = −γ2γ1 . Alignment
parameter λ typically reflects the shape of nematic molecules. For |λ| < 1, hydrodynamic
torque does not vanish and can cause continuous deformation of the director field in time,
which is known as tumbling regime. λ can also have negative values, which is associated
with discotic molecules [144]. Fig. 2.3 shows director structure for (a) Couette and (b,c)
Poiseuille flow of a nematic fluid at λ = 1.1 in a cell with strong homeotropic anchoring.
For a Couette flow the director tilt angle in the middle of the sample is close to Leslie
angle; however, next to the surfaces it is continuously deformed to satisfy the boundary
condition. Similar situation takes place in the Poiseuille geometry, only that the director
tilts in the opposite direction when the shear is reversed. Fig. 2.3b,c shows two basic
structures in Poiseuille homeotropic cells. In (b) the director in the middle of the cell is
aligned perpendicular to the normal of the confining plates (in this case along the flow),
which I will call in the thesis an escaped structure. In (c) the director in the middle is
aligned along the normal, which I will call a homeotropic structure. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4,
the transition between the two structures and emergence of a third chiral structure for low
twist elastic constants is demonstrated. Alignment at the Leslie angle in strong flows is
optimal only in simple flow geometries, such as Poiseuille or Couette flows. In Appendix D,
I show how stationary nematic orientation is calculated for flow sources and sinks.
Viscous stress tensor (Eq. 2.30) includes six terms that couple local viscous losses to the
director and its time derivative. The meaning of the anisotropy in the stress tensor is clearly
seen in a simple geometry, as first considered by Miesowicz [28]. In Miesowicz geometry a
nematic is confined between parallel plates and subjected to shear flow. Nematic director
is fixed by a strong magnetic or electric field in the direction (Fig. 2.4a) perpendicular to
the flow and to the shear, (Fig. 2.4b) along the flow, or (Fig. 2.4c) along the shear. In
each of the three cases, stress tensor is substantially simplified and an effective viscosity
can be determined. For MBBA, values for the Miesowicz viscosities are ηa ≈ 0.042Pas,
ηb ≈ 0.024Pas, and ηc ≈ 0.104Pas [37]. Typically, the lowest effective viscosity is in
the case of the director pointing along the velocity field. An example of how director
dependent viscosity can be utilized is using electromagnetic fields to set the local viscosity
in flow-guiding through microfluidic junctions [17].
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Figure 2.3: Director distortion for Couette and Poiseuille flow. In all the cases flow is
relatively strong compared to elasticity, which can be described by dimensionless Ericksen number
(Er, see Section 2.5 for definition) with Er ≈ 80 in (a,b) and Er ≈ 25 in (c). Hydrodynamic torque
due to velocity gradient tends to align the director tilt angle ϑ towards Leslie angle ϑL. Director
structure in (b) will be called escaped and in (c) homeotropic.
Figure 2.4: Miesowicz geometry of shear flow in nematic microchannels. Homogeneous
director field is fixed by a strong external field (a) perpendicular to the flow and the shear, (b)
along the flow, or (c) along the shear. Effective viscosities ηa, ηb, or ηc can be determined.
Viscous stress tensor (Eq. 2.30) is dependent not only on the direction of the director,
but also on its time derivative, which means that time-variation of the director field may
induce flows in a nematic, as for example in the process of relaxation to a free energy
minimum or adaptation to time-varying external fields. Such example is the annihilation of
a defect pair, which induces a flow field due to the relaxation of the orientational structure,
which effects the relaxation dynamics [145–148].
2.4.4Beris-Edwards based tensor order parameter approach
ELP approach gives the coupling between the material flow and the orientational order in
a formulation, where individual mechanisms are directly recognisable. It is particularly
useful when considering analytical solutions to the problems of nematic hydrodynamics.
However, it suffers from the drawbacks of a director formulation, in particular the defect
cores have to be always exempt from the calculation, which can make modelling or
theoretical analysis difficult. This aspect is improved in a formulation of nematodynamic
equations in terms of the tensor order parameter that eliminates the need for the special
consideration of defects and allows to explore problems of further complexity. Tensor
formulations of nematodynamics not only recover the ELP equations at uniform degree
of order S, but also include the coupling between the flow field and the degree of order.
Several tensor-based models have been derived [149–153], a common choice that I follow
within this thesis is the Beris-Edwards model of nematodynamics [154].
Beris and Edwards formulate their equations for nematic hydrodynamics through
tensorial description of nematic order, where they utilize a generalization of the Poisson
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bracket description of thermodynamics [154]. In a typical formulation, the equations of
the model are written as [155]:
Q˙ij = Sij + ΓHij , (2.33)
Sij = (ζAik − Ωik)

Qkj +
δkj
3

+

Qik +
δik
3

(ζAkj +Ωkj)
− 2ζ

Qij +
δij
3

Qkl
∂vk
∂xl
,
(2.34)
σviscousij = −ζHik

Qkj +
δkj
3

− ζ

Qik +
δik
3

Hkj + 2ζ

Qij +
δij
3

QklHkl
+QikHkj −HikQkj + 2ηAij ,
(2.35)
where Ωij = (∂ivj − ∂jvi) /2 and H is the molecular field defined as:
Hij = −1
2

δF
δQij
+
δF
δQji

+
1
3
δF
δQkk
δij . (2.36)
Tensor S, defined in Eq. 2.34 is called the generalized advection term as it adapts the
time derivative of the Q-tensor for the response of the anisotropic medium to the velocity
gradients. Often, simulations are performed without material flow included. In that
case, Eq. 2.33 describes the relaxation of the Q-tensor to a nematic equilibrium, driven by
the molecular field H.
Beris-Edwards model as formulated in Eqs. 2.33–2.35 has three independent parameters
Γ, ζ, and η that control the dynamics, from which Leslie viscosities can be determined [155]
(the mapping is derived in Appendix C):
α1 =
ζ2
Γ
9S2
2

3S2 − 2S − 1 ,
α2 = − ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4)− 1
Γ
9S2
4
,
α3 = − ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4) +
1
Γ
9S2
4
,
α4 =
ζ2
Γ

S − 2
3
2
+ 2η,
α5 = −ζ
2
Γ
S
4
(3S − 8) + ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4) ,
α6 = −ζ
2
Γ
S
4
(3S − 8)− ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4) .
(2.37)
The parameters in the Beris-Edwards model have a clear physical meaning. Rotational
diffusion constant Γ sets the speed of relaxation towards equilibrium and is used to define
an intrinsic time scale of the nematic (see Section 2.5). Parameter ζ is directly related
to the alignment parameter in the ELP representation λ = 3S+49S ζ thus prescribing the
Leslie angle in the shear flow or tumbling nature of the nematic. Parameter η affects the
isotropic viscosity in the system.
In the case of finite anchoring, the equations of the Beris-Edwards model have to be
complemented by the evolution equation of the Q-tensor on the surface [156]:
Q˙ij = Γsurf

1
2

Hsurfij +H
surf
ji
− 1
3
Hsurfkk

, (2.38)
where Γsurf is the relaxation viscosity parameter on the surface, and
Hsurfij = −
∂fvol
∂(∂kQij)
νk − ∂fsurf
∂Qij
(2.39)
is the surface molecular field. Such implementation of surface dynamics includes elastic
coupling to the bulk and relaxation under local anchoring potential. The speed of the
surface dynamics is governed by the viscosity parameter Γsurf.
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2.4.5Active nematics
Active materials can use chemical or electromagnetic energy in the environment to drive
local material deformation. Selective active materials show nematic order, as for example
kinesin driven microtubules, bacterial colonies or flocks of animals [100]. Indeed, these
materials are profoundly chemically or biologically different than passive nematic liquid
crystalline fluids. However, a possible approach to describe in particular dense suspensions
of such active constituents is to adapt and expand the phenomenological description of
nematic hydrodynamics, as discussed in previous sections. Therefore, by studying passive
nematic microstructures, insight into active structures can be gained; and possibly, also
active structures can provide insight into passive nematodynamics.
Theory can be expanded to active nematics by including an active stress tensor due
to alignment of force dipoles that active particles apply on the fluid. Such active stress
tensor can be written in the form of [157]
σactiveij = −αQij . (2.40)
The active stress is proportional to nematic tensor order parameter, with the proportionality
constant α being the activity. For active particles that exert contractile stress α < 0, and
for extensile α > 0. Within the model that we use in our simulations, a homogeneous
concentration of active constituents and homogeneous constant activity are assumed. There
are also other approaches for describing active nematic systems, for example Vicsek-like
models [158] multiscale approaches [159], and minimal hydrodynamic models in terms of
single fields, such as the velocity field [103].
If nematic alignment is homogeneous, there are no effective active forces present.
However, even in homogeneous alignment, active nematics and polar gels can exhibit
instabilities [160]. For nematic profiles with defects present, active forces are particularly
important close to the defects cores, where gradients of Q are high. In the proximity of a
+1/2 two-dimensional nematic defect of the shape n = (cos(φ/2), sin(φ/2)), the active
force distribution is [55]:
f = − α
2r
xˆ, (2.41)
which gives rise to self-propulsion of defects with winding numbers +1/2. On the other
hand, 3-fold rotational symmetry of defects with winding number −1/2 prevents them
from self-propagating. This effect is shown in Fig. 2.5 for an annihilating pair of ±1/2
defects. Self-propagation of +1/2 defects is an important mechanism in chaotic flows in
active layers [102] and can also drive the distortion of the passive medium at the interface
between passive and active nematic (see Section 7.4).
2.4.6Production and dissipation of energy
Dissipative part of entropy production can be expressed for tensorial approach to nemato-
dynamics as [153]:
T Σ˙ =

(σviscous,simij Aij +HijNij)dV, (2.42)
where Nij = Q˙ij − ϵiαβωαQjβ − ϵjαβωαQβi is the time derivatitve of Qij with respect to
the rotation of the fluid, with ω = 12∇× v and ϵiαβ the Levi-Civita totally antisymmetric
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Figure 2.5: Active flow during annihilation of ±1/2 defect pair. Simulation was performed
for active extensile nematic in rectangular confinement. Defect positions are shown by red circles.
The director field (green rods) and the velocity field (black arrows) show the mechanism of
self-propulsion of a +1/2 defect, while flow magnitude is much smaller at the position of −1/2
defect.
tensor. For strong anchoring and no-slip velocity boundary conditions, entropy production
exactly matches the negative value of the time derivative of the free energy (−F˙ ) [153].
Eq. 2.42 accounts for energy loses due to flow shear and molecular rotations. A passive
nematic that is not driven is bound to relax towards equilibrium, where F˙ = 0. For active
nematics; however, energy must be injected into the nematic system by active constituents.
The active energy injection rate P active can be expressed as [56, 108, 153]:
P active = α

QijAijdV. (2.43)
Similarly to the shear term in the dissipation equation (Eq. 2.42), energy injection rate
includes a product between active stress tensor and symmetric velocity gradient tensor.
2.5 Relevant scales in nematic fluids
Characteristic length and time scales associated with dynamic and static processes in
nematics can be identified from the equations of nematodynamics. The scales are shown
in Table 2.1. Note that the scales are determined for a typical tensorial elastic constant L.
For single elastic constant (as used when considering nematodynamics in this thesis), we
can set L = L1.
Intrinsic scales are determined from the Landau-de Gennes free energy and relaxation
towards a minimum of the free energy. For every additional term in the free energy
(electric field, anchoring, etc.) an additional scale can be defined. Active length scale is
derived by comparing active forces to elastic forces in the stress tensor. Such dimensional
analysis reveals the scaling of typical velocity in active nematics ξα/τα with square root
of activity. The last three scales in Table 2.1 are associated with an externally imposed
length scale l, for example the size of the system or colloidal inclusion. τdir gives a typical
time scale at which the director elastically deforms at length scale l. If a system has a
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mechanism length scale time scale
intrinsic scale (Eqs. 2.11, 2.33) ξN =

L
A+BSeq+
9
2
CS2eq
∼

L1
|A| τN =
ξ2N
ΓL ∼ 1Γ|A|
electric field (Eqs. 2.15, 2.5, 2.33) ξE =

L
ϵ0ϵmola E
2
0
τE =
1
Γϵ0ϵmola E
2
0
anchoring (Eqs. 2.17, 2.38) ξsurf = LWuni τsurf =
1
ΓsurfWuni
activity (Eqs. 2.40, 2.35) ξα =

L
|α| τα =
ηeff
|α|
director relaxation (Eq. 2.33) l τdir = l
2
ΓL
typical velocity v l τv = lv
momentum equilibration (Eq. 2.22) l τp = ρl
2
ηeff
Table 2.1: Nematic length and time scales associated with underlying mechanisms of
continuum model. l is a characteristic size of the system and ηeff an effective viscosity.
velocity scale v, τv is time for the flow to cover the distance l. τp is the time needed for
the flow field to adapt to the force distribution. Both time scales τv and τp are typically
discussed in context of Navier-Stokes equation.
Generally, a typical nematic system is defined by the shape of the confinement, external
fields (and their time modulation), and the ratio between individual length or time scales.
Additionally, ratios between phase parameters (A, B, and C), elastic constants (L1,
L
(1)
2 , L
(2)
2 , and L3), and combination of viscosity terms (ζ, ηΓ) has to be considered.
By combining relevant length or time scales, one can construct dimensionless numbers
that characterize the regime of the nematic dynamics or equilibrium. Two dimensionless
numbers are used in this thesis when discussing nematic flows: Reynolds number and
Ericksen number. Reynolds number
Re =
τp
τv
=
ρvl
ηeff
(2.44)
measures the relatice strength of inertial terms in the Navier-Stokes equation, compared
to viscous terms. For usual nematic systems, Reynolds number is typically small (∼
10−4) [161], far from onset of turbulent behaviour. Instead, interesting physical regimes
of flowing nematics arise due to coupling of flow with orientational order. The main
parameter to characterize nematic flows is the Ericksen number, defined as
Er =
τdir
τv
=
vl
ΓL
, (2.45)
which compares relative strength of elastic terms compared to viscous terms in equations
of nematodynamics. At small Ericksen numbers, the director dynamics is governed by the
elastic terms. At large Ericksen numbers the dynamics is dictated by the velocity profile.
Typical values for Ericksen number are Er ∼ 1 when considering annihilation of defect
pairs [145, 146] or moderately slow flow in microchannels [36] and Er ∼ 20 for rather strong
flow in microchannels [36]. Choice of material parameters and corresponding dimensionless
quantities importantly affects the stability and validity of numerical simulations, which is
further discussed in Section 3.2.

3Numerical modelling
Equations for the nematic order and the velocity field represent a set of coupled partial
differential equations that with the exception of few simple geometries need to be solved
numerically. The most often used approach is the lattice Boltzmann method for the Navier-
Stokes equation and the compressibility condition, coupled with either finite-difference
approach for the orientational field [32, 125, 162] or also lattice Boltzmann approach for
the orientational field [51, 155, 156, 163]. Other approaches are typically a combination of
explicit finite-difference scheme for the orientational field and methods of computational
fluids dynamics for velocity field, such as finite-difference discretisation on a staggered grid
[145], multigrid method for the velocity and vorticity fields [164], or maker and cell method
with a staggered grid [165]. Finite element modelling of nematic hydrodynamics was also
developed [166]. Recently, two off-grid numerical methods for nematic hydrodynamics
were formulated in the context of multi-particle collision dynamics algorithm [167, 168].
In this chapter, I describe the hybrid lattice Boltzmann numerical approach that is
used within this thesis, discuss a possible choice of numerical parameters for numerically
stable method, and steps to optimise the computational time.
3.1Hybrid lattice Boltzmann approach
Hybrid lattice Boltzmann numerical approach is based on finite difference method for
Q-tensor evolution equation (Eq. 2.33) and lattice Boltzmann method for the Navier-Stokes
and compressibility equations (Eq. 2.22 and Eq. 2.23). Finite difference method for the
Q-tensor is chosen as it provides stable solutions. For the simulations without flow the
numerical approach is greatly simplified as only the finite difference part needs to be
considered [137].
3.1.1Finite difference method
Within our implementation of the hybrid lattice Boltzmann approach, simulationa are
performed on a rectangular mesh. Each mesh point has a dedicated logical marker,
depending on the position of the point: (i) in the bulk, (ii) at the surface, or (iii) within
the confining walls or colloidal particles. In particular the shape of small confining
structures (such as small colloidal particles) gets deformed by the finite mesh resolution
∆x. This effect is reduced for structures that are much larger than ∆x. Additionally,
surface-preferred director field given by the tensorQ0 is also taken to point in any direction,
independent of the rectangular mesh.
Evolution of the Q-tensor (Eq. 2.33) is discretised in explicit form into time steps ∆t:
Qij(t+∆t) = Qij(t) + ∆t [Sij + ΓHij − (v · ∇)Qij ] . (3.1)
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Similar time discretisation is used for the surface Q-tensor (Eq. 2.38). In the bulk, gradients
of velocity and Q-tensor are computed through central differences. On the surface, forward
(or backward) difference is used to compute Q-tensor gradients. Similarly, forward or
backward difference is used for velocity gradients in the nodes that are one resolution ∆x
away from the surface nodes.
3.1.2 Lattice Boltzmann method
The central quantity in the lattice Boltzmann method is the distribution function, which
represents the density of particles with certain velocity at a specific point in space and time.
The main idea behind the lattice Boltzmann approach is that the distribution function is
discretised to be defined only in the mesh points (with resolution ∆x) and in consecutive
time steps (∆t apart). Additionally, only specific directions and sizes of the particle
velocities are allowed (see Fig. 3.1). The allowed velocities stream the particles in one time
step from one mesh point to another, which extensively simplifies the numerical procedure.
It turns out that such numerical algorithm can reproduce the Navier-Stokes equation. In
this section, I give an overview of a standard lattice-Boltzmann numerical algorithm that
I use in simulations of nematodynamics. A good review on lattice Boltzmann method and
possible extensions can be found in Ref. [169].
Figure 3.1: Velocity sets in lattice Boltzmann method. (a) Two-dimensional set with 9
allowed velocities (one corresponds to particles at rest). (b) Three-dimensional velocity set with
19 allowed velocities. In each time step particles can stay at rest (in red), they can move to the
nearest mesh point (in green) or second nearest mesh point (in blue). Equally, the particles get
streamed from every other mesh point.
In the lattice Boltzmann method, I use a 19 velocity set, in which allowed particle
velocities are:
c0 = (0, 0, 0)
∆x
∆t
, (3.2)
c1−6 = (±1, 0, 0)∆x
∆t
, (0,±1, 0)∆x
∆t
, (0, 0,±1)∆x
∆t
, (3.3)
c7−18 = (0,±1,±1)∆x
∆t
, (±1, 0,±1)∆x
∆t
, (±1,±1, 0)∆x
∆t
. (3.4)
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The density of particles with each of the 19 velocities is measured by the velocity distribution
function fα. For quantities associated with the velocity lattice I use Greek indices (α, β
. . . ), while for Cartesian coordinates I use Latin indices (i, j . . . ). The density and fluid
velocity at each mesh point can be determined from moments of the velocity distribution
function:
ρ =

α
fα, (3.5)
v =
1
ρ

α
fαci +
F∆t
2ρ
, (3.6)
where the term proportional to the force F in Eq. 3.6 has been added to ensure the second
order accuracy of the method [169, 170].
Each time step of the lattice Boltzmann method can be divided into two: a collision
step (i.e. recombination of the velocity distribution functions and application of force)
and streaming step (advection of the distribution function to the adjacent node). The
collision step can be formulated by creating a new distribution function f∗α:
f∗α(r, t) = fα(r, t)−
∆t
τf
[fα(r, t)− f eqα ] + ∆tPα (3.7)
where −∆tτf [fα − f
eq
α ] is known as the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook collision operator with τf
the fluid relaxation time (associated with the viscosity, see Eq. 3.17), f eqα is the equilibrium
distribution function and Pα the forcing term (defined below). After the collision step,
the velocity distribution functions f∗α are streamed along the corresponding velocity ci:
fα (r + cα∆t, t+∆t) = f
∗
α (r, t) . (3.8)
Collision and streaming steps can be combined into what is known as lattice Boltzmann
equation.
In the absence of forcing terms (Pα = 0), f
eq
α describes the local equilibrium distribution
functions at given density and velocity. f eqα is expanded to second order terms in fluid
velocity v and can be written in the form [169]:
f eqα = ρwα

1 +
v · cα
c2s
+
(v · cα)2
2c4s
− v · v
2c2s

, (3.9)
where cs = 1√3
∆x
∆t is the speed of sound in the D3Q19 model and wα are weights corre-
sponding to a velocity set [169]:
w0 = 1/3, (3.10)
w1−6 = 1/18, (3.11)
w7−18 = 1/36. (3.12)
Similarly, forcing term is constructed from the local force density Fi:
Pα =

1− ∆t
2τf

wα

cαi
c2s
+
(cαicαj − c2sδij)vj
c4s

Fi, (3.13)
where Fi includes external force density F exti (i.e. gravity or homogeneous flow driving
force) and the divergence of the nematic stress tensor. Isotropic viscous stress tensor 2ηAij
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term is subtracted from the nematic stress tensor as it is already included within the
lattice Boltzmann algorithm (η is the isotropic viscosity within the algorithm). An optimal
approach is to evaluate the divergence of Ericksen and Maxwell stress tensors analytically,
in which case numerically simplified expression for the force density is obtained:
Fi = F
ext
i +∂j (σij − 2ηAij) = F exti +(∂iQkl)Hkl+∂j

σviscousij + σ
active
ij − 2ηAij

, (3.14)
The calculation of the expression ∂j

σErij + σ
Maxwell
ij

= (∂iQkl)Hkl is carried out in
Appendix B. An alternative method to include the nematic stress tensor in the lattice
Boltzmann algorithm is to incorporate the symmetric part of the nematic stress tensor
into the expression for the equilibrium distribution function (Eq. 3.9) [155]. However, this
procedure is not possible for the antisymmetric part of the stress tensor, which must be
included as a force contribution within the Pα term. In my experience, both solutions
work comparably well. The approach with the stress tensor within f eqα requires more terms
to be numerically evaluated, which makes for a somewhat slower code which is also harder
to implement. Additionally, the approach with the force density is common for lattice
Boltzmann method and is therefore well documented.
Navier-Stokes equation can be recovered from the lattice Boltzmann algorithm through
the Chapman-Enskog analysis. The analysis is based on the expansion of the lattice
Boltzmann equation in terms of the Knudsen number. Knudsen number is the ratio
between effective particle (molecular) mean free path and a length scale at which continuum
variables show considerable variations. Small Knudsen numbers indicate that a system
is well described within a continuum approach. Within the Chapman-Enskog analysis,
fα − f eqα , time and space derivatives, and Pα are expanded up to second order terms in
the Knudsen number, in which case the compressible Navier-Stokes equation and the
continuity equation are recovered [169]:
∂tρ+ ∂i(ρvi) = 0, (3.15)
∂t(ρvi) + ∂j

ρvivj + ρc
2
sδij

= ∂j [η (∂jvi + ∂ivj)] + Fi, (3.16)
η = ρc2s∆t

τf
∆t
− 1
2

. (3.17)
Eq. 3.17 is the expression for the isotropic viscosity within the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm.
The dilatational viscosity in the compressible formulation of Navier-Stokes equation
(Eq. 3.17) equals 2η/3 and the ρc2s term plays the role of pressure. The compressible Navier-
Stokes equation is recovered only if terms of order (v/cs)3 or higher are neglected. Therefore,
the described numerical model is a valid method to solve the Navier-Stokes equation only
for weakly compressible flows (for which (v/cs)≪ 1). Equations of nematodynamics given
in Chapter 2 were derived for incompressible nematics. It is therefore necessary to keep
the compressibility that arises in the numerical method small. These “compressibility
errors” typically scale as O v2/c2s [169], which is another reason that the velocity has to
be well below the speed of sound in the model.
Lattice Boltzmann numerical algorithm has to use appropriate boundary conditions,
describing the fluid interaction at the solid walls and open or periodic conditions at the
end of the channels (i. e. end of the simulation box). A basic approach to create no-slip
boundaries is the bounce-back method. The algorithm of the bounce-back method is that
the distribution functions that are propagated in the solid wall nodes are then reflected
back in the opposite direction [169]. This creates a no-slip boundary at the middle between
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the solid node and the fluid node. The method can be also easily extended to allow for the
tuning of the boundary position between the solid and the fluid node, and also the moving
boundary [169, 171]. As with many lattice-based numerical methods, periodic boundary
conditions are easily achieved by creating a layer of virtual nodes at each side of the
periodic boundary. Additionally, periodic boundary conditions can be adapted to include
a pressure drop between the boundaries [169, 172, 173]. The pressure drop is realised by
small density difference between both sides of a channel. The small density gradient then
drives the fluid flow. This approach is particularly useful if channels are not straight in
which case generating flow by a constant force is not optimal. Often, ends of microchannels
can not be closed into periodic boundaries, and one needs to implement open boundary
conditions by specifying either fluid velocity or fluid density at the boundary [169, 174].
An advantage of the lattice Boltzmann method is its locality, allowing for parallelisation
to multiple CPUs or GPUs. Furthermore, the method algorithm can be implemented into
a numerical code without any additional numerical libraries, giving the researcher the
overview and control over all steps of the computation. One of the disadvantages of the
method is that it is formulated within the Boltzmann picture of distribution functions
and the mapping to continuum picture of velocity, density and viscosity requires some
experience and may appear confusing to a researcher who is new in the field. A more
detailed discussion on advantages and disadvantages of the lattice Boltzmann method can
be found in Ref. [169].
Numerical algorithm is based on consecutive time steps in the finite difference and
lattice Boltzmann domains. Between the time steps, local fields such as stress tensor and its
divergence, molecular field, velocity field and its gradients, and Q-tensor gradients have to
be calculated, which affects the computational speed. A typical simulation contains (200)3
mesh points and takes up approximately 3.5GB of memory. Simulations are parallelised
on multiple CPUs, most often a simulation is run on an Intel Xeon node, multithreaded
to 48 threads. For simulation box of size (200)3 mesh points, about 60000 time steps are
computed per day, with several hundred thousand steps typically needed to complete the
simulation.
3.2Typical parameter values
The characteristic time and length scales of nematodynamics span over orders of magnitude,
which poses a great numerical difficulty. For example in a cell 100 mesh points thick,
momentum equilibration time scale τp is approximately 104 time-steps (in accordance with
data in Table 3.2). For Reynolds number of 10−4, the corresponding velocity time scale τv
would take ∼ 108 time-steps. Given that a single simulation must span over numerous
velocity time scales, the whole simulation would take more than 109 time-steps. For the
computational speed as discussed in Section 3.1.2 such simulation would take ∼ 5 years,
which is longer than the duration of an average PhD program. A similar problem is
encountered when considering the size of the simulation box. The resolution is limited
by the nematic correlation length, which is for thermotropic liquid crystals on the order
of nm (see Table 3.2). In experiments, nematic cells easily reach thickness of 10 µm or
more, which would require numerical mesh with > 1000 points in each direction. Both
in terms of time steps and mesh size, these conditions can not be met numerically. The
problem of large scale separation is by no means unique to nematodynamics, it occurs
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also in other multiscale systems such as colloidal suspensions [175]. A solution to produce
valuable simulations is to reduce the separation of scales while preserving the hierarchy
between them.
Table 3.1 shows time scales in a typical simulation, which can be divided into short
ones (momentum equilibration, intrinsic time scale), medium ones (velocity time scale,
active time scale and electric field time scale — depending on the strength of α and E0),
and slow ones (relaxation towards free energy minimum or dynamic equilibrium). The
separation of scales reflects in dimensionless numbers; Reynolds number is typically in
the range 0.01 < Re < 1 and Ericksen number Er < 100. The fact that Reynolds number
is much larger than in experiments (where Re < 10−4) results in overly large density in
numerical simulations, which in turn means that nematic flow profile takes longer to adapt
to the force distribution; however, the constraint on the Reynolds number in simulations
still allows for the velocity profile to fully develop during director reorientation process.
The size of the simulation box ranges from (100)3 to (400)3 mesh points, depending on
the desired precision and affordable duration of the simulation. The difference compared
to larger experimental samples is mostly in the exact shape of defect structures. For
example, in simulations point defects are often seen in the shape of small disclination
loops that are not completely negligible in size compared to the simulation box [125]. In
experiments, structure of the defect core is observed only at nanoscales [176] and can not
be resolved by optical microscopy. By preserving the basic hierarchy of scales in simulation,
numerical simulations are able to qualitatively predict nematic structure, response, and
scaling properties. Exact mapping can also be achieved in specific conditions, such as
small experimental samples with short times of observation, or equilibrium defectless
structures (where ξN is not important since S is expected to be mostly homogeneous).
fast scales τp, τN
medium scales τv, τα, τE
slow scales τdir, relaxation towardsdynamic equilibrium
Table 3.1: Hierarchy of time scales in numerical simulations.
Table 3.2 shows typical values of the parameters in numerical simulations expressed in
terms of ξN, L, and Γ. ξN, L, and Γ can be arbitrarily chosen to fit the desired nematic
material, in which case the model parameters can all be expressed in SI units (third column
of Table 3.2). For 5CB, a possible choice is: nematic correlation length comparable to 5CB
molecule size ξN = 2.3 nm, single elastic constant L = 4.8 pN (computed from average
Frank elastic constant K¯ = 6.1 pN [177] through relation L = 2
9S2
K¯), and rotational
viscosity parameter Γ = 15 (Pas)−1 (computed from γ1 = 0.085Pas [178] through relation
Γ = 9S
2
2γ1
).
Phase parameters A, B, and C are chosen such that they roughly reproduce experimen-
tally measured temperature dependence of equilibrium order parameter Seq of 5CB and
give a suitable value for the nematic correlation length (Eq. 2.14). For phase parameters
in Table 3.2 and L1 = 4.8 pN, equilibrium order parameter evaluates to Seq = 0.53 and
correlation length equals ξN = 2.3 nm as used in the previous paragraph. Exact values
of the phase parameters depend on the method used to extract them from experimental
observations [179, 180]. For simulations at constant temperature, nematic phase behaviour
can also be adequately described by only two parameters [181]. Lattice Boltzmann viscosity
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η, density ρ and the fluid relaxation time τf are interconnected by Eq. 3.17. η is found
to condition the stability of the LB scheme. If needed, I increase it in simulations up to
η = 1.4/Γ. The total number of model parameters depends greatly on the included fields.
For example in infinite uniform anchoring limit (for fixed nematic orientation at the solid
boundary), all the anchoring parameters become unimportant and the total number of
parameters is severely reduced.
The second part of Table 3.2 gives parameters that are a part of the numerical method
and not the theoretical model. The mesh resolution ∆x is fixed at 1.5 ξN which allows for
the defects to move around the grid and not get pinned to a mesh point [137], which could
happen at larger ∆x. Upper limit of the time-step ∆t is typically used for simulations
without flow, while the lower limit is used in simulations of nematic flow with fine temporal
precision and low Reynolds numbers. Time-step can be in principle increased to around
0.2 ξ2N/LΓ even for simulations with flow included, but for larger time-steps the method
typically becomes unstable.
parameter value (in L, ξN, and Γ) value in SI units
A

T=T ∗−10K −0.190 Lξ2N −1.72 · 10
5 J/m3
B −2.34 L
ξ2N
−2.12 · 106 J/m3
C 1.91 L
ξ2N
1.73 · 106 J/m3
L
(1)
2 , L
(2)
2 , L3 0 0
ϵ0ϵ
mol
a E
2
0 ≲ 0.05 Lξ2N ≲ 4.5 · 10
4 J/m3
Wuni 0.48–4.8 LξN 10
−3–10−2 J/m2
W deg1 0.48–4.8
L
ξN
10−3–10−2 J/m2
W deg2 0 0
Γsurf 0.67 ΓξN 6.5 · 109 1/Pa sm
ζ (Ref. [178]) 0.95 0.95
η 1Γ 0.067Pas
ρ (for ∆t = 0.02 ξ
2
N
LΓ) 3.51 · 10−3 1LΓ2
α ≲ 0.1 L
ξ2N
9.07 · 104N/m2
∆x 1.5 ξN 3.45 nm
∆t 0.02–0.2 ξ
2
N
LΓ 1.47–14.7 ns
τf 2∆t 2.94–29.4 ns
Table 3.2: Typical parameters used in simulations. Parameter values are expressed in
dimensions of L, ξN and Γ (second column), and in SI units (third column) for a specific arbitrary
choice of L = 4.8 pN, ξN = 2.3 nm and Γ = 15 (Pas)−1. The constraint in the second column
is A ξ
2
N
L + BSeq
ξ2N
L +
9
2CS
2
eq
ξ2N
L = 1, originating from Eq. 2.14. Electric field strength E0 can be
recovered from the value of ϵ0ϵmola E20 if one takes the value of 5CB dielectric molecular anisotropy
ϵmola = 25 [182]. The chosen values for surface anchoring correspond to strong anchoring conditions.
The parameters in the bottom part are associated with the numerical method.

4Microfluidic nematic structures
In this chapter, I present my results on nematic orientational configurations in microfluidic
confinement. The stability, shape, and dynamics of the orientational configurations are
conditioned by the underlying flow field. In Section 4.1, I discuss the flow alignment in
junctions of rectangular microchannels, and demonstrate the cross-talk between singu-
larities in such junctions. In Section 4.2, stationary states and dynamic transitions of
defect structures in junctions of cylindrical channels are presented. A theoretical model
for the nematic structures in microfluidic confinement is given in Section 4.3. The details
of the model describe how flow field and its gradients guide the nematic structure in
microchannels and crucially condition the stability of the interface between the escaped
and homeotropic nematic structure. An additional chiral structure induced by a twist
instability in micorchannels is presented in Section 4.4.
4.1Cross-talk between topological defects in different fields
In this section, I discuss our work on how topological defects in the flow and orientational
field emerge and interact with each other in a nematic microfluidic setting. We generate
hydrodynamic stagnation points of different topological charges at the centre of star-
shaped microfluidic junctions, which then interact with emergent topological defects in the
orientational field of the nematic director. Our research is a combination of experiments
(performed by Anupam Sengupta), theory (performed by Luca Giomi) and numerical
simulations (performed by me), and aims towards understanding materials that are
governed by distinctly multi-field topology, where disparate topology-carrying fields are
coupled, and concertedly determine the material properties and response. The results
were published in Ref. [125].
4.1.1Tuning topology with hydrodynamics
We created nematic topological defects in a 4-, 6- and 8-arm microfluidic junction with
homeotropic anchoring (Fig. 4.1). In the centre of each junction, a hydrodynamic stagnation
line is generated, reaching from the bottom to the top plane. Within the nematic
orientational field, a nematic distortion of the topological charge −1 is created in the
4-arm junction, charge −2 in the 6-arm junction and charge −3 in the 8-arm junction. The
higher charge defects are spit into multiples of −1 defects since this is energetically more
favourable. In simulations, −1 defects are in form of small loops that are topologically
equivalent to point defects. The defects are observed at high Ericksen numbers, where
the director in the channels is in the escaped configuration (see Figs. 2.3 and 4.2a). The
escaped configuration can be well described by the orientation of the mid-plane intersection
of the nematic field and the topological invariants within. As Fig. 4.1 shows, in nematic
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microjunction with homeotropic anchoring and in the strong flow regime, the topology
of the nematic defects is determined by the topology of the flow defect, such that a
hydrodynamic stagnation point with winding number 1 − N/2, with N the number of
arms of the junction, nucleates a defect of the topological charge 1−N/2 in the nematic
director field.
Figure 4.1: Nematic topological defects and hydrodynamic singularities within mi-
crofluidic junction [125]. (a) Generic star-shaped microfluidic junctions fabricated by soft
lithography techniques and (b) corresponding experimental polarization micrographs of the emer-
gent topological defects at the center: −1 (4-arm junction), two −1 defects with combined charge
of −2 (6-arm junction), and three −1 defects with combined charge of −3 (8-arm junction). The
inflow and outflow arms are indicated by the red and green arrows, respectively. (c) Hydrodynamic
stagnation points at the geometric centres of each junctions revealed by epi-fluorescent imaging of
flowing tracers. (d,e) Nematic flows and orientation at microfluidic junctions as determined by
numerical simulations. (d) Streamlines of flow profile in simulations. (e) The director profile (blue
rods) and the isosurface of the nematic scalar order parameter (drawn at S = 0.4, in yellow) as
corresponding to the flow field in (d).
To follow the creation of nematic defects in the junction, I varied the flow magnitude
through a 4-arm junction in a numerical simulation. At low flow speeds, nematic director
near the junction centre is slightly bent due to flow gradients; however as shown by the
top panel in Fig. 4.2a, nematic is still in the homeotropic configuration (the homeotropic
configuration is in detail explained in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 4.11). Increasing the flow speed
leads to the flow-aligned (escaped) director structure in the channels. As the flow-aligned
domains meet in the junction, the mismatch in the director leads to the formation of a
small defect loop with effective charge of −1 (Fig. 4.2a, middle panel). As the flow field is
increased by almost an order of magnitude, small defect loop can actually flip and stretch
in the vertical plane (Fig. 4.2a, bottom panel).
A stable −1 defect loop is conditioned by the specific combination of the inflow
and outflow arms. As shown in experiment and simulation, a combination of 3 inflow
arms (Fig. 4.2b) or 2 inflow arms (Fig. 4.2c), and 1 outflow arm leads to a defect-free
configuration at the junction centre. If the flow magnitudes in individual channels do
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not match, the nematic defect is displaced from the junction centre (Fig. 4.2d). Upon
restoring the symmetric flow conditions (Fig. 4.2e), the nematic defect is realigned at
the centre of the junction. The results show that nematic defect structures of various
complexity can be created and tuned by the design of the microfluidic circuits and by the
adjustment of the flow therein.
Figure 4.2: Control over defect structure in 4-arm junction [125]. (a) Numerical simulation
of the nematic structure with increasing Er within the plane indicated in the inset. Upper panel
shows small reorientation of the director along the channel length at the maximum speed in the
channel, vmax = 0.11 ξN/τN . The channel height is 72 ξN. At vmax = 0.29 ξN/τN , a small defect
loop is formed at the junction centre once the flow-aligned director field has been established
(middle panel), and a vertically stretched defect loop emerges at higher flow speeds (lower panel).
(b,c) Continuous, defect-free director field observed in inflow-outflow configurations with no bulk
stagnation points, in experiments (upper panel) and in simulations (middle and lower panels).
(d,e) When symmetrical flow condition is restored, a −1 defect emerges, and stabilizes at the
geometric center of the 4−arm junction when the flow speed in all the arms is equal (e).
4.1.2Interplay between defects
Multiarm nematic microfluidic junction can support the creation of hydrodynamic and
nematic topological defects at the junction centre. The question we want to address is
whether the coupling mechanism between the velocity and the orientational field can
lead to an effective interaction between singularities of two different fields. In numerical
simulations, I quantify the strength of the interaction between the hydrodynamic and
the nematic defect by perturbing the defects out of their equilibrium position in a 4-arm
junction, and analyse the relative shift between the defects as a function of time. Altering
the inlet pressure in one of the flow arms (Fig. 4.3a,b) displaces the stagnation point from
the centre. Once the stagnation point and the nematic defect are separated, the nematic
defect gradually approaches the stagnation point and, within 1000τN , they coincide again.
Altering the pressure in an outflow arm also shifts the stagnation point first, followed by
recovery of the −1 defect (Fig. 4.3c,d). However, as the nematic defect now moves against
the flow, the recovery is ∼ 10-times slower compared to the first example when pressure was
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increased in the left arm. Furthermore, the nematic defect initially moves backwards before
progressing towards the hydrodynamic stagnation point at the new location. The observed
dynamics demonstrates a complex interaction between the hydrodynamic stagnation point
and the nematic defect, which is clearly dependent on their mutual position and orientation.
Figure 4.3: Cross-talk between nematic topological defect and stagnation point [125].
(a) Displacement of the nematic defect and the hydrodynamic stagnation point when pressure in
the left arm of the junction was increased. The stagnation point shifts to a new position, followed
by a much slower shift of the nematic defect. Before the pressure pulse is turned off (panel 3 from
left), the stagnation point and the nematic defect are completely re-aligned. After the pressure is
released, the stagnation point shifts back to the original position, slowly followed by the nematic
defect. The exact position of the stagnation point and the nematic defect over time is shown in
(b). (c,d) When pressure in the bottom arm is decreased, the nematic defect first drifts away from
the shifted stagnation point (i.e., against the flow). At longer times the nematic defect approaches
the stagnation point, and finally they overlay.
To generalise, I demonstrated that a hydrodynamic stagnation point in a microfluidic
junction can nucleate a nematic defect. The strength of defects in the velocity and
orientational field can be tuned by design of the star shaped junctions and a combination
of the inflow and outflow arms. Our research uses the context of nematic microfluidics to
demonstrates the cross-interaction between topological defects originating from different
fields. Potentially, the emergent dynamics of the two defects types could be attributed to
an inter-defect force or potential, mediated by the topological charge and shape of the
involved singularities.
4.2 Flow-induced structures in junctions of cylindrical micropores
Here, I demonstrate microfluidic structures of a nematic liquid crystal within a simple
cubic lattice of interconnected cylindrical pores, where the basic unit is a crossing of
three orthogonal pores. For a homeotropic surface anchoring, I performed numerical
simulations of stationary nematic structures — line disclinations or defect loops — and
their topological reconfigurations in the crossing of the pores. These reconfigurations
notably depend on the configuration of microfluidic flow inlets and outlets, effectively,
imposing the topology of the nematic field within the junction by the directions of director
escape within the pores. The results of this work are published in Ref. [124].
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4.2.1Flow-induced structures in pore junctions
Equilibrium nematic configuration in investigated cylindrical micropores is an escaped
director configuration, where in the micropore centre the director is oriented along the
pore. In junctions of micropores, nematic configuration depends on the number of pores
with director escape towards the junction (Nin), away from the junction (Nout), and their
mutual arrangements. In numerical simulations, I observed equilibrium structures, such
as +1 defect loop in the centre of the junction (for Nout = 0 and Nin = 6 configuration),
structure with no bulk singularities (Nout = 1, Nin = 5), structure with −1 defect loop
(Nout = 2, Nin = 4), and also structures characterised by defect lines pinned to the edges
of the pores (Nout = 5, Nin = 1) [124]. Some of these structures were also observed
in experiments [183]. Here, I show how such equilibrium structures are deformed when
subjected to flow.
Strong material flow field can be used to force the direction of director escape in
individual pores (channels) via the flow-aligning mechanism. Such example is given in
Fig. 4.4a, where in one channel nematic flows away from the junction and in the other
channels it flows towards the junction. Flows are driven by a pressure difference between
the channels. The director field in such flow configuration resembles an equilibrium
nematic structure with the number of channels with director escape towards the junction
Nin = 5 (see Fig. 4.4a inset). The main characteristic of the flow-induced configuration
in Fig. 4.4(a) is large director deformation close to the homeotropic boundary, causing a
significant decrease of the scalar order parameter next to the edge of the outgoing channel.
In Fig. 4.4b flow configuration is chosen such that nematic flows in the junction through a
single channel and out of the junction through the rest. Although flow is -in principle-
strong enough to induce flow-alignment in all of the channels, the resulting stationary
structure includes four pairs of +1/2 disclination lines protruding in four channels that
are perpendicular to the ingoing flow. Comparison to the equilibrium structure with
Nin = 1 (Fig. 4.4b, inset) reveals that such director configuration in the channels can not
be realised in a junction without creating a bulk topological singularity. The flow-induced
structure shown in Fig. 4.4b can be understood as an advection and reconfiguration of the
equilibrium disclination loop into four channels. Fig. 4.4 shows that while flow-alignment in
a single channel is determined by the direction of the flow field, the stationary configuration
in the junction also depends on the topological constraints of individual channels and the
interaction between nematic orientation and flow.
4.2.2Transformational dynamics
I performed numerical simulations of the nematodynamic response as the flow field is
turned on. Figure 4.5 shows a transformation process of a −1 defect from the Nin = 4
equilibrium configuration, as it is subjected to “extensile” flow (i.e. two outflowing opposite
channels and 4 inflowing channels). Nematodynamics in Fig. 4.5 is governed by the
transition to the flow-aligned director structure in the channels. First, the transition
occurs in the left and right channel, generating a +1 defect in both channels. All three
bulk singularities are then recombined into a single +1 defect. Next, nematic undergoes
a flow-aligning transition in the up and down channels, in the process of which two −1
defects are generated. Preserving the total topological charge, the three defects form a
loop with charge −1. Eventually, nematic reaches the stationary state with a −1 defect
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Figure 4.4: Flow stabilised structures in junctions of nematic-filled pores [124]. Strong
flow (direction shown by blue streamlines, maximum amplitude equals 0.68 ξN/τN in (a) and
0.79 ξN/τN in (b)) sets the director alignment in the channels. In (a) nematic flows out of the
junction in only one channel and towards the junction in all the rest; the flow-induced alignment
is similar to the Nout = 1, Nin = 5 equilibrium configuration (inset). Compared to the equilibrium
configuration, due to the flow induced nematic deformations, the degree of order drops significantly
at the edges of the outflowing channel. (b) The alignment induced by flow towards the junction in
only one channel can not be resolved without topological singularities in the bulk. A pair of +1/2
disclinations is formed in four of the channels. An equilibrium structure, where escape directions
are equivalent to escape directions in the structure with applied material flow reveals a disclination
loop, pinned to four edges of the junction (inset).
loop that is shrunk into a small point defect and due to advection displaced from the
centre of the junction. The dynamic process of the defect transformation resulted in the
broken up-down symmetry in the junction. The −1 defect in the stationary state could be
just as well advected towards the down channel or, preserving the symmetry of the flows,
i.e. stay at the junction centre.
In the case of “contractile” flow (i.e. 2 inlet channels and 4 outlet channels), a small
−1 defect loop undergoes a dynamical transformation to a stationary state by slowly
increasing its radius (Fig. 4.6). As the defect loop becomes large enough to reach the
edges of the junction (at times ∼ 700 τN), the transformation is continued by a protrusion
of a disclination line in each of the four outflowing channels. The stationary state consists
of flow-aligned director field in the inflowing channels and a pair of disclination lines in
each of the outflowing channels. The disclination lines are pinned to the edges of the
channels, similar to Fig. 4.4b. Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show transformation of topological defects
and fields as caused by coupling to the material flow, where most noticeable effects are
flow alignment in individual channels and advection of disclinations. One could envisage
also scenarios, how topological singularities could interact between neighbouring junctions
in full porous networks, where point-like defects could be transferred between junctions
and disclination lines could be expanded through the channels between two junctions.
This study is performed on a single junction, which could act as a basic unit of a
porous network. I show that porous nematic networks in combination with microfluidic
functionality can be turned into advanced platform for generation of various topological
field states that are governed by the coupling between the material flow and the nematic
orientation. Flow field could be used to modify the shape of nematic defects (e.g. stretch
them in large disclination loops as in Figs. 4.4, 4.6), change the topology and symmetry
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Figure 4.5: Defect dynamics in junction with extensile flow [124]. Two outlet channels
are indicated by two blue arrows, the rest are inlet channels. Initial state is Nout = 2, Nin = 4
equilibrium configuration with a −1 defect at the junction centre. Flow direction in top and
bottom channels is aligned with the direction of director escape. Flow reaches maximum amplitude
of 0.85 ξN/τN. As the nematic undergoes a flow-aligning transition in the left and right channel, a
pair of +1 defects is created at open channel boundaries. The pair coalesces with the previously
residing −1 defect, forming a +1 defect and thus preserving the bulk topological charge. Similarly,
undergoing a flow-alignment transition, −1 defects are created in the up and in the down channel.
The defects interact and form a stationary state, consisting of a single −1 bulk defect, which is
displaced from the centre of the junction in the direction of one of the outgoing flows.
of defects states (Fig. 4.5), or possibly also transport defects between junctions (Fig. 4.5).
In such porous confinement, topological networks could notably also perform as tunable
optical and photonic materials, and the observed transformation dynamics could play an
important role in memory devices based on porous nematic materials.
4.3Structural domains in nematic microchannels
In this section I present a theoretical model for the escaped configuration and its boundary
with the homeotropic configuration in microfluidic setting, in view of the transition
between the two microfluidic structures, stability of domains with escaped configurations,
and alignment of escaped structure with respect to flow. The theoretical predictions
are matched to collaborative experiments, enabling a detailed study of solitons and
point defects inside the escaped configuration, and their relaxation towards a dynamic
equilibrium. The results are part of a joined effort of T. Emeršič, N. Osterman, and U.
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Figure 4.6: Defect dynamics in a junction with contractile flow [124]. Two inlet channels
are indicated by red arrows, the rest are 4 outlet channels. Starting from the same initial
configuration as in Fig. 4.5, two ingoing flows are induced by increased pressure in up and down
channel. Flow velocity reaches maximum amplitude of 1.0 ξN/τN. Since the symmetry axis of the
point defect in the initial configuration is in the up-down direction, flow field stretches the defect
in the direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The loop, forming a −1 defect, inflates in
time, until it reaches and pins to the edges of the junction and transforms itself into segments
of 1/2 disclinations in four channels (left, right, top, bottom), eventually forming the stationary
state.
Tkalec, who performed the experiments, R. Zhang and J. J. de Pablo, who worked on
numerical simulation, and S. Čopar and me, who developed and applied the theoretical
model. The results are excepted to be published in Ref. [128].
4.3.1 Direction of the escaped configuration
Our goal is to derive an effective 2D model for the direction of the escaped configuration
in microfluidic confinement (between two parallel confining plates). Fig. 4.7a shows a
cross-section of an escaped configuration, which is characterised by the director oriented
along the horizontal direction exactly at half distance between the confining plates. In
order to derive an analytical description of the direction of the escaped configuration,
we take a simple ansatz for the escaped director profile, in which the dependence of the
director field on the vertical direction is fixed; however, the escaped configuration can
rotate in the horizontal plane:
n = d sin
zπ
h

+ eˆz cos
zπ
h

, (4.1)
where unit vector d is an escaped orientational field in the horizontal xy plane, z the
vertical position in the channel of height h, and eˆz a unit vector along z direction (see
also Fig. 4.7). Velocity profile is described by the Poiseuille flow:
v(z) = 4

1− z
h
 z
h
v, (4.2)
where v is a vector field in the xy plane of the channel. We neglect the possible deviations
from the Poiseuille profile due to variations in the viscosity across the channel. An
important quantity in the derivation is the dissipation function of nematic fluids that
couples gradients of the velocity field to director field and its time derivative [37, 184]. To
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derive the dynamic of the escaped configuration, we need only the terms in the dissipation
function that include director time derivatives:
D = α2n˙inj∂jvi + α3n˙inj∂ivj +
1
2
γ1n˙in˙i, (4.3)
where α2, α3, and γ1 = α3 − α2 are viscosity coefficients in the Ericksen-Leslie-Parodi
formulation of nematodynamics. Total dissipation in the system is given as a volume
integral over the whole dissipation function. Since the director and the velocity profile in
the z direction are fixed by Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2), respectively, we are free to perform
the integration over the z axis, obtaining effectively a dissipation function D2D =

Ddz
of 2D processes
D2D = α2hd˙idj∂jvi

1
3
+
1
π2

+ α2d˙ivi
2
π
+ α3hd˙idj∂ivj

1
3
+
1
π2

+
γ1
4
hd˙id˙i. (4.4)
Much like the dissipation in terms of the director field, D2D has contributions due to time
derivatives of escaped orientation d˙ and also its coupling to velocity gradients. In the
derivation, local escaped regions with direction d are advected along the flow with the
mid-plane velocity v. Next, we write the elastic free energy density of an escaped structure
in approximation of equal elastic constants fel = K2

(∇ · n)2 + (∇× n)2

, which can
again be integrated over the z axis f2D =

fel dz, obtaining
f2D =
K
2

h
2
(∇ · d)2 − π (∇ · d) + h
2
(∇× d)2 + π
2
h

. (4.5)
As expected, f2D has contributions proportional to (∇ · d)2 and (∇× d)2. Additionally,
(∇ · d) term is allowed, since due to the underlying 3D structure elastic penalty depends
on the sign of the splay deformation in d. A constant term is due to elastic deformation
of the escaped configuration in the z direction present even at homogeneous d. We write
escaped field in xy plane as d = (cosφ, sinφ) and follow the Lagrange formalism for φ
angle ∂i ∂f2D∂(∂iφ) −
∂f2D
∂φ =
∂D2D
∂φ˙ , obtaining the master equation for the escaped orientation
φ˙ =
K
γ1
∇2φ+ Kπ
γ1h
(d · ∇)φ+ 2

1
3
+
1
π2

Ωxy
− 2λ

1
3
+
1
π2

(Axx sin 2φ−Axy cos 2φ)− (λ+ 1) 2
πh
(vx sinφ− vy cosφ) ,
(4.6)
where Aij = (∂ivj + ∂jvi)/2 and Ωij = (∂ivj − ∂jvi)/2.
4.3.2Effective free energy of escaped domains
We construct an effective potential U that describes the velocity contributions in the time
derivative of the escaped direction φ˙. Eq. 4.6 can be then viewed as rotation due to local
vorticity field Ωxy, and a relaxation towards a minimum of elastic energy f2D and an
effective potential U . The equation for φ˙ can be then rewritten as
γ1
2
hφ˙− hγ1

1
3
+
1
π2

Ωxy = ∂i
∂f2D
∂(∂iφ)
− ∂U
∂φ
. (4.7)
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Effective potential U has to be chosen in a way that Eq. 4.7 corresponds to Eq. 4.6, leading
to the condition
∂U
∂φ
= −γ2h

1
3
+
1
π2

(Axx sin 2φ−Axy cos 2φ)
− (γ2 − γ1) 1
π
(vx sinφ− vy cosφ) .
(4.8)
Integrating Eq. 4.8 over φ leads to
U =
γ2h
2

1
3
+
1
π2

(Axx cos 2φ+Axy sin 2φ)
+
(γ2 − γ1)
π
(vx cosφ+ vy sinφ) + C,
(4.9)
which can be written in a covariant form
U =
γ2h
2

1
3
+
1
π2

dAd⊺ +
(γ2 − γ1)
π
v · d+ C, (4.10)
where A is the symmetric velocity gradient tensor and C an integration parameter that
is not dependent on φ. C has to vanish at v = 0 and must be at least quadratic in v
to preserve the covariant form. Since we are interested only in the linear response to
the velocity field, we can set C = 0. Eq. 4.10 describes the alignment of the escaped
configuration due to velocity field and its gradients in the horizontal plane. The shear
induced alignment is of similar form as in purely 2D theoretical models of nematic
configurations in flow [125], whereas the coupling term v ·d bears similarity to the coupling
between escaped orientation and thickness gradient [185].
Using the effective potential U , we can phenomenologically construct an effective free
energy F of an escaped state in microfluidic confinement in contact with a homeotropic
nematic state (with ansatz n = eˆz), as depicted in Fig. 4.7b:
F =

escaped
area
(f2D + U) dS +

escaped
edge
Tdl, (4.11)
where T is the line tension of a nematic disclination [37]. Specifically, we are interested in
the free energy of circular escaped domains with homogeneous alignment of d in flow field
that is homogenous in the xy plane. This substantially simplifies the expression for the
free energy
F = 2α2 (v · d− vc) r2 + 2πTr, (4.12)
where vc = Kπ
3
−4hα2 . The dynamics of the defect loop growth (domain growth) or annihilation
is dictated by the drag force on the disclination line and effective free energy [38]
γrr˙ = −1
r
∂F
∂r
= −4α2(v cosα− vc)− 2πT
r
, (4.13)
where viscosity parameter γr is due to a drag force on a moving disclination line and is
assumed to be constant. Below vc, all escaped domains are unstable, and gradually shrink
in size until they annihilate. Above vc, the behaviour of escaped domains depends on their
initial size. If the domain size is smaller than the critical radius
rc =
πT
−2α2 (v − vc)
−1 , (4.14)
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the domain shrinks over time and annihilates. The line tension contribution becomes
dominant at small radii, leading to universal annihilation behaviour of shrinking loops. If
r > rc, the domain grows in size and fills the available space.
Figure 4.7: Domain of escaped structure inside of homeotropic configuration. (a) A
side-view of the region of the homeotropic structure (deformed due to flow) and escaped structure
with a disclination in between them (in red). (b) A sketch of an escaped domain surrounded
by the homeotropic structure and subjected to the velocity profile v. The boundary between
the escaped and homeotropic structure is given by a disclination loop. The cross-section of the
disclination loop changes from −1/2 to +1/2 profile and includes also segments with twist profile.
4.3.3Application to experiments
I take advantage of the derived theory to explain and quantify experiments on the escaped
structure in flowing nematic microchannels. Domains of the escaped structure were
nucleated through a temperature quench by a laser beam. Depending on the size of the
domains and the velocity in the channel, domains can either grow (Fig. 4.8a) or annihilate
(Fig. 4.8b). Within the theoretical model, the growth rate of a circular domain with radius
r in a flow field that is homogeneous in the horizontal plane is given by Eq. 4.13, which
can be integrated analytically to give the time dependence of the radius of the flow-aligned
escaped domain:
t =
1
a

r − r0 + rc ln rc − r
rc − r0

, (4.15)
where a = γ1−γ2γr (v − vc) and r0 is the initial radius of the domain. I have fitted Eq. (4.15) to
the experimental data through parameters a, r0 and rc, and obtained good agreement with
the model (Fig. 4.8c). From the fitting parameters, a critical velocity vc of (56.4±1.4) µm/s
was determined as the point where the inverse of the rc reaches zero (Fig. 4.8d). A similar
value for vc = (56.8± 1.2) µm/s was obtained by fitting over parameter a. The critical
velocity, calculated directly from the dimensions of a channel and the viscoelastic properties
of 5CB, is ≈ 42 µm/s. The agreement with both values obtained from the fit is reasonable,
particularly considering the simplifying assumptions involved in the theoretical model.
Using the values for the fitted parameters, I drew a phase diagram, from which shrinking
or growing behaviour of escaped domains can be determined from the domain radius and
the velocity in the channel.
The dynamics of the escaped director field, given by in-plane angle φ relative to the x
axis, is driven by the elasticity and the flow-alignment. Assuming horizontally uniform
flow in the x direction and neglecting splay-bend anisotropy ((d · ∇)φ term), Eq. 4.6
simplifies to:
γ1φ˙ = K∇2φ+ 4α2
πh
v sinφ, (4.16)
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of escaped domain size in stationary nematic microflows. (a,b)
Growing and shrinking escaped domains, captured in experiments at two different flow speeds
(scale bars: 20 µm). (c) Time dependence of the disclination loop radius for different magnitudes
of the flow velocity. Eq. 4.15 is fitted to the data points for shrinking loops (fit is plotted in bold
lines). Growing loops are quickly subjected to constraints from the channel side-walls, therefore
the predicted growth could not be compared to the experiments. (d) Critical velocity extracted
from the fit parameter 1/rc, obtained for loop annihilation at different velocities. According
to Eq. 4.14, a linear fit is used to determine the critical velocity at (56.4± 1.4) µm/s. (e) Phase
diagram for shrinking and growing loops, separated by the curve for rc as obtained from the fit in
panel (d).
which is recognised as a damped sine-Gordon equation with characteristic length ξ =
Kπh
−4vα2 . A characteristic length scale becomes important when escaped structure is
subjected to reconfiguration due to flow reversal (Fig. 4.9a) or turning off of the flow
(Fig. 4.9b). Upon reversal of the flow, previously aligned escaped state becomes the least
favourable and is subjected to a rapid reversal. The reorientation begins at the edges of
the domain and is propagated inwards as seen in Fig. 4.9a. The energetically unfavourable
part with the old orientation shrinks to a narrow 2π soliton (narrow region, where d
field turns for 2π between two energetically favourable configurations) and is eventually
annihilated through a discontinuous director rearrangement as the characteristic length ξ
becomes very small at sufficiently strong reversed flow. As predicted by Eq. 4.13, flow
reversal must be first followed by shrinking of the domain, as also seen from Fig. 4.9a. The
shrinking is additionally perturbed by local variations of d. In energetically less favourable
regions where, d is still oriented against the flow, invaginations appear in the domain
boundary (fourth panel in Fig. 4.9a).
The escaped structure is described by a unit vector field (and not director field) and
must therefore support the existence of point defects with integer winding numbers. As
the flow field is turned off in Fig. 4.9b, many defect pairs are created, which are connected
by a soliton. At decreasing velocity the characteristic length ξ is increased, allowing
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to compare the bright and dark regions in polarisation micrograph to the transmission
profile calculated from the analytical solution to the sine-Gordon equation (Eq. 4.16)
φ(y) = 4 arctan e±y/ξ (see inset in Fig. 4.9b).
Figure 4.9: Reconfiguration of escaped structure under changing flow regimes. (a)
Reorientation of the escaped domain direction upon reversing the flow. The realigning front is
visible under the microscope as a rapid colour change. Less favourable “old” escaped orientation
shrinks into a narrow 2π soliton and pinches the domain boundary (black arrows). (b) A rapid
turning off of the flow creates point defect pairs connected by solitons. At minute flow rates the
solitons expand, revealing their signature profile in transmitted light intensity (inset). Scale bars:
20 µm.
To generalise, we have demonstrated the annihilation and growth of escaped domains.
Their growth is ensured by the coupling to the velocity field, while the line tension of the
escaped domain interface with the homeotropic structure can lead to their annihilation.
The escaped structure has a vector symmetry, allowing for the presence of point defects
and solitions. Experiments show that it can be maintained over a period of tens of seconds
by periodically modulating the driving pressure. Additionally, the escaped structure is
highly susceptible to external fields and thickness gradients, which could be used for
further shape control, flow steering, and optical tuning of the escaped domains. In the long
run, stable and tunable structural domains in nematic microchannels have the potential
to act as reaction vessels and separation systems.
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4.4 Twist instability in nematic microchannels
Many nematics (including 5CB) have twist elastic constants that are much smaller
than the bend or splay constants [177] and are known to form twist instabilities out of
equilibrium [186]. In this section, I show that in microchannels there is an additional
nematic conformation (see Fig. 4.10) that can form due to low twist elastic constant and
features left or right handed chiral transition in between the top and bottom confining
plates of the channel. My numerical work on the topic is a part of a collaboration that
includes also a theoretical description developed by S. Čopar and experiments performed
by T. Emeršič and U. Tkalec, and is in preparation to be published in Ref. [130].
Figure 4.10: Vertical cross-sections of four possible director configurations in flowing
nematic microchannels. Homeotropic anchoring at the top and at the bottom, and flow from
left to right is assumed. Figure shows a homeotropic configurations (noted as B), two chiral
configurations that are a mirror images of each other (B− and B+), and a escaped configuration
(D).
To capture the effects of low twist elastic constant on nematic structure in microchan-
nels, I performed numerical simulations of Eq. 2.29 in the director (and not tensor) domain
at different values of the elastic anisotropy κ = K2/K1 (bend elastic constant was always
set to be equal to splay constant K3 = K1) and Ericksen numbers. The numerical simula-
tion in the director domain was optimal, since (i) no bulk singularities are expected and
(ii) I wanted to capture the twist-induced effects in the most direct manner possible. For
simplicity, I assumed a parabolic fixed flow field profile. Fig. 4.11 shows a cross-section
of four distinct nematic configurations in microchannels, generated by different values of
elastic anisotropy and Ericksen numbers. The observed structures are: (a) homeotropic,
(b) escaped, (c) chiral, and (d) chiral with a soliton between two regions with opposite
chirality. The homeotropic and the escaped structure are discussed in the previous sections.
The difference between the two is that in the escaped structure,the director tilt angle ϑ
to the vertical direction makes a π rotation across the channel thickness, while in the
homeotropic structure the total director tilt rotation is zero. The chiral configuration
is topologically equivalent to the homeotropic structure. The notable characteristic of
a chiral configuration is that instead of a vertical director orientation in the middle of
the channel (at z = h/2), across the channel thickness the director first tilts along the
flow and then performs a chiral rotation to accommodate the shear flow conditions on
the other side of the channel. Since in my simulations the nematic is intrinsically achiral
(only with low twist elastic constant), both left and right handed chiral twists in Fig. 4.11
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are equally possible. In fact, locally structures with opposite handed chiralities can be
observed in the same channel, in which case they are separated by a solition (Fig. 4.11d).
Figure 4.11: Director profile in cross-section of nematic microchannels at various elastic
anisotropies and Ericksen numbers. (a) A homeotropic, (b) an escaped, and (c) a chiral
configuration. (d) Chiral configuration with a solition-like transition between regions of opposite
chiralities. Director is drawn with arrows to distinguish the rotation angle of the director between
the bottom and the top plate (π in the escaped case, 0 otherwise).
To avoid the effects of channel sidewalls and aspect ratio, I also performed one-
dimensional simulations with respect to the z coordinate. Fig. 4.12 shows the director tilt
angle ϑ and azimuthal angle φ for director formulation n = (cosφ sinϑ, sinφ sinϑ, cosϑ)
along the vertical cross-section. For low elastic anisotropy and small Ericksen numbers, ϑ
in the middle of the channel falls to zero and φ turns sharply from 90◦ to −90◦. However,
at low values of K2/K1 and at high Ericksen numbers, ϑ no longer falls to zero in the
channel centre. Instead, the director deformation across the channel is characterized by
gradual chiral transition from φ = 90◦ to φ = −90◦. To elucidate the transition to the
chiral structure, I take mid-channel tilt angle ϑ0 as a measure for the structure chirality
and measure it for different values of K2/K1 and Er. The results shown in Fig. 4.13a,b
demonstrate a continuous transition with a critical exponent close to 0.5. Fig. 4.13c
shows a phase diagram of the transition, where an empirical power law in the form of
κ = κ′[1− (Er/Er′)−b] is fitted to the boundary between stability regions for chiral and
homeotropic structure. The fit reveals the lowest admissible flow rate Er′ = 9.87 and
critical elastic anisotropy κ′ = 0.97 required for B∗ structure to occur, and the critical
exponent b = 1.4. In Section 4.3, I show that an escaped structure can be stabilized for
Ericksen numbers higher than ErD = π
3
2(1+λ) = 7.56, which is lower than any Ericksen
number that can accommodate the chiral structure. However, the discontinuous transition
to the escaped structure requires initial seed domain of sufficient size to grow and extend
in the entire sample. Before this process takes place, it is possible to observe a transition
to the chiral structure in experiments (Fig. 4.13d–g).
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Figure 4.12: Director twist angle φ and tilt angle ϑ for varying elastic anisotropy (first
column) and Ericksen numbers (second column). At small elastic anisotropies, director
structure is characterized by a sharp transition from φ = 90◦ to φ = −90◦ and large director tilt
towards the flow in the upper and bottom half of the channel. This is a signature of homeotropic
structure. As κ decreases, ϑ in the middle of the channel (ϑ0) becomes non-zero and φ profile
smooths out, indicating a chiral transition from the director tilt in the bottom and in the upper
half. Similarly, director is in the homeotropic configuration for small Ericksen numbers, with
sharp transition in φ angle and ϑ = 0 in the middle of the channel. In the homeotropic structure,
the director tilt angle increases, until a transition to a chiral configuration is reached.
4.5 Summary of results on microfluidic nematic structures
In this chapter, I have provided a theoretical and numerical description of nematic ordering
in microfluidic confinement, supported by collaborative experiments. Microchannels are
typically of rectangular shape with large aspect ratio (about 10 : 1). For small Ericksen
numbers (weak flows), nematic is in a homeotropic configuration, characterized by tilted
director profile with a vertical mid-plane director orientation (see Fig. 4.11a). Towards
the side walls, the director field is additionally deformed to accommodate the anchoring
conditions (Fig. 4.11). At increasing flow magnitude, an escaped configuration becomes
stable at ErD = π
3
2(1+λ) . However, the transition to an escaped structure is discontinuous
due to additional free energy costs of the line tension of a disclination between the escaped
and homeotropic configuration. An initial nucleation of the escaped structure of sufficient
size is needed to initiate the transition. For circular nucleations, the critical radius for
such domains of escaped structure equals rc = πT−2α2 (v − vc)
−1. Initial escaped nucleation
can be created by local laser-induced temperature quench, or can be produced outside
the channel by some irregularity (i.e. flow pump, sharp edges, dust particles) and grow in
size and get advected in the channel. If the homeotropic-escaped transition has not yet
been reached, nematic orientation might continuously deform to a chiral structure due to
a twist instability. In the phase diagram of Fig. 4.13 I show at which Ericksen numbers
and K2/K1 ratios the twist instability occurs and the corresponding magnitude of the
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Figure 4.13: Transition between homeotropic (B) and chiral (B∗) structure, character-
ized by director mid-channel tilt angle ϑ0. The critical exponent of the transition at (a)
varying elastic anisotropy (κ = K2/K1) and (c) Ericksen number (Er) is close to 0.5. (b) In
the phase diagram, homeotropic structure appears at large values of κ and at small Ericksen
numbers. The phase border is fitted with the empirical power law κ = κ′[1− (Er/Er′)−b] (white
dashed curve). The vertical dashed line at ErD = 7.56 indicates the value of Ericksen number at
which escaped structure can be stabilized. (d-g) Observation of the chiral structure in experiment
between crossed polarisers. (d) A small chiral region appears in between the homeotropic structure.
(e) Islands with opposite chirality separated by solitions. (f) A solition extending along the channel.
(g) Escaped structure filling the channel which was previously in chiral configuration. Nematic
flows from left to right.
chiral deformation. Both left and right handed chiral structures are equally possible. They
are separated by a soliton. In the context of a 2D theory, escaped structure is viewed as
a polar vector field that is highly susceptible to velocity direction and its gradients. By
creating a non-uniform velocity field in the horizontal plane (i.e. in channel junctions)
structure of the escaped configuration can be shaped to support defects of high combined
magnitude. Moreover, stable defects in the escaped structure appear at the position
of the stagnation point in such flow junctions and were shown to follow the stagnation
point displacement, which supports the notion of an effective cross-talk between the
hydrodynamics and orientational singularity in nematic microfluidic junctions.

5
Stabilizing Skyrmion-like structures
by patterned surfaces
In this chapter, I discuss properties and stability of Skyrmion-like structures in achiral
nematic liquid crystals. They are generated in thin liquid crystal films on patterned
patchy surfaces and are conditioned by material elasticity and surface boundary conditions.
Using numerical simulations, I show that such Skyrmion-like structures are long lived
but unstable, eventually decaying into a hybrid aligned structure free of topological
defects. Their long life-time is ensured by the low twist elastic constant. These results
were published in Ref. [122] with experimental collaborators from Radboud University.
Additionally, I show that due to large surface deformation of the director field in surface
patterned cells, there is a large contribution of saddle-splay elasticity to the nematic free
energy. I demonstrate that saddle-splay contribution could be used in the right regime of
elastic constants for Skyrmion-like structures to be not only long-lived, but also stable,
which was published in Ref. [123].
5.1
Effects of elastic anisotropy on the structure formation and stability in
patterned cells
Our set-up consists of a homeotropic nematic cell with a square patch of planar degenerate
anchoring on one of the surfaces. The structure with the minimum of the free energy
is a hybrid aligned nematic (HAN) configuration, where the local molecular tilt angle
transitions smoothly from the planar alignment on the patterned square to the vertical
orientation on the upper homeotropic surface (Fig. 5.1a). Interestingly, arrays of such
patterned patches can form complex nematic displays with sub-millisecond switching
times [187]. Numerical simulations reveal that the director pattern in HAN configuration
is greatly dependent on the anisotropy of the elastic constants of the nematic material.
Fig. 5.1(b,c) shows that in the regime of equal elastic constants (K1 = K2 = K3), director
assumes a homogeneous orientation on the patterned patch with random direction of
the in-plane alignment. When the elastic constant anisotropy is set to match the typical
hierarchy of elastic constants for thermotropic molecular liquid crystals (K2 < K1 < K3),
the director shows a splay deformation on the planar degenerate patch. Accordingly, this
changes the simulated polarization micrograph from a square pattern in the regime of equal
elastic constants, to a diamond-like pattern in the regime of elastic anisotropy (Fig. 5.1b,c).
The effects of elastic anisotropy are even more pronounced when a vertical electric field
is applied. The torque imposed by the electric field tends to align nematic molecules in
the vertical direction and pushes the dark edges of the polarization micrograph towards
the centre, creating a optical structure with three distinct bright brushes. This feature is
observed only in the regime of three different elastic constants. When using equal elastic
constants, the square pixel responds to the applied voltage by changing its brightness
uniformly in lateral direction without modulations.
Upon applying and releasing strong voltages (∼ 30V) in experiments on patterned cells,
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Figure 5.1: Surface square-patterned nematic cells as advanced birefringent material
layers [122]. (a) Director field profile in a single patterned square surrounded by homeotropically
aligned nematic. (b) Director configuration on the patterned patch with planar degenerate
anchoring for equal elastic constants (Ki = K¯) and different elastic constants (K1, K2, K3), and
(c) corresponding polarization micrograph. (d) The formation of bright brushes under applied
electric field in different regimes of elastic anisotropies (left: K1 = K2 = K3 = 13.9 pN; central:
K1 = 12.1 pN, K2 = 5.9 pN, K3 = 23.7 pN; right: K1 = 12.1 pN, K2 = 5.9 pN, K3 = 47.4 pN).
Optical polarization microscopy micrographs were calculated for a director structure between
crossed polarisers using a Jones matrix approach. (e) Experimental polarization micrograph under
applied field.
nematic structure does not return to a HAN state, but instead assumes a configuration
with a point topological defect, located at the centre of each square [122]. This is
recognizable by a vortex-like pattern in the polarization micrograph (Fig. 5.2a). In
order to clarify the exact nature of these defect states, I have performed numerical
simulations in zero flow approximation starting from initial boojum configurations, such
as nspiral = (y,−x,−z)/

x2 + y2 + z2 and nhyperbolic = (x, y,−z)/

x2 + y2 + z2. First,
nematic undergoes a fast initial reconfiguration in order to satisfy anchoring direction and
periodic boundary conditions Afterwards a long-lived state is formed, characterized by
a boojum at the centre of the degenerate patch. From variety of initial configurations,
ansatz for the spiral boojum nspiral produced a defect configuration with the lowest free
energy. The new found state has a spiral structure at the planar surface, followed by a
predominantly twist transition to a homeotropic orientation (Fig. 5.2b,c). A spiral boojum
can be understood as a local excitation in a uniform far-field, i.e. a Skyrmion-like object,
which is initiated and stabilized by the patterned patchy surface. Its long life-time can be
attributed to small twist elastic constant used in experiments. In principle, such boojum
configurations are thermodynamically unstable, because they require higher free energy
than a HAN configuration (1.23-times higher for spiral boojum). Eventually, they are
relaxed to a HAN state. The reconfiguration process is shown in Fig. 5.2(d).
This work demonstrates how surface patterned geometries can lead to surface-stabilized
nematic topological structures. Of particular importance in such geometries are ratios
between nematic elastic constants that can determine stability and life-time of various
defect configurations. By choosing more complicated patterning geometry even more
complex structures could be achieved, with particular use in photonics, where material
singularities are known to produce singularities in the propagating light wave [188].
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Figure 5.2: Complex Skyrmion-like birefringent phases stabilized by surface pat-
terns [122]. (a) Experimental optical polarization microscopy image after the application
of 30 V. (b) Director structure of the spiral configuration at the planar patch, and (c) correspond-
ing optical microscopy image. (d) Relaxation process of a spiral configuration: initial ansatz is
quickly transformed into Skyrmion-like structure, which is long lived; eventually, boojum centre is
shifted towards the border and a fast reconfiguration to a HAN structure follows.
5.2Importance of saddle-splay elasticity in complex geometries
Beside the standard splay, twist and bend elastic modes also saddle-splay elasticity is
inherently incorporated in the Landau-de Gennes free energy (even with only one elastic
constant), but typically little attention is given to its actual relevance when interpreting
the results of numerical simulations or even experiments. However, as I show in this
section, in confined nematics with surface modulations, saddle-splay elasticity becomes
important.
Saddle-splay elasticity is important for curved interfaces with planar degenerate
anchoring [189], dynamics of defect structures [190], and also surface deformations of
the director field. For flat interfaces, saddle-splay elasticity for constant degree of order
assumes a form
F24 = 2

S
dS K24

n∥ · ∇

(n · ν), (5.1)
where ν is the surface normal and n∥ = n− (n · ν)ν the projection of the director field
on the surface. Eq. 5.1 demonstates that specific orientations of nematic molecules on the
surface can change the nematic free energy if there is in-plane variation of the director
component perpendicular to the surface due to weak anchoring or due to borders between
different (strong) anchoring regimes.
Saddle-splay is generally explored in the framework of nematic director, but today
the majority of (numerical) calculations are performed with the nematic order parameter
tensor. Therefore, I specifically write down the Q-tensor invariants that correspond to the
saddle-splay, allowing for the direct evaluation of the saddle-splay elasticity. A possible
formulation of the tensor-based saddle-splay volume free energy density f ten24 is:
f ten24 = L24

∂Qjk
∂xi
∂Qik
∂xj
− ∂Qij
∂xj
∂Qik
∂xk

(5.2)
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where L24 can be taken as the tensorial saddle-splay constant. In the case of two
elastic constants L1 and L2, the relations between L1, L2, and K24 give L24 = L1 and
K24 =
9S2
4 L24. Director-based saddle-splay free energy can be directly mapped to a
tensor-based term (Eq. 5.2) plus additional contributions arising from biaxiality and
inhomogeneous S. For more details on the mapping see Appendix A.
To demonstrate the selected role of saddle-splay in cells with director modulations
on confining surfaces, I performed numerical simulations of homeotropic nematic cells
with circular patches of planar degenerate anchoring. I analysed saddle-splay volume
and surface profiles for three long lived (but eventually unstable) defects states: a radial
boojum, a hyperbolic boojum with winding number +1 (a +1 hyperbolic boojum), and a
hyperbolic boojum with winding number −1 (a −1 hyperbolic boojum), the results are
presented in Fig. 5.3. In the boojum configurations, the saddle-splay volume free energy
density f ten24 is substantial close to the degenerate surface and in the region of the central
boojum defect (Fig. 5.3b,c,f,g,j,k). For the radial boojum, f ten24 is mostly positive. For the
+1 hyperbolic boojum, it has regions of both negative and positive values with prevailingly
positive regions. For the −1 hyperbolic boojum structure, f ten24 shows a complex spatial
profile where regions of positive and negative f ten24 mostly cancel each other out.
As predicted by Eq. 5.1, saddle-splay surface term f surf24 is primarily conditioned by the
contributions from the planar-homeotropic anchoring boundary. At this boundary region,
f surf24 is negative for the transition from planar to homeotropic orientation characteristic
for a radial boojum (Fig. 5.3d), and it is positive for the +1 hyperbolic boojum transition
(Fig. 5.3h). −1 hyperbolic boojum configuration displays both types of transitions from
planar to homeotropic surface (Fig. 5.3j,k), therefore the positive and negative values of
f surf24 mostly cancel each other out. The f surf24 shows variations close to the defect cores;
however, they are suppressed by the low values of the nematic degree of order.
In radial, +1, and −1 hyperbolic boojum configurations, saddle splay elasticity (calcu-
lated through Eq. 5.2) contributed −34%, 36%, and −1.2% to the total elastic free energy,
respectively. The substantial contributions of saddle-splay elasticity for radial and +1
hyperbolic configurations, and much smaller saddle-splay free energy for a −1 hyperbolic
boojum can be explained by the profiles of the saddle-splay volume and surface density.
Note that these results on boojums could potentially be used generally to estimate the
amount (or the sign) of saddle-splay free energy in general systems with surface boojum
defects.
Strongly negative values of the saddle-splay free energy of the radial boojum config-
uration suggest that for high saddle-splay coupling such state could potentially become
not only long-lived but also (meta)stable, i.e. corresponding to a free energy minimum. I
demonstrate that this can be achieved by increasing the elastic anisotropy ratio K2/K1
where K24 = K2/2 and K1 = K3, effectively increasing the saddle-splay elastic constant
K24. Values for K24 needed to stabilize a radial configuration are not common in typical
thermotropic liquid crystals, however, recently unconventional elastic regimes have been
reached in experiments with chromonic liquid crystals, and twist-bend and splay-bend
phases, where unconventional values for K24 are indeed possible [191]. Fig. 5.4 shows how
Landau-de Gennes, Frank-Oseen, saddle-splay, and anchoring terms of the free energy
vary with elastic anisotropy ratio K2/K1 for a radial and for HAN configuration. The
free energy of the radial boojum configuration falls below the free energy of the HAN
configuration at K2/K1 ∼ 2 and becomes the equilibrium configuration. When increasing
the K2/K1 ratio, the free energy configurations show a decrease in the difference between
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Figure 5.3: Saddle-splay free energy in configurations with boojum defects [123]. Di-
rector field profiles and the corresponding tensor based saddle-splay volume free energy density
(1st – 3rd column) and director based saddle-splay surface free energy density (4th column) in
horizontal cross-section at the bottom surface (1st and 4th column) and two vertical cross-sections
(middle columns) for a radial boojum, +1 hyperbolic boojum, and −1 hyperbolic boojum.
Frank-Oseen free energies and slightly increasing difference between the saddle-splay
free energies of the two states, which causes the stabilisation that can be attributed to
the saddle-splay. More broadly, this indicates that the actual values of the saddle-splay
constant in different systems can be a major factor in determining stability, metastability
or non-stability of different structures. Models which include only Frank-Oseen and not
also the saddle-splay free energy could not properly predict the stability of a radial boojum
at K2/K1 ∼ 2.
Nematic profiles in complex geometries typically form a range of (meta)stable states,
with their mutual stability or metastability conditioned by the exact value of the total
free energy minimum. In this chapter, I have demonstrated how in nematic systems with
inhomogeneous (patterned) surface anchoring, (meta)stability is conditioned also notably
by the saddle-splay contribution.
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Figure 5.4: Stabilisation of boojum configuration via saddle-splay [123]. (a) Landau-de
Gennes (LdG), Frank-Oseen (F-O), saddle-splay (subscript 24), and anchoring (subscript a)
free energy contributions for the HAN configuration (superscript HAN, in red) and the radial
boojum configuration (superscript r, in blue) as dependent on the elastic anisotropy K2/K1 where
K24 = K2/2. At higher values of K2/K1, the free energy of the radial boojum falls below the
value of the HAN configuration. FLdG is plotted as a difference to the Landau-de Gennes free
energy of an undistorted homogeneous nematic of the same volume. Frank-Oseen and saddle-splay
terms do not exactly add up to Landau-de Gennes free energy, due to additional ∇S terms, biaxial
contributions, and finite resolution errors. The snapshots of the director field at the bottom
degenerate planar patch are presented for (b,c) the HAN configuration and (d) radial boojum
configuration.
6
Dynamic structures generated by
external fields
Here, I explore selected mechanisms for driving the nematic field out of equilibrium by
external fields to create dynamic structures. In Section 6.1 flow of nematic liquid crystal
is continually generated by a time-varying electric or optic field. In Section 6.2, I discuss
structure formation and coarsening dynamics of a nematic liquid crystal relaxing towards
equilibrium after a thermal quench.
6.1Field generated nematic microflows via backflow mechanism
In this Section, I demonstrate the use of electric and optic fields to generate selected
nematic dyanamic structures in microfluidic confinement via backflow mechanism. I use
homogeneous electric field to drive nematic flows in hybrid aligned nematic (HAN) cells,
inducing an average non-zero displacement. I observe that the efficiency of flow-driving is
increased if electric field with rotating polarization is used. This is further explored by
using laser beams with rotating polarization, leading to vortex structures in homeotropic
nematic cells. Vortex formation can be optimized in nematic channels to generate a net
flow in left or right direction. This work is a step towards expanding the functionality of
electric fields and in particular laser beams beyond purely optical-trapping mechanism
for creation of nematic flows for manipulation of colloidal particles and applications in
microfluidics.
To ensure material displacement for the flow profiles, driven by electric field induced
director deformations, I use two strategies: (i) The rate at which the electric field is
switched on or off must be comparable or shorter than the relaxation time of nematic
director, thus forcing the nematic out of equilibrium, or (ii) The profile of the applied
electric field must not be symmetrical under time reversal. Both of the above strategies
break the time reversal symmetry. I explore the first strategy in sawtooth driven bend
cell and the second strategy in planar cells driven by Gaussian laser beams with rotating
polarization.
6.1.1Flow generated by switching of the electric field in microchannels
I generate a net flow in HAN cells using fast-varying electric field. HAN cell is used to
break the left-right symmetry and induce a flow along a single direction (compared to
bidirectional flow that can be observed in planar or homeotropic cells). Fig. 6.1a shows the
director profile along the HAN cell and the direction of the applied electric field. Starting
from equilibrium configuration with no field applied and switching the field on (Fig. 6.1b,
left column) results in an average flow along the cell height that changes in time from
left to right direction. The strong electric field is turned on (or off) in 0.043-times the
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nematic relaxation time τdir, which makes the transition distinctly non-equilibrium. Since
the director dynamics is governed by a strong electric field, the adaptation to the electric
field is rather fast – backflow due to director reorientations is negligible after 0.1-times
the director relaxation time τdir. Director relaxation time τdir = h2/ΓL is calculated
from the cell thickness h (in all simulations h = 150 ξN) and viscoelastic properties of the
nematic (see Section 2.5). In total, the flow pattern produces an average displacement
0.009-times the cell height towards the left. Right column of Fig. 6.1b shows average flow
and displacement if the voltage is tuned off after it has been turned on for sufficient time.
Again, the average flow oscillates between the left and right direction, with dominating
right contribution producing an average displacement of 0.012h. With no electric field
applied, nematic relaxes much slower towards equilibrium, after 0.4 τdir only a negligible
amount of backflow is observed.
The fact that total displacement when electric field is turned on is not equal to total
displacement when electric field is turned off allows for a net flow generating mechanism
in HAN cells by using high frequency voltage oscillations. Important condition for such
flow generation is that electric field changes are much faster than τdir, which pushes the
nematic out of equilibrium and generates different displacements for electric field being
turned on or off. Such mechanisms of backflow-generation by oscillating electric fields were
indeed used to drive colloidal particles or net flows in smectic [45–47] or nematic [43, 44]
liquid crystals.
Figure 6.1: Fluid displacement generated by switching of electric field in hybrid aligned
nematic cell. (a) Geometrical set-up of the problem. (b) Voltage, average flow, and average
fluid displacement in the left and right direction upon turning the voltage on or off. Turning the
voltage on from initial equilibrium configuration with no electric field applied, on average displaces
the nematic 0.009-times the cell height in the left direction. Upon turning the voltage off, the flow
in the samples relaxes much slower and the average fluid displacement is 1.2 h towards the right.
6.1.2 Generation of flow by rotating electric field
Using rotating electric fields leads to important consequences for the backflow-generating
deformations of the director profiles: (i) on-off switching of the electric field is omit-
ted, therefore flow does not alternate between left and right displacement, and (ii) the
deformation of the director field is non-reciprocal in time, leading to net flow even for
low driving frequencies. I demonstrate a possible application of rotating electric field
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in a nematic cell with a surface with planar anchoring and a second surface with no
anchoring of nematic molecules (see Fig. 6.2a). The director field can be expressed in
terms if the x, y, and z components as n = (sinα, sinβ cosα, cosβ cosα), and the electric
field rotates in the plane that is perpendicular to anchoring direction at the top surface
E = E0 (0, sinβfield, cosβfield), where βfield = ωt, and E0 = 5V/µm. In the simulation,
I use moderate rotation frequencies (in Fig. 6.2, ω = 12.3 τ−1dir ), leading to the director
profile being close to a local minimum with the phase shift between β and βfield of ≈ 10◦.
Fig. 6.2 shows the director twist and splay-bend transition between the bottom and the
top surface for βfield = 0◦ and βfield = 90◦, respectively. Figs. 6.2b,d show flow rate and the
velocity profile in the simulated nematic cell under the application of a rotating electric
field. In the y direction, the flow is primarly in one direction except for a short period
at βfield ∼ 90◦, where it is negative and small. This leads to a large flow rate in the y
direction, as seen in Fig. 6.2d. In the x direction, flow is completely symmetric leading to
zero net flow.
Figure 6.2: Flow generation by rotating homogeneous electric field. (a,c) Director field
for two angles of applied electric field. The top plate imposes a planar anchoring along x direction
and the bottom plate imposes no anchoring on nematic molecules. Electric field is rotated around
−x axis. (b) Velocity field profile along the y and along the x direction during one rotation of
the electric field. The period of oscillation of vy is only 180◦ in βfield. On average, flow in the x
direction cancels itself out, but there is a finite contribution along the y axis. (d) vy averaged over
the height of the cell (top row) and its time average (bottom row) revealing a total average flow
of 0.3h/τdir.
The backflow effect of rotating director field in confined nematics can be illustrated
by a simple analytical calculation of a nematic liquid crystal confined between the two
plates at z = 0 and z = h, similar to Fig. 6.2a,c. Top plate imposes a director orientation
along the y axis. Instead of the electric field, director rotation is induced by the rotating
anchoring condition at the bottom plate with n = (0, sinωt, cosωt). Let the rotation
frequency ω be slow enough for the director always to be in equilibrium configuration in
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the bulk, given by ∇2n = 0.
n = (sin
πz
2h
, sin(ωt) cos
πz
2h
, cos(ωt) cos
πz
2h
) (6.1)
A force on the nematic material due to director distortions can be calculated through the
viscous stress tensor (Eq. 2.30) and in the y direction equals
fy =
πω
2h

α3 cos
2(ωt)− α2 sin2(ωt)

sin
πz
h
, (6.2)
which gives a non-zero time average after a large number of oscillations
⟨fy⟩ = πω
4h
γ1 sin
πz
h
. (6.3)
Eq. 6.3 demonstrates how the director rotation can lead to a backflow generating force.
Interestingly, the force density is not distributed equally across the channel, but is focused
more at the centre of the channel. More importantly, since typically |α2| ≫ |α3|, flow
maximum is generated for ωt ≈ ±π/2, which is also clearly seen in numerical simulation
(Fig. 6.2d).
6.1.3 Flow fields induced by laser beams with rotating polarization
Optical beams could be used as an interesting source of rotating/modulating electric fields
to drive flows in nematics. I demonstrate, how a Gaussian beam with a rotating polarization
(i.e. different from circular polarisation) induces a vortex structure in homeotropic nematic
cells (see Fig. 6.3). I have assumed that cell thickness is small enough so that the beam
intensity and polarization do not change much along the vertical cross-section. In thicker
cells that might be the case, although similar results can be expected as long the director
field in the centre of the beam follows the electric field polarization. Also, the relative
magnetic permeability of the nematic is set to one, since coupling with the electric field is
typically much stronger. The director deformation profile shown in Fig. 6.3 is similar to
the direction deformation in the case of rotating homogeneous electric field. The director
deforms from a planar orientation in the centre of the beam to a homeotropic orientation
far away from the beam, where orientation is dictated by the boundary conditions on the
confining surfaces. The deformation is continuous in time, generating a vortex structure in
the xy plane, as shown in Fig. 6.3b,c. Velocity profiles (Fig. 6.3d,e) reveal that the vortex
is not completely two-dimensional and rotationally symmetric, which is a consequence of
the periodic boundary conditions, complex flow generation where the driving forces do
not form a cylindrically symmetric structure, and anisotropic viscosity of nematic liquid
crystals. I also probed the frequency dependence of the maximum velocity of backflow
generated using Gaussian beams with rotating polarization (Fig. 6.3f), which increases
with the rotation frequency. At sufficiently large rotating frequencies, nematic director
can not follow the electric field any more and a stationary structure with no generated
backflow is expected.
Laser beams with rotating polarization can be also used to generate net flows in
nematic channels, which is demonstrated in Fig. 6.4 for channels with anchoring along the
vertical direction at all confining surfaces. If the laser beam spot is positioned close to one
of the surfaces, the part of the vortex in the material flow that is closer to the surface gets
dissipated more, leading to a net flow in the channel. Fig. 6.4b shows how flow rate and
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Figure 6.3: Vortex flow created by laser beam with rotating polarization (a) Electric
field intensity inside the laser beam (red colormap, maximum corresponds to 8.9V/µm) and the
director beam profile (green rods) at fixed polarization of the beam. Inset shows the set-up with
beam direction (red arrow) and the the planes (red and blue) at which the cross-sections of the
field profiles are drawn. The polarisation of the laser beam is then rotated around the −z axis.
(b) Field structures when beam polarization is along the x axis, and (c) along the y axis. Black
arrows show the velocity profile, which assumes a vortex-like structure. (d,e) Vortex-like structure
is confirmed by velocity cross-sections along (d) x direction and (e) y direction taken from panel
(b). (f) In the simulated rotational frequency range, maximum of the velocity field scales roughly
linearly with the oscillating frequency.
time-averaged flow rate in such configuration change over time. The results are similar
to Fig. 6.2, showing net flow primarily in one direction, leading to a substantial average
flow in a channel. I probed the dependence of the average flow rate on the position of the
beam (Fig. 6.4c) and the rotation frequency (Fig. 6.4d). If the beam is positioned at the
centre of the channel, symmetry prevents any net flow rate. If the beam is too close to the
surface, surface anchoring suppresses the optical field-generated distortion of the director
field, leading again to zero net flow rate. The optimal position of the laser bean centre in
my numerical set-up is ≈ 0.75-times the channel thickness away from the side-wall. For
small rotation frequencies, linear dependence of the flow rate on the frequency is expected
and observed, as the time scale of the rotation of the polarisation is so small that the
nematic is effectively in the local equilibrium. For fast rotation frequencies the rotation
of the director field away from the beams centre no longer follows the rotation of the
polarisation and assumes a homeotropic orientation, thus reducing the efficiency of the
flow rate generation. Such rotating laser beam can act as a weak local flow pump. For
long channel, the viscous drag would limit the pumping efficiency, in which case more
laser beams or a combination with other pumping methods would be required.
The magnitude of the flow fields in the simulations of field-generated microflows can be
converted from a dimensionless form to SI units. For the conversion, I assume the parameter
values as given in Table 3.2, i.e. L = 4.8 pN, ξN = 2.3 nm and Γ = 15 (Pas)−1. These
values result in the cell thickness h = 345 nm and the director time scale τdir = 1.98ms.
Typical magnitudes of the flow field in Figs. 6.2–6.3 are v ≈ 0.5h/τdir = 174 µm/s. Flow
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Figure 6.4: Net flow generated by laser beam with rotating frequency in proximity of
side wall. (a) If the centre of the laser beam is close to the side wall of a microfluidic channel,
part of the vortex is suppressed by the no-slip boundary condition. (b) Oscillation of the flow rate
through the channel and its time average. Net flow rate is in one direction. (c) Optimization of
the beam centre position in the channel. Too close to the boundary, the director field is strongly
conditioned by the surface anchoring and does not follow the electric field. If the laser beam is
centred in the middle of the channel, flow field is bidirectional with zero net flow. (d) Optimization
of the flow rate with respect to rotation frequency. At low frequencies the director field follows
the electric field, but the flow magnitude is small. Linear response to the rotation frequency is
shown by the dotted line. At high frequencies the director reorientation time scale is too slow to
adapt to the electric field, in turn causing smaller flow rates.
rate of 0.01h3/τdir in Fig. 6.4 evaluates to 0.207 µm3/s. Relatively large flow magnitudes
of 174 µm/s are a result of a rather strong confinement to thin cells. The associated
Ericksen number is moderate at Er = 0.5.
A useful calculation would also be to estimate the flow magnitude in thicker cells, which
are more easily constructed in experiments. Since in my simulations of field-generated
microflows director deformations are continuous (without defects present), we can assume
that the observed dynamics is based on the director field and not on the degree of order.
We could expect a similar behaviour as in the original simulation if all the dimensionless
quantities (i.e. ratios between different time or length scales) stay the same. For the
same Ericksen number Er = v0h0ΓL and for the same material parameters L and Γ, we could
expect that typical velocity v in a cell of thickness h scales depending on the simulation
values v0 and h0 approximately as v = v0 h0h . For a typical cell thickness in experiments
h = 10 µm and such scaling estimate gives a velocity of v = 6 µm/s.
The presented research explores the use of laser beam profiles to generate local flows in
nematic cells. Laser beams are already extensively used (in nematics) as tweezers to entrap,
manipulate, and assemble colloidal particles [192]. Using laser beams to drive nematic
flows is a step towards channel free and moving parts free microfluidics, where continuous
deformation of fluid’s internal structure acts as a local generator of flow. The possibility
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of local fluid pumps could enable closed microfluidic circuits. Furthermore, using multiple
laser beams with possibly opposite direction of polarization rotation, one could create
flow networks without channels. Since microfluidic channels are typically imprinted using
lithography techniques, channel networks have to be prepared in advance. Contrary, using
optical field, flow structure could be adapted and changed during experiment. This would
require an optical set-up, but a nematic cell could retain a minimalistic geometry. Finally,
using rotating laser beams can provide a microfluidic functionality with no predefined
channels, where flow networks and flow magnitude are shaped using optical fields without
external pumps or moving parts, possibly leading to creation of complex flow patterns.
6.2Temperature quench-driven structure formation
In this section, I use numerical simulations to quantify details of isotropic-nematic phase
transition following a thermal quench. I test the duration and the coarsening dynamics
of individual phases of the transition process within the Landau-de Gennes continuum
description of the nematic phase transition. The simulations are performed without flow,
except where explicitly noted. The simulations are associated with collaborative finite
difference time domain (FDTD) numerical simulations performed by Anja Pusovnik, and
experimental work done by Uroš Jagodič and Igor Muševič. Results will be a part of the
publication in Ref. [132]. My simulations are in line with the experimental and theoretical
work on Kibble-Zurek mechanism [68–70] and coarsening dynamics in liquid crystals
in 2D [193, 194] and 3D [72, 195]. I observe characteristic behaviour for time quench
dynamics [71], predicted scaling properties of coarsening mechanism [196], and effects of
confinement [197]. However, the aim of this work is to explore early phase of the structure
formation — substantially below the ∼ 1 s time scales characterised and measured in the
literature — combined with late-stage coarsening during a thermal quench.
I performed numerical simulations for growth of a single domain in S from an initial
seed in the S = 0 surrounding. For homogeneous director within the seed and simulation
without flow, exponential growth of the average scalar order parameter within the system
⟨S⟩ (see Fig. 6.5) can be for S ≪ 1 derived from Eq. 2.33 [71]:
⟨S⟩ = ⟨S⟩0 e(t/τq)
2
, (6.4)
where τq =

2/Γaq and q is the quench (cooling) rate of the nematic. Initial condition for
the simulations was a single domain of radius 14 nm in a (340 nm)3 simulation box with
periodic boundary conditions. The initial value of the order parameter in the domain was
S0. At t = 0 the system temperature equals nematic supercooling temperature T ∗NI and is
lowered in time with a quench rate q. Fig. 6.5b shows increasing ⟨S⟩ in time. ⟨S⟩ follows the
behaviour theoretically predicted by Eq. 6.4, where only ⟨S⟩0 has been adjusted to fit the
data. The growth deviates from Eq. 6.4 when the condition of small average S is no longer
met and the domain fills the available space. The time needed for average S to become
considerable (⟨S⟩ ∼ 0.1) can be extracted from Eq. 6.4: t ≈ τq

ln 0.1⟨S⟩0 =

2
Γaq ln
0.1
⟨S⟩0 .
Fig. 6.5c,d shows ⟨S⟩ growing from an initial domain at various values of the initial order
parameter inside the domain and for different quench rates. For typical values for 5CB in a
thin cell (height equals few µm), parameter values a = 1.72× 104 J/m3K, Γ = 16 (Pas)−1,
and q = 10K/ms give τq = 27 µs and ⟨S⟩ = 0.1 at approximately 1–5 τq, depending on
the initial order parameter within the system.
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Fig. 6.5a shows growth of multiple domains, where the director orientation inside the
seed for each domain is random. The domains (regions of large S) grow and fill the space.
When domains meet, the frustrated director orientation in separate domains leads to
creation of a network of disclination lines. An interesting question here is, what is the
appropriate initial density of domains that would correspond to experimental observations.
In experiments, a single length scale is observed in nematic fluctuations within the isotropic
phase [37] with the order of magnitude of few nm, indicating that probably a good initial
condition for continuum numerical simulations is a fast varying director field. As an
approximation, in simulations exploring the properties of disclination network, I used a
random director field in each mesh point and initial S equal to 0.53 (contrary to Fig. 6.5,
where S was non-zero only in selected points).
I also performed simulations of the domain growth with flow included, and observed
that the domain growth in S is highly perturbed by the local flow fields, which occurs
due to a large amount of excess energy available within the system as it undergoes the
reordering phase. In consequence, flow gradients help to locally align the nematic and
increase the scalar order parameter, effectively shortening the time for the disclination
network to form. The generation of flow by purely gradients of S and consequential
increase of S are necessary consequences of Eq. 2.35 and 2.33, respectively.
Figure 6.5: Growth of domains in scalar order parameter field. (a) Domain growth from
initial condition with S = 0 and seeds of S ̸= 0 and random director orientation. In the
simulation without flow, domains in S grow spherically from the initial seed until they merge
and a disclination network is formed (last panel). The simulation was done for 10 K below the
supercooling temperature T ∗NI. Yellow isosurfaces are drawn at S = 0.4. (b) Growth of average
degree of order in the sample ⟨S⟩ in time for a single domain in the simulation box of size (340 nm)3.
Saturation occurs at t ∼ 110 µs when the domain fills the whole box and ⟨S⟩ is raised to a value
∼ 0.5. For ⟨S⟩ ≪ 1, growth follows the exponential law ⟨S⟩ = ⟨S⟩0 exp(t/tq)2. (c) Time for a
domain to fill the simulation box changes slightly with the size of the initial S in the seed (S0).
Simulation was done at quench rate q = 100K/ms. The variations of ⟨S⟩ after it reaches the value
of ∼ 0.45 are due to variations of Seq with temperature. (d) Time for the domain growth for
different quench rates.
After a network of nematic disclination lines is established, it is subjected to coarsening
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dynamics. I performed a numerical simulation of the coarsening dynamics (Fig. 6.6) without
flow and at 10 K below T ∗NI. Similar results were found also for varying temperature and
for a full simulation with flow included. Additionally, Anja Pusovnik performed numerical
calculation of transmitted light intensity for a nematic disclination network between
crossed polarisers, using FDTD calculation of Maxwell’s equations for a propagating light
wave. FDTD results can be used for direct comparison of the intensity and pattern in
the transmitted light with experimental results. Fig. 6.7 shows how the defect volume
fraction scales with the time of the coarsening process. Defect volume fraction is defined
as the sample volume with S below the threshold of 0.4, and is in principle proportional
to the defect density.
The relaxation of such disclination networks can be viewed in a simplified theoretical
description as driven by line tension of each disclination, which also experience viscous
drag. Such theoretical explanation leads to the expression for coarsening of the defect
density ρd [196], which decays as:
ρd ∝ 1
t
. (6.5)
The proportionality constant includes the ratio between the line tension and the drag
force on disclination lines. Within the Landau-de Gennes based continuum model, both
quantities scale equally with the defect density and with the scalar order parameter
(temperature) of the system [38], meaning that within the theoretical model the coarsening
dynamics of the disclination network is independent of the exact temperature or the
quench rate. For 3D periodic boundary conditions, defect volume fraction is observed to
follow the 1/t dependence (Fig. 6.7a).
I also performed simulations of coarsening dynamics for the nematic between two plates
with homeotropic anchoring. Homeotropic surface pushes the disclinations towards the
middle of the cell and forces a faster coarsening process, deviating from 1/t dependence.
For thicker samples, coarsening is slower, which is visible also in the slower decay of the
transmitted light (Fig. 6.7). Even at short times (t < 0.1ms), there is a substantial fraction
of transmitted light, indicating that any experimentally observed optical signal at short
times different than transmitted intensity in numerical simulations would be a signature of
early stage phase transition dynamics and not just coarsening of the disclination network.
My simulations of the domain growth in the scalar order parameter phase show the
time scales associated with the initial phase transition phase for different parameters of the
model. Indeed, my calculation relies on a continuum model and provides only a general
time frame of the initial transitional behaviour. The exact details of the initial phase
could be captured by molecular dynamics simulations, which could in principle describe
correlation growth starting from nematic fluctuations in the isotropic phase. However, the
main advantage of the continuum approach is that it can resolve the late-stage dynamics
on a much larger scale in time and in size. This can include surface-based effects and can
be coupled with FDTD calculations to produce polarization micrographs of the disclination
tangles with much finer structure than the wavelength of light. The intensity and structure
of the polarization micrographs could then be compared with experimental observations.
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Figure 6.6: Coarsening dynamics of disclination network in homeotropic nematic cell.
The initial condition for the simulation was a random director orientation in every mesh point and
S = Seq. The simulation was performed 10 K below T ∗NI for a cell of thickness h = 1.2 µm. After
about 0.7 µs, a network of disclination lines is formed that is subjected to coarsening dynamics. As
the density of disclinations is decreased, the intensity of light transmitted through nematic between
crossed polarisers increases. Nematic cell is bounded by top and bottom plane with homeotropic
anchoring. At times t > 400 µs the effect of anchoring is becoming important, homeotropic
orientation in the nematic is starting to prevail and the intensity of transmitted light drops.
Figure 6.7: Time dependence of defect density and transmitted light intensity. (a) For
periodic boundary conditions (PBC) the inverse value of the defect volume fraction follows the
theoretically predicted linear growth. The anchoring condition forces a faster coarsening process
that is dependent on the thickness of the cell. (b) For initial stages of coarsening dynamics,
transmitted light intensity for wavelength of 530 nm shows a fast universal growth. As the
disclination network coarsens and the surface-imposed homeotropic director becomes notable also
in the bulk, the light transmittance drops towards zero. Data for confined nematics is averaged
over 5 simulation runs.
7Nematics driven by active processes
In this chapter, I discuss nematodynamics that is driven by activity of a single microswim-
mer, activity of the nematic itself, or a direct contact between layers of passive and active
nematic. In Section 7.1, analytic formulations of elementary flow field profiles in weakly
anisotropic nematic fluids are determined. Force multipoles that generate such flow profiles
can be attributed to biological or artificial micro-swimmers. Sections 7.2 and 7.3 provide
an insight into a structure of three-dimensional active nematics both for unconfined bulk
regimes and also including the effects of confinement. In Section 7.4 emulsions of active
shells in a passive nematic medium are discussed. Coupling between defect motion in
active shells and in passive nematic surrounding is demonstrated as governing mechanism
for the dynamics of such complex system of active-passive nematic emulsions.
7.1Elementary flow profiles of microswimmers in nematics
In this section, I determine the analytical formula for flow fields of micro-swimmers —
represented as point forces and stresslets — in anisotropic nematic fluids, under the
assumption of uniform nematic alignment and within the first order expansion of the
anisotropy of the viscosity tensor. The results were published in Ref. [127]. Specifically,
I first calculate analytical approximations of the Green function to the Stokes equation
with anisotropic viscosity, included via the nematic-type stress formulation, and then use
these solutions to construct the flow fields of point force and a force dipole in uniform
nematic fluid. In particular, I show how the direction of the applied forces with respect
to the nematic director affects the calculated flow profiles. Using similar approach, I
derived analytical expressions for flow field of point torques, sinks, sources, and source
dipoles, which are given in Ref. [127]. This work is a part of a general effort in the
field to analytically describe the behaviour of particles in anisotropic environment [90–
97, 99]. In this regard, a strong approach is to consider Green function for the Stokes
equation [97, 99, 198] or solutions in the limits of weak anisotropy of the viscosity [96].
Indeed, approaches with the Green function share similarities with each other, in particular
in view of Green function solutions in the reciprocal space. In Refs. [96, 97] the specific
case of externally driven spheres is explored and in Ref. [99] swimming trajectories of
active particles are investigated. However, the specific goal of my contribution is to give
analytical insight into elementary flow field structures applicable to micro-swimmers in
anisotropic fluids that can be easily expanded for higher multipoles and could be used to
further explore more complicated flow profiles and swimming dynamics in various complex
environments.
A strong approach to the formulation of elementary flow profiles as generated by local
stimuli — like micro-swimmers — is to first consider point-like forces acting on a fluid,
which is known as the method of Green’s functions [97, 99, 198]. For fluid flows relevant
to micro-swimmers, one needs to find the solutions of the Stokes equation for pressure
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Figure 7.1: Outline of multipole flow solutions. (a) A microswimmer exerts forces upon
the surrounding nematic fluid with homogeneous director n, driving a flow field v(r). A set of
elementary flow profile solutions for isotropic fluids is shown: (b) Stokeslet flow due to a point
force, (c) stresslet flow due to a pair of opposite forces (a force dipole).
contribution p, stress tensor σ, and with a point force F acting on a fluid:
−∂ip(r) + ∂jσij = −Fiδ(r). (7.1)
Incompressible flow ∂ivi = 0 is assumed. Eq. 7.1 needs to be solved for both p(r) and the
velocity field v(r). Here, p(r) is a pressure contribution due to a point force that can be
in principle viewed as a part of the full stress tensor. Solution of Eq. 7.1 is called Stokeslet
and is well known for isotropic fluids [198], where the stress tensor is proportional to
the strain rate σisoij = α4(∂ivj + ∂jvi)/2 (Figure 7.1). Often the interaction between a
microswimmer and the surrounding fluid is not best described by a single point force,
but by a distribution of forces. In this case, the main advantage of the Green function
approach is that once the solution for the point force is found, it can be easily expanded
to other force distribution, such as a pair of opposite forces (stresslet flow), shown in
Figure 7.1 for the isotropic stress tensor. Here, I am interested in the same elementary
solutions; however in the systems with the nematic degree of order, i.e. with anisotropic
viscosity. The anisotropy of the system is reflected in the nematic stress tensor, which I
write in the Ericksen-Leslie formulation (Eq. 2.30).
I solve the Stokes equation (Eq. 7.1) with the assumption of homogeneous director
pointing along the z axis. Due to linearity of the Stokes equation, the solution should be
in the form
vi(r) =
GijFj
8π
, (7.2)
p(r) =
PjFj
8π
, (7.3)
where Gij and Pj are the Green functions for velocity and pressure, respectively. Following
the standard approach of the method of Green’s functions, I insert Eqs. 7.2 and 7.3 into
the Stokes and continuity equations and make the Fourier transform of the equations,
using F (f (r)) =  f (r) e−ik·rd3r. Taking into account that F (∂if) = ikiF (f) and the
fact that Green functions are independent of the force Fj , I obtain the Green functions in
the reciprocal space:
Gˆzj =
16π
α4

δjzk
2 − kjkz

2α˜1k2zk
2
⊥ + (νb − νc) k2zk2 + (1 + νc) k4
(7.4)
Gˆyj =
16π
α4
δjy
νbk2z + k
2
− 16π
α4
(1− δjz)kjky

2α˜1k
2
z + νck
2

+ kjky

νbk
2
z + k
2

2α˜1k2zk
2
⊥ + (νb − νc) k2zk2 + (1 + νc) k4

[νbk2z + k
2]
(7.5)
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Gˆxj =
16π
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δjx
νbk2z + k
2
− 16π
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(1− δjz)kjkx

2α˜1k
2
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2
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2
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(7.6)
Pˆj = −8πi

(δjxkx + δjyky)

(2α˜1 + νb + νd)k
2
z + (1 + νc)k
2

(7.7)
+δjz

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
/
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2α˜1k
2
zk
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
where the caret symbol above Gˆij and Pˆj indicates solutions in the reciprocal space. I
have also used the notation k2⊥ = k
2
x + k
2
y and
α˜1 =
α1
α4
(7.8)
νb =
α5
α4
− α2
α4
= α˜5 − α˜2 (7.9)
νc =
α3
α4
+
α6
α4
= α˜3 + α˜6 (7.10)
νd =
α5
α4
+
α2
α4
= α˜5 + α˜2 (7.11)
to indicate which of the viscosity coefficients are present in the Green functions. While α4
only rescales the velocity, α˜1, νb, and νc determine the actual shape of the velocity profile.
νd is included only in the pressure field.
In order to be able to perform the inverse Fourier transform of Eqs. 7.4–7.7 I first
expand them in the series of α˜i, where i ̸= 4. To perform an inverse Fourier transform
of the first order terms in the series expansion of Green functions, I employ a procedure,
described in Ref. [199], based on the plane wave expansion of eik·r and integral properties
of spherical Bessel functions. This method allows for the calculation of inverse Fourier
transforms of expressions in the form ki1ki2 . . . kiN /k
N+2, among others, for any value
of N and indices i by performing the angular momentum decomposition. Following the
approach in Ref. [199], I calculate the list of inverse Fourier transforms, and finally obtain
for the Green functions the following expressions:
Gzz =
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The main assumptions of the Green functions derivation are weakly anisotropic viscosity
and homogeneous director field. Flow fields may cause realignment in the nematic
orientational profile. In principle, a solution to the proposed problem of microswimmer
flow profiles in nematic fluids could be found by solving the Stokes equation together with
the incompressibility condition, and molecular field equation (Eq. 2.29) as a set of coupled
nonlinear differential equations. Indeed, such solutions could be found by using numerical
simulations, but not analytically. However, a particular question I want to address in this
section is, whether some analytic insight can be found, which is quite rare in complex
fluid systems. Additionally, homogeneous director field could be indeed imposed by strong
electric or magnetic fields, or surface anchoring at the confining interface. For the variety
of nematic materials –i.e. the variety of regimes of values of the Leslie coefficients– the
assumption of weakly anisotropic viscosity is not necessarily justifiable in general. However,
a common trend in nematic systems is that if the nematic degree of order gets smaller
(for example as when approaching the nematic-isotropic phase transition), the (isotropic)
viscosity coefficient α4 typically can become the leading viscosity coefficient [177]. From
more theoretical perspective, such approach of taking isotropic viscosity coefficient α4
as the leading term in the stress tensor can be seen also as searching for solutions that
are close to the isotropic fluid solutions but adapted (within first order) for anisotropic
viscosity. For the graphical representation of the results in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 the values
of viscosity coefficients assume weak anisotropy and typical hierarchy of α2, α3, α5, and
α6 for lyotropic nematics: α5 − α2 = 0.6α4, α1 = α3 = α6 = −0.15α4, although the
calculations are for general values αi, as long as α4 is the leading viscosity coefficient.
7.1.1 Flow fields of point force in nematic fluid
I use Green functions from Eqs. 7.12–7.20 to calculate the velocity profile in a weakly
anisotropic homogeneous nematic due to a point force. Figure 7.2a,e shows the flow
profile of a point force that is aligned with the director. Similar as in the isotropic case
(Figure 7.1), the flow profile retains the rotational symmetry around the force direction;
however, the effective viscosity is lower along the director and more fluid is pumped in the
direction of the force, meaning that less fluid is pumped from the perpendicular directions
thus reducing the curvature of the velocity field. If the force is aligned perpendicular to
the director (Figure 7.2b,e), the flow profile shows only a mirror symmetry with respect
to xy, xz, and yz planes. The spreading of the flow perpendicularly to the force is more
efficient along the director, showing larger magnitudes in the xz profile (Figure 7.2b,f
opposed to xy profile in Figure 7.2b,e. For angles between 0◦ and 90◦ between the force
and the director (45◦ in Figure 7.2c,f) the flow field retains only a symmetry with respect
to the r → −r transformation. The flow magnitude is generally larger in the direction
along the director. To generalise, the results demonstrate that for moderate anisotropy of
the stress tensor that was chosen for graphical representation, flow profiles show obviously
visible dependence on the direction of the applied force. I show three distinct cases with
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calculated results for the Green function allowing also for easy calculation of other flow
and pressure profiles at any angle between director and the driving force.
Figure 7.2: Flow field of point force in nematic fluid [127]. Point force is oriented (a,d)
parallel, (b,e) perpendicular, or (c,f) at angle 45◦ to the director. The flow field decays as 1/r with
the distance from the point force. In the bottom row, the velocity field component parallel to the
force v∥ (along e∥) and perpendicular to the force v⊥ (along e⊥) at distance d0 from the centre is
shown as a function of polar and azimuthal angle. The value of d0 can be chosen arbitrarily as
long it is much larger than a swimmer size, since it only rescales the velocity magnitude. The
values are compared to the isotropic case (dashed lines, see also Figure 7.1). Flow field is drawn for
arbitrary values of the length d0 and force F . Results show that for the given nematic anisotropy
of the viscosity tensor, spreading of the momentum in the direction perpendicular to the director
is suppressed, while the direction along the director offers much less resistance to the fluid flow.
Note that graphs (d,e) are symmetrical with respect to ϑ = 0 case (or to φ = 0 case). In (f) that
is no longer the case – the velocity field is at an angle with respect to the direction of the applied
force.
7.1.2Flow field of force dipole
Microswimmers with no external force applied have no Stokeslet contribution to the
surrounding flow field. Instead, flow field is generated by higher moments of the distribution
of forces exerted on the fluid, with force dipole being often the leading term. Indeed,
typically the flow field of a force dipole exerted on the fluid falls as 1/r2, where r is the
distance from the swimmer. And since compared to a force dipole, higher moments of
force distribution (such as force quadrupoles) decay faster, dipolar flow field is the most
pronounced in the far field of the velocity distribution.
More formally, the flow multipoles are introduced by using the linearity of the Stokes
equation and writing the flow field of an arbitrary force distribution in the integral form
as
vi(r) =
1
8π

Gij(r − r′)fj(r′)d3r′ (7.21)
Equation 7.21 is then Taylor expanded for distances much larger than the size of a mi-
croswimmer which reveals separate contributions of force monopoles, dipoles, quadrupoles
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and other multipoles to the flow field of a swimmer. If Dij = −

rjfid
3r is the
dipolar force moment, then the stresslet Sij is its symmetric traceless part Sij =
(Dij +Dji) /2 − Dkkδij/3. The zero compressibility condition renders the trace of Dij
ineffective to the fluid flow, and the antisymmetric part is associated with a net torque of
a force distribution. The stresslet flow field is given by equation [198]
vi(r) =
1
8π
[∂kGij(r)]Sjk, (7.22)
where appropriate derivatives of the Green functions (Eqs. 7.12-7.16) are easily calculated.
To demonstrate stresslet flow field in a nematic, I plot the corresponding flow profiles
of the far flow field due to two equal and opposite uniaxial point forces with size F acting
on the fluid at a separation l (see scheme in Figure 7.1). Eigenvalues of the S tensor are in
that case −S/2, −S/2, and S, where S = 23 lF . Negative S is associated with the pusher
type of microswimmers, and positive values with puller type. In Figure 7.3, I plot flow
fields of a puller microswimmer at different orientations of the axis of the applied forces
with respect to the nematic director. Velocity field of a pusher has exactly the opposite
direction of the flow. Stresslet flow magnitude decays distinctly as 1/r2, therefore all the
main information about the flow field is contained in the angular dependence of the flow
components, which I show in the bottom row of Figure 7.3 and compare them with the
solution for the isotropic fluid, which has only a radial flow profile. If the force dipole is
aligned along the director (Figure 7.3a,d), the flow field retains the radial-only flow profile
and only the magnitude of the velocity field is changed:
valigned =
3S
32πα4r2

4− α˜1 − 3νb − νc − 3(4 + 3α˜1 − 6νb + 2νc) cos2 ϑ
+15(3α˜1 − νb + νc) cos4 ϑ− 35α˜1 cos6 ϑ
 r
r
,
(7.23)
here given in spherical coordinates v(r) = vrer + vϑeϑ + vφeφ, where z-axis is defined
by homogeneous director field. Radial-only flow profile in the aligned case is a necessary
consequence of the symmetry imposed by the direction of the director and the force dipole,
1/r2 dependence of the flow, and flow incompressibility. However, in the case where the
force dipole is perpendicular to the director (Figure 7.3b,c,f,g), flow field attains polar and
azimuthal components. The profiles of the velocity magnitudes once again show rough
correspondence with the regime of the lowest fluid resistance along the director. Upon
tilting the force dipole at angle 45◦ to the director (Figure 7.3d,h), the symmetry of the
velocity profile is reduced and the difference to the radial profile is even more pronounced.
Alignment of swimming bacteria in nematic liquid crystals is in principle determined
via the interplay between the anchoring of the nematic molecules to the surface of the
bacteria and subsequent elastic deformation of the director, and by the viscosity-defined
easy axis of swimming. Experiments show that anchoring effects tend to align the bacteria
at small angles to the director [27, 85]. On the other hand theory and simulations suggest
that pusher-type microswimmers tend to swim along the director also due to anisotropic
viscosity [98, 99]. In lyotropic nematics that are typically used in experiments involving
bacteria, the anisotropy of the viscosity is even more pronounced. In experiments bacteria
in lyotropic nematics mostly swim along the director [27, 85]. However, bacteria can change
its direction and swim even perpendicular to nematic director [200]. This means that in
principle all orientations of force dipoles relative to the director field (as shown in Figure 7.3)
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Figure 7.3: Flow field of force dipole at different orientations with respect to director
field [127]. Bottom row shows radial and polar (or azimuthal) component of the velocity at
distance d0 from the centre as a function of polar (azimuthal) angle compared to the result for
isotropic fluids. (a,e) Flow field of force dipole aligned with the director has only radial component.
Note that radial flow field is characteristic for dipolar flow in isotropic fluids; however, in nematic
fluids, there is still a difference between the magnitudes of the flow field between the isotropic
case and a dipole aligned along the director due to anisotropic viscosity (see e). At (b,c,f,g) 90◦ or
(d,h) 45◦ angles between force dipole and the director, radial flow configuration gains additional
terms in the polar and azimuthal directions.
are relevant to experimental applications. Effects of anchoring and effects of anisotropic
viscosity on the swimming direction could be compared if the preferred alignment due to
elasticity effects would be at large angles compared to the preferred direction of swimming.
Possibly, this could be achieved by different types of microswimmers, more complex shapes
and anchoring conditions at the surface of a microswimmer, or by using nematics with
different material parameters. Simulations suggest that for spherical swimmers with
strong anchoring viscosity effects can prevail over elastic effects [98]. Bacteria swimming
along the nematic director can advect particles in the direction of their motion [85], while
particles which are positioned on the side of the swimming trajectory of the bacteria
move only a little. This could be explained by the fact that the stresslet velocity field
due to bacteria is strong mostly along the director, as shown in Fig. 7.3 and is further
affected by the strong anisotropy of the viscosity of the lyotropic nematic used in Ref. [85].
Collisions of bacteria pairs swimming along the nematic director can lead to formation of
chains [27]. Notice though, that if bacteria could be oriented at a notable angle relative to
the director, such collision and/or binding events could further gain in complexity. As
seen from Fig. 7.3, non-radial terms in the flow field could in principle shift the colliding
bacteria to a non-colliding trajectory.
The mutual interaction of bacteria depend on their concentration and the strength of
force dipoles they impose upon the nematic. At high concentrations interactions between
bacteria are mediated through the deformation of the director field [85]. However, at
more dilute suspensions of bacteria, deformation of the director field might get suppressed
by the homogeneous anchoring at the confining walls. In such case, hydrodynamic
interactions between bacteria could become of prime importance, including the effect of
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anisotropic viscosity as investigated in this section, suggesting that nematic flow profiles
that mediate hydrodynamic interaction between microswimmers could significantly alter
collective behaviour of active particle suspensions. In conclusion, this work provides an
analytical insight in the field of elementary flow elements in nematic fluids — relevant
for e.g. microswimmers in experiments in nematic liquid crystals or in biological fluids
with anisotropic order — where the derived Green functions and flow profiles can be used
to further construct flow fields of other — in principle arbitrary — swimmers and model
their dynamics.
7.2 Structure of 3D active nematics
In this section, I discuss disordered regimes of unconfined 3D extensile active nematics,
their steady-state configuration and evolution from the isotropic quench. Emergent length
scale and the energy dissipation rate show distinct scaling with the activity, and are used
to characterize the disordered steady-state active nematic configuration. This numerical
work was carried out together with Žiga Krajnik and will be a part of Ref. [133].
Following a quench from an isotropic starting state the system evolves into a self-
sustained statistical steady-state, shown in Fig. 7.4 for three different activities. The
structure of 3D active turbulence consists of a network of disclination lines that resemble
defect tangles in Kibble mechanism of passive nematics [196]. The difference to quenched
dynamics of passive nematics is that activity prevents the nematic from relaxing into
equilibrium, leading to a continually reshaping dynamic conformation. The disordered
structure arises due to coupling between orientation and flow, and not due to a high
Reynolds number, which for used values of activity is below 1 at the active length scale.
The disclination network is constantly transforming in time, segments of disclinations are
merging together and splitting apart, small defect loops also undergo annihilation. In a
steady state, the disclination density appears to be constant and is increased at higher
activity.
We have measured disclination density for 3D active nematics by measuring the volume
fraction of defect regions with degree of order under the threshold of S = 0.4 (Fig. 7.5).
Immediately after the quench, same time dependence of the defect volume fraction decrease
is observed for all activities, since the relaxation is governed by strong dissipation of energy
with minor energy production due to activity. Eventually, defect volume fraction reaches
a steady value around which it oscillates due to finite size of the simulation box. We
show that its steady state value increases with activity approximately as ∼ ζ0.8. From
the defect volume fraction we can calculate the average defect density ρd (defined as
disclination length per unit volume) and extract a typical defect length scale ld =

1/ρd
by analogy with the description of Kibble phase transition dynamics [196]. As ld scales as
the square root of the defect volume fraction, a scaling of ld ∼ α−0.4 is measured, close to
scaling α−1/2 that was predicted for emergent defect separation length scales for active
nematics [201].
We calculated the average energy dissipation and production in an active system
approximately at t = 2300 ξ2N/ΓL after the isotropic quench. Naturally, energy production
and dissipation, both increasing with activity, are found to balance in a turbulent steady-
state (Fig. 7.5b). Active systems require injection of energy to prevent relaxation to
equilibrium due to dissipative losses. In the simulated system, starting from an isotropic
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Figure 7.4: Snapshots of bulk 3D active nematic disordered regimes at three different
activities. Orientational order shows a network of disclination lines (drawn as isosurfaces at
S = 0.4). In the background of the top row, colormaps of the degree of order S (left surface),
velocity magnitude (right surface), and vorticity (bottom surface) are drawn. Bottom row shows
two dimensional cross-sections of the velocity field magnitude. At increasing activity, the nematic
structure is characterized by higher density of disclination lines and finer structure of the velocity
profile. Time step in simulations was set to 0.023 ξ2N/ΓL and the resolution was ∆x = 1.5 ξN .
quench, there is an abundance of excess energy. Initially, dissipation prevails over energy
production, until a dynamic equilibrium is reached. Only for the lowest value of activity
in our simulations (α = 0.01L/∆x2), dissipation still prevails over energy production
for ∼ 10%, indicating that after t = 2300 ξ2N/ΓL steady state still has not been reached.
If we assume scaling of the defect length scale with α1/2, then scaling analysis for the
activity-driven dynamics gives the following laws for velocity, shear, molecular field, and
Q-tensor time derivative, respectively: v ∼ α1/2, Dij ∼ α, Hij ∼ α, and Q˙ij ∼ α. These
scaling laws result in quadratic dependence of the dissipation function on the activity.
We observed two emergent length scales in a tangle of self-sustained moving morphing
defect loops of 3D active nematics. One length scale is simply the width of the disclination
lines that is connected to nematic correlation length ξN (Eq. 2.14) and is within the
considered model not dependent on the activity. The second length scale (defect length scale
ld) is connected to the density of disclination lines. We show that it scales approximately
with the predicted exponent of −1/2. We have also measured energy dissipation and
production for active turbulence corresponding to a dynamic equilibrium, obtaining a
quadratic scaling with activity. Further steps of our research include also spectral analysis
of the orientational and velocity field, which can reveal other structural details, including
distribution spectra of elastic and kinetic energy (the results will be published in the near
future).
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Figure 7.5: Relaxation of defect volume fraction, and scaling of steady-state defect
volume fraction and dissipation rate with activity. (a) After a quench from the isotropic
state, volume of defect regions (defined as regions where S < 0.4) keeps decreasing until it reaches
a stationary value. Inset shows scaling of the defect volume fraction with activity. A least square
fit reveals a scaling exponent of 0.8. (b) Production (blue squares) and dissipation (orange circles)
of energy in the steady-state regime of active turbulence. Dotted black line shows a α2 dependence
as a guide to the eye. The values are averaged over a few time steps to avoid fluctuations due
to finite size effects. At α = 0.01L/∆x2, energy dissipation still slightly dominates over energy
production since a steady state has not been completely reached.
7.3 Active nematic droplets
To characterize topological charges of individual loops and topological reconfiguration
events between loops, we have performed numerical simulations of an active nematic,
confined to a spherical cavity. Active nematic is taken to have homogeneous concentration
and activity throughout the bulk. The surface of such active droplet has a fixed shape
and is set to impose homeotropic anchoring and a no-slip boundary condition. Such
confinement conditions generate a bulk nematic configuration with a topological charge
+1 that can act as a seed for generation of a complex disclination dynamics. This research
was performed through comprehensive numerical work that included also Jure Aplinc and
Simon Čopar and will be a part of Ref. [134]. My part was the development of numerical
code for active nematic dynamics, and extensive numerical testing of the obtained results
and the underlying physical mechanisms of the observed regimes.
The three-dimensional structure of the simulated director and velocity field in active
nematic droplets is shown in Fig. 7.6. We found two regimes with distinct behaviour of
topological defects: low activity regime with a single point defect (Fig. 7.6a,b), and high
activity regime with unstable defect loops (Fig. 7.6c), with a discontinuous transition in
between both regimes (Fig. 7.7a). At zero activity, the droplet is in a configuration with
a single point defect at the centre. In simulations, point defect appears as a small ring.
At low activities, radial director structure of the droplet is broken. The active instability
appears in the form of a chiral-like director structure and a vortex flow. Much like in
cholesteric bubbles [202, 203], the chiral-like director deformation pushes the point defect
towards the edge of the droplet and additional velocity component is created that at the
centre of the droplet is directed along the defect shift. The displacement of the point defect
from the droplet centre increases with increasing activity. However, after a critical activity
is reached, the small defect loop grows substantially in size. The relatively large loop is
unstable to perturbations in shape, and the droplet transitions into chaotic behaviour
with multiple defect loops possible, the snapshots of which are shown in Fig. 7.6c. Due
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to chaotic manner in which the topology of the loops is changing, we call this regime
topological turbulence.
Figure 7.6: Dynamic structures in active droplets. (a) When activity is low, a single point
defect (in the form of a small ring, shown by the isosurface of degree of order in red) is displaced
from the droplet centre. The velocity profile (shown by a rubbing pattern in grey) is characterized
by a vortex with the angular velocity vector Γ aligned with the axis of eccentricity. A velocity
component of about 2.5-times smaller magnitude is aligned along the eccentricity axis towards the
disclination loop. In the right panel, two cross-sections of the director field are shown, resembling
the structure of cholesteric nematic droplets. (b) With increasing activity the disclination loop
moves further away from the droplet centre. (c) Timeline of a turbulent regime that is observed
at even higher activities. Vortex flow structure is disintegrated, disclination shape is chaotic with
recurrent events, such as loop break-off, annihilation, self-intersection, and merging of two loops.
The system reaches a dynamical steady state, when “macroscopic” variables settle into
finite size stochastic fluctuations. In a steady state, we collected data on total defect
length, position of the point defect, angular momentum of the droplet, and the number of
defect loops (Fig. 7.7a). The phase transition between a point defect phase and topological
turbulence exhibits a hysteresis. Point defect phase can be “superheated” by slow increase
of the activity. Likewise, turbulent state can be “supercooled” by slow decrease of activity,
showing clear hysteresis behaviour in defect length and position. Before topological
turbulence can occur, disclination loop in the point defect phase stretches, which is only
then followed by splitting of the loop in two, followed by other topological events discussed
below. The reason for the discontinuous transition is an energy barrier, provided by the
stretching of a small disclination loop in the point defect phase. As is well known in
confined systems [160], a final threshold activity is needed to start the motion in the system.
After the threshold activity is reached, the radial offset of the point defect asymptotically
approaches the value of ∼ 0.8 of the droplet radius. After this second transition, now to a
turbulent state the average absolute distance of the loop’s segments from the centre settles
at ∼ 0.3 of the droplet radius. In the point defect regime, angular momentum grows
linearly with activity. In turbulent regime, we see that the average angular momentum
remains non-zero, indicating that some aspects of chiral convective flow are still present.
Although, one could speculate that at sufficient activity, chiral remains would be lost and
only contribution to the angular momentum would be due to finite size of the system.
In the turbulent state, the loops constantly break up, merge and annihilate, creating a
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stationary distribution of the number of loops, with a non-vanishing probability of finding
more than one loop in the system immediately after the onset of turbulence.
The turbulent state of loop dynamics can be characterized by four main topological
events: (i) New loops with zero topological charge can detach from the main loop, (ii)
zero-charge loops may annihilate, (iii) two loops may merge with each other, (iv) a loop
can crossover with itself, rewiring one part relative to the other. These events occur
stochastically in time and are shown in Fig. 7.7b. Topologically, one of the loops always
carries a charge of +1. The others are usually (but in principle do not need to be)
topologically neutral with each of zero charge. Their dynamics end by either annihilating
or merging back into another loop. From the observed set of topological events, only
spontaneous loop appearance is missing. This event is indeed possible, although statistically
very unlikely. The reason is that defect creation would require a lot of localized excess
energy, more than is provided by material activity. Energetically, it is much easier to split
a pre-existing loop in two. Initial +1 loop that is required by the boundary conditions
acts as a “seed” for topological turbulence, effectively lowering the critical activity for
topological turbulence compared to confinement regimes that would require no defects in
the low activity range. The fact that we observe loop annihilations and no loop creations
clearly defines an arrow of time in the regime of topological turbulence. Furthermore,
spontaneous creation of other topological structures, such as knots or links, we expect is
also possible, although unlikely, since creation of a knot would require specific sequences
of crossover events.
The main methodological challenge with modelling active nematic turbulence lies in
a strong coupling between orientational order and flow fields. Specifically, gradients of
nematic order generate the flow profile in the sample, which can in return deform the
nematic further. A typical example of such behaviour is +1/2 disclination line that in
active nematics generates a velocity field that advects the line forward. At large Reynolds
numbers generation of flow field due to active forces would be too slow and the self
advecting velocity would be diminished. In experimental active systems, Reynolds number
is typically ∼ 10−5. In simulations such low values are computationally costly as they
require extremely short time steps (see Section 3.2). In our simulations, Reynolds number
was typically ≲ 1. I performed testing simulation for a range of Reynolds numbers ensuring
that it does not affect the observed behaviour. Reynolds number includes only the ratio
between momentum equilibration time and a typical velocity time scale. Indeed, a valid
numerical simulation needs to account also for the hierarchy of all intrinsic time and length
scales, as is discussed in Section 3.2 and was considered also for this simulation.
There are many theoretical models for nematic hydrodynamics. Even within the Beris-
Edwards model, there are several possible formulations of the modelling equations [32, 155].
Typically, different formulations give different functional dependence of viscosity parameters
on the degree of order. While this can not be considered a governing factor in nematic
systems, it is important that our choice of the modelling equations is consistently chosen
within a given model. A good way to verify our modelling equations is to: (i) map
the equations in the approximation of constant degree of order and zero biaxiality to
Ericksen-Leslie-Parodi (ELP) formulation of nematodynamics (see Appendix C), and (ii)
verify that in equilibrium, there are no forces and molecular fields present for passive
fluids (see Appendix B). Additionally, mapping to ELP model gives the relations between
Beris-Edwards viscosity parameters and ELP viscosity parameters, which are typically
deduced from experimental results. That way, relevant values of viscosity parameters can
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Figure 7.7: Activity dependent topological regimes and reconfiguration events. (a) The
disclination length inside the droplets of radius R = 136 ξN shows a first order transition, when
the point disclination opens up into a finite sized loop. After a critical activity is reached, the loop
length varies in time and due to splitting/annihilation events, more loops are possible. Reducing
the activity reveals a hysteresis, characteristic for a first-order phase transition. After a threshold
activity is reached, defect loop position is moved towards the surface of the droplet and the
angular momentum grows linearly in time. In turbulent regime, the shape and number of the loops
changes with time, therefore the position of centre of the loop is no longer well defined quantity,
and the average angular momentum becomes a constant. Above the critical activity, there is
an increased probability for larger number of loops being present within the cavity. Data for
angular momentum and loop number probability corresponds to hysteresis behaviour for gradually
reducing activity. (b) Time-sequences of loop-topology changing events: splitting of a loop in two,
annihilation of a zero-charge loop, merging of two loops, and loop crossover (i.e. change in how
the disclination is connected to itself, reversing one part relative to the other).
be chosen, also with correct alignment parameters.
The observables in the regime of topological turbulence are determined from statistical
averages. Their fluctuations are large in particular close to the phase transition, therefore
simulations require long running times to obtain a good statistics, which in turn requires
optimization and parallelization of the numerical code. We performed most of the
simulations on active nematic droplets with radius of 90 mesh points. This resolution was
shown to suffice to exclude finite size effects from the loop dynamics. For example, in
a low activity regime nematic structure breaks the spherical symmetry as the defect is
shifted towards the droplet edge. I performed numerical simulation to determine that the
direction of shift changes with different random initial conditions and is not dependent on
the directions imposed by the finite difference rectangular mesh. Moreover, with different
random initial configuration, I observed both clockwise and counter-clockwise vortices
with respect to the direction of the defect displacement, randomly breaking also the chiral
symmetry of the system. This shows that our choice for the droplet size in numerical
simulations is indeed sufficient.
The choice of numerical parameters can reflect on the stability and validity of the
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simulation. For example, a large time step reduces the computational time, but it also
increases the Reynolds number and numerical error, and may also lead to numerical
instability. On the other hand, too short time steps severely increase the computational
time, which may overwhelm the computational resources available. Additionally, lattice
Boltzmann method is well known to include slight compressibility of the fluid, although
nematics are generally incompressible. However, the density variation in simulations of
active nematics is typically well below 1%. The best choice of parameters and numerical
techniques are in detail discussed in Chapter 3.
With the above considerations, we have successfully performed numerical simulations
and analysis of three dimensional active nematic droplets, which can be used also to draw
some more general conclusions about active turbulence in 3D active nematics. Simulations
of a confined active nematic feature two effective transitions: (i) first at small finite activity
flow is generated in the droplet. Finite activity needed to generate an active instability
has been theoretically described in other confined active systems [160]. In an active
nematic droplet, after a second critical activity has been reached, the droplet undergoes
the transition to the regime of active (topological) turbulence. Here different observables —
such as total disclination length, average disclination position, and probability for certain
number of loops — can be used in a rather general way to characterize the transition to
topological turbulence. To address how the bulk of the active nematic droplet relates to
simulations with periodic boundary conditions, a useful measure is the ratio between the
active nematic length scale ξa and the radius of the droplet R. R/ξa can be increased
by increasing the activity or the size of the droplet. We ran the numerical simulations
up to the ratio of R/ξa ≈ 35, meaning that bulk effects are becoming important at large
activities. We can observe a similarity of the increase of the defect volume fraction in
simulations with periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 7.5a) and of the increase of the total
defect length in active droplets (Fig. 7.7a). An interesting research objective could be to
increase the activity (and possibly also the system size) in simulations of confined nematics
and observe how and if the slope of the defect volume fraction dependence on activity
approaches the scaling in the simulations with periodic boundary conditions.
A possible approach to compare different simulations (of possibly also different models)
of active nematics could be to analyse the scaling properties in such systems [104, 201, 204]
or to match the spectral densities [103, 108]. In this view, we follow and determine
the scaling of defect length scale with α−0.4 in 3D simulations with periodic boundary
conditions, which is close to the exponent of −0.5, which was predicted and observed
in 2D active nematics [104, 201]. The preliminary results for the spectra of the elastic
and kinetic energy qualitatively match the results in Ref. [108], where also similar scaling
of the kinetic energy spectral density with the wavenumber was observed. Interesting
challenges and current works in 2D and 3D active turbulence include transition to the
turbulent regime [106, 205], transition from effectively 2D to 3D systems, effects of shape
and topology of confinement, and of course comparison to possible experimental results.
Active turbulence is particularly exciting also in view of possible universality of active
matter, as one might expect active nematic systems to separate into classes, characterized
by different scaling laws for various physically motivated quantities, unperturbed by
variations of parameters away from critical values. The universal behaviour could be then
explored in view of collective motion for different materials and organisms, or for different
theoretical models.
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7.4Active nematic emulsions
In this Section, I discuss our work on emulsions of active nematic shells dispersed in a
passive nematic medium. Defect dynamics on an active shell is an intensively studied
research direction [117, 118]. The subject of our work here are active nematic shells, where
activity drives also the deformation in the surrounding passive nematic. We show that such
active-passive nematic emulsions are governed by the crosstalk between topological defects
in passive and active component. This observation follows from combined experiment and
numerical simulations. The experimental part of this work was performed in Francesc
Sagués group at University of Barcelona, whereas numerical simulations were performed
by me. The results are published in Ref. [126].
Our set-up consist of an active shell dispersed in a 5CB passive nematic (Fig. 7.8).
Experimentally, the active nematic is a kinesin-driven microtubule system, similar to
Ref. [117]. Microtubules are gathered in a thin spherical layer and show planar alignment.
According to Gauss-Bonet theorem, the total topological charge on a spherical nematic
shell must be +2. For energetic reasons, at low activity +2 charge is realised by four
+1/2 defects, which are self-propelled due to active stresses. Passive nematic dispersed
phase is characterized by a homeotropic anchoring at the shell surface and a homogeneous
far field induced by the confining planes. In equilibrium, passive nematic configuration
would include a disclination line (a Saturn ring defect) surrounding the spherical inclusion.
However, in this set-up, flow induced by active material is extended in the passive medium
and drives the deformation of the passive nematic orientation.
Figure 7.8: Scheme of active nematic shell in passive nematic liquid crystal. A homo-
geneous director far-field –imposed by the two confining plates– and homeotropic anchoring of
passive molecules at the surface of the active shell deform the director field (grey rods) and impose
a Saturn ring defect structure (in red).
The central assumption of my numerical approach is that the back coupling of the
passive dispersing material in response to the motion of active defects is weak enough not
to cause major deformations of the active trajectories. This assumption allows to consider
trajectories similar to those obtained by detailed numerical simulations of isolated active
shells [118], which capture the experimentally observed oscillations between a planar and
a tetrahedral conformations of active defects [117] without using defect trajectories that
would separate defects into pairs. I have approximated these trajectories by prescribed
motion of active defects with constant velocity along the circular arches that lie on the
intersection between a sphere and a cube, the construction of which is shown in Fig. 7.9.
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Such simplified trajectories allow easy implementation into the numerical code and also
variation of the orientation with respect to the direction imposed by the nematic far field
and the confining plates. I calculated the approximate velocity field in the active shell by
using a stereographic projection to map the active force distribution in the proximity of
+1/2 defects (Eq. 2.41) to the sphere and by performing a lattice Boltzmann calculation
of the flow profile. The resulting flow field in the active shell (Fig. 7.9c) shows clear peaks
at the positions of active defects and well formed flow structures, such as vortices and
stagnation points. The calculated time-varying flow profile on the active shell is then used
as a boundary condition for the full numerical simulation of the passive nematic.
Figure 7.9: Numerical approach to active emulsions. (a) Trajectories of the four active
defects (in blue, green, orange, and magenta) in a spherical shell used in the numerical simulation
with respect to the undistorted orientation of the Saturn ring. The whole set of trajectories can be
rigidly rotated with respect to the xyz coordinate system, defined by the normals on the confining
plates and the far-field director. Bottom row of (a) shows a rigid rotation of the orbits for an angle
β around the z axis. (b) One of the six coplanar and one of the six tetrahedron-like configurations
of active defects during a full period of the trajectory oscillation. The cube is drawn only to help
with the visualization of the prescribed orbits. (c) Snapshots of a velocity profile in an active
shell, showing a vortex structure and a stagnation point. The amplitude of the velocity field is
maximum (v0) at the positions of active defects.
One of the often observed deformation modes in experiments is regular oscillation of
the Saturn ring as depicted in Fig. 7.10. Such oscillations can be very stable and regularly
repeat for a dozen of cycles [126]. By performing numerical simulations, I discovered
that such regular oscillations are accurately reconstructed if active defect trajectories are
aligned as in Fig. 7.9a. Fig. 7.10 shows deformation of the Saturn ring in experiments
and simulations for half of a oscillation cycle. At this point, an important question is
whether only a specific orientation of trajectories can reproduce the persistent regular
oscillations of the Saturn ring. I performed simulations for other orientations of active
orbits. The comparison between orientation at β = 0◦ and β = 45◦ is shown in Fig. 7.11.
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The Saturn ring oscillation cycle for active trajectories at β = 45◦ is in fact never observed
in experiment. It turns out that only the trajectories aligned as in Fig. 7.9a (β = 0◦
consistently reproduce experimentally observed regular oscillations of the Saturn ring.
Therefore, there must exist a two-way coupling between the active and the passive nematic
that align the trajectories of the active defects at the certain angle. For example, in the
absence of such coupling, deformation modes of the Saturn ring for any angle β would
be equally probable in experiments, which is not the case. Similar results were obtained,
if I rigidly rotated the active orbits around other axes besides z-axis. Most likely, the
feedback between the passive nematic and the active shell is due to drag forces and the
corresponding viscous stresses felt by the active shell that are different in droplet regions
near the ring disclination. My simulations also demonstrate that β = 0◦ configuration is
on average energetically favourable for the oscillating Saturn ring (Fig. 7.10a).
Figure 7.10: Regular mode of the Saturn ring oscillation. Top row: Experimental micrograph
of an oscillating Saturn ring. The diameter of the shell is ≈ 120 µm. Bottom row: Saturn ring
oscillation reproduced by numerical simulation for defect trajectories as shown in Fig. 7.9a. Saturn
ring is shown by the red isosurface of the degree of order (S = 0.4). Position of the active defects
is indicated by the blue isosurface of the velocity field in the passive nematic (at v = 310 ξN/t0)
with the green arrows showing the direction of their motion. The whole image sequence shows a
half period of the oscillation. The diameter of the shell in simulation is 151 ξN.
Although active-passive nematic emulsions are persistent in the regular oscillations of
the Saturn ring, in experiments such oscillation mode is eventually unstable. Through
what appears to be a disordered dynamics, the system enters and stays in a dipolar
phase [126] (Fig. 7.12b). In simulations, such dipolar configuration consist of a small
defect loop (point defect) located next to the active shell. Since in our simulations, active
defects can follow only a prescribed set of orbits, simulations are not able to fully capture
the transition to a dipolar configuration, however, simulations can be still performed if
the dipolar configuration is taken as initial condition. In passive nematic equilibrium, a
dipolar configuration is a metastable state. At non-zero activity, active flow can perturb
the position of the point defect, but for β = 0◦ alignment the point defect moves only for
few degrees with respect to the droplet centre (Fig. 7.12a). Other alignments can induce
larger deformations of the point defects; however its dynamics is also largely conditioned
by the size of the active droplet. Therefore, by comparing the dipolar deformation between
experiments and simulations, we could not reproduce the orbits of active defects.
Active emulsions can be additionally modulated by changing the anchoring at the
active-passive interface. If anchoring of the passive nematic molecules is planar degenerate,
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Figure 7.11: Coupling of active defect trajectories to passive nematic. (a) Free energy of
the passive nematic compared to the equilibrium free energy (F0) during the oscillations induced
by the active flow. Free energy is measured for two orientations of active trajectories: β = 0◦
and β = 45◦, starting from the undistorted Saturn ring configuration (shown in inset). (b-e)
Influence of β on the dynamics of the SR. Snapshots of the defect structure for β = 0◦ (b,c) and
β = 45◦ (d,e) reveal that regular oscillations of the Saturn ring as observed in Fig. 7.10 can be
only reproduced for β = 0◦. Similar behaviour is observed for other rigid rotations of the active
trajectories.
the bipolar structure with two surface boojums forms. For the bipolar structure similar
conclusions can be drawn as for the dipolar structure — flow due to active motion can
affect the director field, but changes the positions of the boojums only slightly without
revealing the exact shape of active trajectories (Fig. 7.12).
I show the existence of a feedback mechanism by which active flows continually drive
the passive defects that, in response, resolve the otherwise degenerated trajectories of
the active defects. This provides a new perspective on the control of active nematics,
which are regulated by the properties of the passive nematic medium. Indeed, complex
dynamics of the investigated system could be captured fully by a complete numerical
simulation of the active shell, the passive dispersive phase, and the mutual hydrodynamic
coupling. Such simulation could in principle resolve any orbit of the active defects, either
similar to the ones used in our work, or more complex dynamics of active defects, which
is expected at higher activities, in which regime even more than four defect can appear.
A full simulation would require for example a 2D finite element method for the active
shell of infinite thickness, or a 3D approach (such as lattice Boltzmann) for the shell of
finite thickness. Although both approaches are possible and were implemented for active
systems already in the past [118, 206], the main problems would arise when a two way
coupling to the passive nematic is introduced. The main advantage of my numerical
approach is that the calculation of the dynamics of the active shell is extensively simplified.
Admittedly, the flow profile in the active shell is only approximate since the exact details
of the nematic order in the active layer and the stresses due to passive nematic have been
omitted. However, my approach can be seen as a first order correction to the dynamics of
the active defects in the shell, where instead of changing the shape of the active trajectories,
only the degeneracy with respect to rigid rotations of the orbits is broken. Additionally,
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Figure 7.12: Dipolar configuration. (a) In simulations and (b) in experiments a configuration
with dipolar symmetry remains stable with only small variations of the “point defect” structure.
Figure 7.13: Bipolar double boojum structure with planar degenerate anchoring of
passive nematic molecules on active shell. (a) In simulations the position of boojums is
dictated by the nematic far-field and is only little perturbed by the active flow. Activity-induced
flow profile can affect the director field in the passive nematic. (b) Similarly, experiments show
that position of boojums is mostly static (indicated by red arrows).
the approximation to the active orbits as discussed in Fig. 7.9 allows for their further
modulation. In principle, active defects have two options how to continue their path, when
they are in positions where orbits intersect, which could be used to include occasional
irregular events in the numerical approach [126].
From a more general point of view, our study is a contribution towards research on
active nematic droplets [207–210] and also active constituents, such as microswimmers or
droplet suspensions, dispersed in liquid crystals [84, 86, 88]. The studied system would
of course gain in complexity if active droplets would not be isolated, but would instead
interact with each other through the passive nematic dispersive phase. One could envisage
a dynamical self-assembly of a new kind of active colloidal soft matter, where passive
nematic structure binding the active droplets would be subject to constant rewiring,
assembled structures could change their shape and possibly perform locomotion.

8Conclusions
This thesis presents my numerical and theoretical results in the field of equilibrium and
non-equilibrium microfluidic nematic structures. Nematic ordering phases in microfluidic
confinement with the emphasis on the coupled multifield topological singularities are
characterized, and a new mechanism of flow generation by laser beams is proposed.
Considered in the thesis are also active nematics, where an analytical contribution to
microswimmers in anisotropic medium is derived, structure of confined and unconfined
three-dimensional active nematics is explored, and a new system of active-passive nematic
emulsions is presented. My work within the thesis is linked with collaborative experiments
and aims towards advances in theory, discovery of new structural phases, and possible
new applications in out of equilibrium systems with underlying nematic order.
Microfluidic structures are explored in microfluidic channels and junctions in Chapter 4.
Specifically in rectangular channels, I demonstrate transitions between three orientational
configurations: homeotropic, escaped, and chiral structure. Nematic structure exhibits a
continuous transition between homeotropic and chiral configuration, and a discontinuous
transition to an escaped configuration. The transitions are dictated by the flow field through
microchannels and viscoelastic properties of the nematic. My theoretical and numerical
results predict at which conditions the system transitions between local orientational
configurations, which can be used as a guideline in design of further nematic microfluidic
research.
Escaped structure can be represented by a unit vector field in a two-dimensional
representation. Within the theory of the escaped structure, I describe how the escaped
orientation responds to flow. Flow field within the channels can be used to stabilize
regions of the escaped structure, cause rapid realignments leading to defect formation
within the escaped structure, or create stable nematic singularities. We demonstrated
the creation of stable defects in junctions of microchannels, where the strength of the
hydrodynamic singularity created by the multi-arm junction was used to set the strength
of the singularity within the nematic orientational field. Moreover, upon shifting the
hydrodynamic stagnation point, the nematic defect would follow its position, demonstrating
an effective interaction between singularities in the two disparate fields. The results are
of interest when considering an effectively “coarse-grained” model of nematodynamics,
in which nematic configuration is approximated by the position, strength, and shape of
defects. The evolution of such system is then governed by the inter-defect potential and
viscous drag on the defects. Our results indicate of a possible expansion of such model in
driven or active systems, in which (in principle dynamic) singularities also in the velocity
field would have to be considered.
Passive nematic dynamics is governed by relaxation towards equilibrium. In Chapter 5,
I explore how (meta)stability of configurations in hybrid aligned nematic cells is conditioned
by the elastic anisotropy of the nematic medium. I show that low twist elastic constant
can lead to a long life-time of Skyrmion-like excitations. While such excitations are
interesting to study and can represent a complex optical material, they are essentially
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unwanted in display applications. Simulations indicate that nematic with low elastic
anisotropy could avoid the Skyrmion formation and would best utilize the fast switching
response of patterned displays. Furthermore, I show that non-standard elastic modes such
as saddle-splay become important on patterned surfaces, which is an effect that needs
to be considered in particularly when discussing the stability of structures in numerical
simulations.
In Chapter 6, I show how nematic order coupled with externally controlled laser fields
provides a mechanism of flow generation in microchannels via the backflow effect. Laser
beams can locally enforce the nematic orientation. By using laser beams with rotating
polarization, I induced vortex flow profiles that can interact with the solid surfaces to
create a net flow in the channel. Multiple vortices could potentially be also combined to
create and dynamically control custom flow pathways. The results represent a new way of
nematic material modulation by optical beams, and it would be interesting to see to what
extend the idea could be developed in experiments.
Chapter 7 is dedicated to nematic systems driven by the activity of the nematic fluid. A
basic example of such systems is a single microswimmer in a nematic medium. I provide an
analytical approximation to the induced flow profile, which could be used as input in more
complex suspension of microswimmers in anisotropic environment. Another example of an
active material used to drive the passive medium are active-passive nematic emulsions.
We used a single active nematic droplet in passive nematic medium to characterize the
coupling of active and passive defect oscillations, which hints of the complexity and
possible synchronization in a system of multiple active droplets. In three-dimensional
dense unconfined active nematic systems, we observed a network of disclination lines, the
density of which is tuned by the value of the activity. In confined systems, high activity
phase is expressed in a form of a dynamic structure of constantly rewiring disclination
loops. Our results provide insight into the dynamical structure of active materials — either
biological or artificial — when forming a three-dimensional nematic phase.
Results of this thesis include research topics that could potentially lead to applica-
tions. For example, effective hydraulic conductivity in porous nematic materials could
be controlled by the nematic structure. Patterned cells investigated in Chapter 5 could
be used in display technology due to their sub-millisecond switching times. The control
over structural organisation is also of importance for functionality of such patterned
displays. Laser generation of flow is a step towards channelless microfluidics with local flow
pumps without moving parts. Microswimmer flow profiles are important in using liquid
crystals to control the swimming direction and orientation of multiple artificial or biological
microswimmers. Multiple active-passive nematic droplets could be in principle assembled
in larger structures that could perform functional self-driven soft-robotic motion.
This thesis is the result of the research work that I performed as a PhD student in
2014–2018 in the Group for Physics of Soft and Partially Ordered Matter at the Faculty
for Mathematics and Physics at the University of Ljubljana. Within the PhD program,
I explored the emergence of equilibrium and non-equilibrium microfluidic structures in
nematic liquid crystals, the resulting properties of such materials, and their possible
applications. I hope that the thesis will be of use to young researchers delving into similar
topics, to people looking for a review of my research results, or to scientists exploring
open questions in the field. As a humble contribution to the rich history of nematic
hydrodynamics, hopefully my thesis will serve as a step towards the challenges of my
future scientific research.
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Appendix
A
Mapping of elastic constants between director- and tensor-based free
energy formulation
I show a mapping from Landau-de Gennes elastic free energy to Frank free energy, allowing
for the evaluation of Landau-de Gennes elastic constants L1, L
(1)
2 , L
(2)
2 , and L3 from Frank
elastic constants K1, K2, K3, and K24 and vice versa, in line with Ref. [136].
Elastic terms from Landau-de Gennes free energy using a uniaxial form of the tensor
order parameter Quni = S2 (3ninj − δij) can be expanded:
∂Quniij
∂xk
∂Quniij
∂xk
=
9S2
2

(∇ · n)2 + [n · (∇× n)]2 + [n× (∇× n)]2
−∇ · [n · (∇ · n) + n× (∇× n)]

+
3
2
(∇S)2,
(A.1)
∂Qunijk
∂xi
∂Quniik
∂xj
=
9S2
4

(∇ · n)2 + [n× (∇× n)]2
−∇ · [n · (∇ · n) + n× (∇× n)]

+
1
4
(∇S)2 + 3
4
(n · ∇S)2
+ 3S(∇S)[(n · ∇)n]− 3S
2
(∇ · n)(n · ∇S),
(A.2)
∂Quniij
∂xj
∂Quniik
∂xk
=
9S2
4

(∇ · n)2 + [n× (∇× n)]2

+
1
4
(∇S)2 + 3
4
(n · ∇S)2
− 3S
2
(∇S)[(n · ∇)n] + 3S(∇ · n)(n · ∇S).
(A.3)
Qij
∂Qunikl
∂xi
∂Qunikl
∂xj
=
9S3
4

(−∇ · n)2 − [n · (∇× n)]2 + 2[n× (∇× n)]2
+∇ · [n · (∇ · n) + n× (∇× n)]

− 3S
4
(∇S)2 + 9S
4
(n · ∇S)2.
(A.4)
For homogeneous degree of order S (e.g. no defects present), we can write:
1
2
L1
∂Qij
∂xk
∂Qij
∂xk
+
1
2
L
(1)
2
∂Qjk
∂xi
∂Qik
∂xj
+
1
2
L
(2)
2
∂Qij
∂xj
∂Qik
∂xk
+
1
2
L3Qij
∂Qkl
∂xi
∂Qkl
∂xj
=
=
1
2
K1(∇ · n)2 + 1
2
K2[n · (∇× n)]2 + 1
2
K3[n× (∇× n)]2
−K24∇ · [n · (∇ · n) + n× (∇× n)].
(A.5)
Inserting Eqs. A.1–A.4 in Eq. 6.3, we see that the identity holds if and only if the following
relations between the elastic constants are chosen:
K1 =
9S2
4
(2L1 + L
(1)
2 + L
(2)
2 − L3S), (A.6)
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K2 =
9S2
4
(2L1 − L3S), (A.7)
K3 =
9S2
4
(2L1 + L
(1)
2 + L
(2)
2 + 2L3S), (A.8)
K24 =
9S2
8
(2L1 + L
(1)
2 − L3S). (A.9)
Finding the inverse of the linear system leads to:
L1 =
2
27S2
(−K1 + 3K2 +K3), (A.10)
L
(1)
2 =
4
9S2
(−K2 + 2K24), (A.11)
L
(2)
2 =
4
9S2
(K1 − 2K24), (A.12)
L3 =
4
27S3
(−K1 +K3). (A.13)
Note that Landau-de Gennes elastic constants are in principle independent of the temper-
ature. The eigenvalues of the Q-tensor and consequently the elastic energy drops to zero
as the nematic transits to the isotropic case. For Frank elastic free energy, the dependence
on the temperature has to be included in the Frank elastic constants, which are within
the theory dependent on S. Landau-de Gennes elastic constants can be derived from the
experimentally measured Frank elastic constants, where in Eqs. A.10–A.13 the value of
degree of order S at which the experiments were performed has to be used.
Above mapping assumes the approximation of uniaxiality and homogeneous degree of
order. This approximation is justified, since typically both biaxiality and gradients of S
contribute only little to the total elastic free energy [123]. To be able to tune free energy
contributions from the biaxial terms and ∇S terms, a much larger set of invariants of
Q-tensor and Q-tensor derivatives would have to be considered [211], significantly affecting
the running time of the simulations.
B Nematic stress tensor in equilibrium
I demonstrate that bulk forces, calculated from the divergence of Maxwell and Ericksen
stress tensors, in nematic equilibrium evaluate to exactly zero. The condition of zero
equilibrium bulk forces is important to verify the correct choice of the model stress tensors
for an incompressible nematic. Furthermore, the results of the derivation are used to
simplify the numerical procedure. First, we calculate the divergence of the divergence of
electric field part the Maxwell stress tensor (Eq. 2.26):
∂jσ
Maxwell
ij = ∂jEiDj −
1
2
∂iEkDk (B.14)
= (∂jEi)Dj + Ei(∂jDj)− 1
2
∂i(EkϵklEl) (B.15)
= ϵkl

(∂kEi)El − 1
2
(∂iEk)El − 1
2
(∂iEl)Ek

− 1
2
EkEl∂iϵkl (B.16)
= ϵklEl(∂kEi − ∂iEk)− 1
2
EkEl∂iϵkl (B.17)
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= −1
2
EkEl∂iϵkl, (B.18)
where we have used the identityDi = ϵijEj and the fact that ∂kEi−∂iEk = ϵkim(∇×E)m =
−ϵkim ∂Bm∂t = 0, since we are interested in the static case. We have also assumed that there
are no free charges in our system, therefore ∂jDj = 0, and used the fact that dielectric
tensor, given by Eq. 2.16
ϵij = ϵ0

ϵδij +
2
3
ϵma Qij

(B.19)
is symmetric. We obtain for the divergence of the electric field part of the Maxwell stress
tensor
∂jσ
Maxwell
ij = −
ϵ0ϵ
m
a
3
EkEl∂iQkl. (B.20)
We will also use explicit expression for the molecular field H to calculate the rest of the
divergence of the stress tensor:
Hij = −∂k ∂F
∂kQij
+AQij +BQikQkj + CQij(QklQlk)− 1
3
ϵ0ϵ
m
a EiEj . (B.21)
Due to simplicity, we shall assume a single elastic constant L1, which is also the case in
our simulations of nematodynamics. We obtain for the divergence of the equilibrium stress
tensor
∂j

σErij + σ
Maxwell
ij − p0

= −∂j

(∂iQkl
δF
δ∂jQkl

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m
a
3
EkEl∂iQkl (B.22)
= − δf
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a
3
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2
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
Hkl −AQkl −BQkmQml − CQkl(QmnQnm) + ϵ0ϵ
m
a
3
EkEl
 (B.24)
= ∂i

−L1
2
(∂jQkl)(∂jQkl)− A
2
QklQlk − B
3
QklQlmQmk − C
4
(QklQlk)
2 − fLdG

+ (∂iQkl)Hkl
(B.25)
= (∂iQkl)Hkl. (B.26)
The derivation assumes homogeneous external pressure p0 and includes results from
Eq. B.20 and Eq. B.21. We have shown that the bulk forces due to Maxwell and Ericksen
stress tensors are exactly proportional to the molecular field and therefore vanish in
equilibrium. Similarly, viscous stress tensor (Eq. 2.35) is proportional to molecular field
and velocity gradient, and is zero in equilibrium. The result in Eq. B.26 can be also used
out of the equilibrium as a numerical tool to simplify the calculation of force density due
to nematic effects (see Section 3.1.2 and Ref. [32]).
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C
Mapping between viscosity coefficients in Ericksen-Leslie-Parodi and
Beris-Edwards formulations
C.1 Mapping of Ericksen stress tensor
Ericksen stress written in the Q-tensor form (Eq. 2.25) reduces to the director-based
Ericksen stress (Eq. 2.24) in the assumption of homogeneous degree of order S and
uniaxiality. In Q-tensor form, Ericksen stress is written as
σErij = −
δF
δ∂jQkl
∂iQkl + fLdGδij . (C.27)
Mapping between the elastic part of Landau-de Gennes free energy and Frank free energy
was already shown in Appendix A. Phase part of the free energy is constant under the
assumption of homogeneous degree of order and can therefore be omitted in the mapping.
We write the only remaining term in the director formulation and transform it to the
Q-tensor form:
− δF
δ(∂jnk)
(∂ink) = − δF
δ(∂γQαβ)
∂(∂γQαβ)
∂(∂jnk)
(∂ink) (C.28)
= −3S
2
δF
δ(∂γQαβ)
δγj(nαδβk + nβδαk)(∂ink) (C.29)
= − δF
δ(∂jQαβ)
(∂iQαβ). (C.30)
C.2 Mapping of viscous stress tensor
I show that the viscous part of the stress tensor in the Q-tensor formulation reduces
to the viscous stress tensor in the ELP director based approach. The derivation gives
also the mapping from the 3 viscosity parameters in the Beris-Edwards formulation of
nematodynamics to the 6 viscosity parameters in the ELP formulation. The derivation
can be also found in Refs. [154, 155]. We start with the dynamic equation for the Q tensor
(Eq. 2.33):
ΓHij = Q˙ij − (ζAik − Ωik)

Qkj +
δkj
3

−

Qik +
δik
3

(ζAkj +Ωkj)
+ 2ζ

Qij +
δij
3

Qkl
∂vk
∂xl
,
(C.31)
where Aij = 12(∂ivj + ∂jvi) and Ωij =
1
2(∂ivj − ∂jvi) . We insert the uniaxial form of the
tensor order parameter Qij = S2 (3ninj − δij) in Eq. C.31 and obtain for the molecular
field
ΓHij =
3S
2
(njNi + niNj)− 3S
2
ζ(Aiknjnk +Ajknink) + ζAij

S − 2
3

+
9S2
2
ζAklninjnknl − 3S
2
ζ

S − 2
3

Aklnknlδij ,
(C.32)
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where we have used the definition N = n˙− 12(∇× v)× n.
In order to express the Leslie viscosity coefficients, we substitute the above expression
for the tensor molecular field in the viscous stress tensor (Eq. 2.35):
σviscousij = −ζHik

Qkj +
δkj
3

− ζ

Qik +
δik
3

Hkj + 2ζ

Qij +
δij
3

QklHkl
+QikHkj −HikQkj + 2ηAij ,
(C.33)
=
ζ2
Γ
9S2
2

3S2 − 2S − 1ninjnknlAkl −  ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4) +
1
Γ
9S2
4

njNi
+

− ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4) +
1
Γ
9S2
4

niNj +

ζ2
Γ

S − 2
3
2
+ 2η

Aij
+
ζ
Γ

−ζ S
4
(3S − 8) + S
4
(3S + 4)

njnkAik
+
ζ
Γ

−ζ S
4
(3S − 8)− S
4
(3S + 4)

ninkAjk
+ terms proportional to δijnknlAkl
(C.34)
By comparing the above identity with the viscous stress tensor in the director formulation
(Eq. 2.30), we can write Leslie coefficients, expressed with the viscosity coefficients ζ, Γ,
and η in the Beris-Edwards approach:
α1 =
ζ2
Γ
9S2
2

3S2 − 2S − 1 ,
α2 = − ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4)− 1
Γ
9S2
4
,
α3 = − ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4) +
1
Γ
9S2
4
,
α4 =
ζ2
Γ

S − 2
3
2
+ 2η,
α5 = −ζ
2
Γ
S
4
(3S − 8) + ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4) ,
α6 = −ζ
2
Γ
S
4
(3S − 8)− ζ
Γ
S
4
(3S + 4) .
(C.35)
From Leslie viscosity coefficients, γ1 and γ2 viscosity parameters and alignment parameter
λ can be calculated:
γ1 = α3 − α2 = 9S
2
2Γ
, (C.36)
γ2 = α6 − α5 = α2 + α3 = −3S
2
ζ
Γ

S +
4
3

, (C.37)
λ = −γ2
γ1
=
3S + 4
9S
ζ. (C.38)
DNematic alignment for source flows
In this section, I calculate the configuration of the nematic director that gives zero
hydrodynamic torque on the molecules in the case of source or sink flows. The procedure
follows the standard approach to calculate the typical director tilt angle in shear flow, i.e.
Leslie angle [37]. Hydrodynamic torque Γ on the nematic entities is written as [37]
Γ = n× h, (D.39)
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where n is the director and h the molecular field, given by Eq. 2.28. In the calculation we
assume the velocity field of a point source in a isotropic fluid
v(r) =
A
4πr2
eˆr, (D.40)
where A is volumetric source or sink flow rate. We limit ourselves to stationary states
∂n
∂t = 0 with the director independent on the distance from the source (v · ∇)n = 0. With
these considerations, molecular field can be rewritten in spherical coordinates:
h =
γ2
2
[(∇v) + (∇v)⊺]n (D.41)
= γ2

nr
∂vr
∂r
eˆr + nϑ
vr
r
eˆϑ + nφ
vr
r
eˆφ

, (D.42)
where radial symmetry of the velocity field was used. The hydrodynamic torque can be
calculated:
Γ = n× h = 3γ2A
8πr3
nreˆr × n. (D.43)
The condition Γ = 0 is satisfied if
nr = 0 (D.44)
or
nr = 1. (D.45)
Both solutions are independent of the type of the flow monopole – whether it is a flow source
or a flow sink. Which solution is observed in each regime depends on further coupling
between the velocity and the director fields. Fig. 8.1 shows the results of numerical
simulations of source and sink flows in nematics. In the proximity of a flow source or sink,
director field is similar to Γ = 0 solutions. Near flow sinks, solution nr ∼ 1 is observed and
near flow sources nr ∼ 0 is observed. With increasing distance from the flow singularity,
the nematic orientational field is a compromise between elastic effects and flow-induced
deformation. To illustrate the role of the hydrodynamic torque, Fig. 8.1 shows also the
orientational profiles in the case where advection has been numerically turned off.
The example of the nematic alignment for source and sink flows illustrates that in
complex flow profiles (contrary to Couette or Poiseuille flow geometries in Section 2.4.3)
director field does not necessary align at a fixed (typically small) angle along the flow,
even if the aligning parameter λ is greater than 1.
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Figure 8.1: Nematic profile due to flow sink and flow source. (a) Near the flow sink,
director turns to nr ∼ 1 configuration, creating a +1 defect at the position of the sink and a
disclination loop further away. After the advection term in the dynamic equation for Q-tensor is
turned on, the disclination loop is advected towards the centre. (b) Flow source creates a polar
director profile, where nr ∼ 0. Isosurface of the degree of order (in yellow) shows the creation of
two disclination loops with half-integer winding numbers. The loops are then advected away from
the flow source.

Razširjeni povzetek
Uvod
Funkcionalnost nematskih materialov je močno pogojena z njihovo strukturno ureditvijo.
Namen te doktorske disertacije je bil razvoj novih neravnovesnih tekočekristalnih struktur,
osnovanih na prostorskih in časovnih profilih orientacijskega polja nematika, sklopljenega
s hitrostnim poljem. Dinamika neravnovesnih tekočekristalnih struktur je lahko gnana
z zunanjimi mehanizmi, kot so zunanje sile, tlačne razlike ter elektromagnetno polje;
lahko pa je generirana tudi z lastnimi mehanizmi materiala, kot je na primer aktivnost.
Disertacija je doprinos k funkcionalnosti, razumevanju, kontroli ter ustvarjanju novih
režimov nematskih tekočin na osnovi strukturne ureditve. Specifična področja disertacije
vključujejo mikrofluidiko z nematskimi tekočinami, stabilnost kompleksnih nematskih
profilov, dinamiko faznega prehoda v nematsko stanje ter aktivnost v nematskih materialih.
Glavna motivacija za preučevanje novih struktur v nematskih tekočih kristalih so apli-
kacije v fotoniki [1–4], optiki [5, 6], koloidih [8–13] ter uporaba v senzorjih [14, 15]. Izrazito
neravnovesni primer uporabe so mikrofluidni kanali, napolnjeni z nematskim tekočim kri-
stalom, za katere je bilo pokazano, da omogočajo voden transport koloidnih delcev [16, 17],
lahko pa delujejo tudi kot optofluidni modulator [18] ali pa so del produkcijskega procesa
za nematske kompozitne materiale [19, 20]. Nematska ureditev je pomemben del številnih
bioloških materialov: orientacijski red znotraj citoskeleta je del dinamike in morfologije
celic [21], nematska ureditev ima pomembno vlogo pri dinamiki bakterijskih kolonij [22, 23]
in tkiv [24, 25], tekoči kristali pa so tudi uporabni za usmerjanje plavajočih bakterij [26, 27].
Kontrola nad nematsko strukturo je pomembna za funkcionalnost nematskih mikrofluidnih
aplikacij, hkrati pa lahko služi tudi v namen preučevanja lastnosti ter strukturnih prehodov
v nematskih neravnovensnih sistemih. Efektivna viskoznost v takšnih sistemih je odvisna
od orientacije nematika. Stabilnost in ureditev struktur ter prehodi med njimi pa so v
nematskih trodimenzionalnih mikrokanalih odvisni od materialnih lastnosti, sidranja in
jakosti toka [29–36].
Osnovna lastnost nematskih tekočin je orientacijski red gradnikov, ki je dolgega dosega.
Os ureditve gradnikov imenujemo direktor [37, 38]. Stopnja reda orientacije posameznih
gradnikov okoli direktorja je odvisna od temperature (v termotropnih tekočih kristalih) ali
pa tlaka (v liotropnih tekočih kristalih). Na mezoskali kažejo nematiki efektiven elastičen
odziv na deformacijo direktorja. Nematiki so tudi močno odzivni na zunanja polja in efekte
ograditve ter kažejo močno sklopitev z materialnim tokom, kar lahko vodi do kompleksnih
prostorskih in dinamičnih vzorcev znotraj strukture direktorskega polja, stopnje reda in
hitrostnega polja.
Disertacija je organizirana na sledeč način: Sprva uvedem kontinuumski opis neravno-
vesnih nematskih tekočin ter numerični metodološki pristop. Nato predstavim originalne
rezultate na področju neravnovesnih nematskih struktur v ograditvi mikrofluidnih kanalč-
kov, kjer preučujem sklopitev med topološkimi strukturami v hitrostnem in orientacijskem
polju v stikih mikrokanalov ter prehode med strukturnimi stanji. V naslednjem poglavju
opisujem ravnovesna stanja ter relaksacijo proti ravnovesju za skirmionske strukture v
i
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celicah s površinskimi vzorci sidranja. Nato preučujem možne metode gnanja nematskega
toka z zunanjimi polji ter obnašanja nematika med nenadnim faznim prehodom. Naslednje
poglavje je namenjeno aktivnim sistemom, kjer preučujem tokovne profile v nematiku v
okolici mikroplavalca, nematik v stiku z aktivnimi kapljicami ter strukturo trodimenzio-
nalnih aktivnih nematskih tekočin. V zaključku povzamem glavne rezultate ter možne
smeri nadaljnjih raziskav.
Rezultati, ki so predstavljeni v disertaciji, so objavljeni [122–127] ali pa so v pripravi
za objavo [128–134].
Teoretično ozadje
V nekaterih materialih ima prehod med trdnim in tekočim stanjem še vmesne tekoče-
kristalne mezofaze, za katere je značilno, da gradniki nimajo pozicijskega reda dolgega
dosega, imajo pa orientacijski red okoli skupne osi — direktorja n. Direktor, stopnja
reda S ter možna biaksialna ureditev je podana s tenzorskim ureditvenim parametrom
Q. V mezoskopskem opisu nematske ureditve lahko uporabimo tenzorski ureditveni pa-
rameter in njegove odvode za konstrukcijo fenomenološke proste energije tipa Landaua
in de Gennesa [37]. Ravnovesne ureditve nematika tako ustrezajo lokalnim ali globalnim
minimumom proste energije. Členi v prosti energiji morajo opisati prehod med izotropno
ter nematsko fazo, efektivno elastičnost deformacije Q, sidranje na površinah ter sklopitev
z zunanjimi polji. Elastičen odziv tekočih kristalov je možno opredeliti glede na geometrijo
deformacije direktorja. Tako ločimo elastičen prispevek pahljačaste deformacije, zvojne
deformacije in upogibne deformacije. Možni pa so tudi nestandarni prispevki, kot je na
primer sedlasto-pahljačasta deformacija, katere lastnost je, da lahko prosto energijo v
približku homogene stopnje reda S zapišemo v obliki integrala pa površini vzorca. Sidra-
nje nematskih gradnikov na površini je lahko uniformno (v določeni preferenčni smeri)
ali pa degenerirano (več preferenčnih smeri). Tipično opazimo tri načine sidranja: (i)
homeotropno sidranje gradnikov pravokotno na površino, (ii) planarno sidranje vzdolž
določene smeri in (iii) degenerirano planarno sidranje, kjer so gradniki lahko usmerjeni v
poljubni smeri na površini.
V direktorskih in vektorskih poljih se lahko pojavijo topološki defekti, ki so singularnosti
polj v obliki točk, linij ali celo zidov. Defektom lahko pripišemo topološke invariante,
ki morajo slediti ohranjevalnim zakonom. Defektom v dvodimenzionalnih nematikih
pripišemo ovojno število, v treh dimenzijah pa jim pripišemo topološki naboj [38, 52, 142].
Izven ravnovesja je dinamično obnašanje nematske ureditve sklopljeno s hitrostnim
poljem. V direktorski sliki je ta sklopljena dinamika vključena v Ericksen-Leslie-Parodijevi
teoriji [37]. V numeričnih simulacijah pa tipično uporabljam Beris-Edwardsov model [154],
ki je formuliran s tenzorskim ureditvenim parametrom in omogoča lažje simulacije komple-
ksnih nematskih polj še posebej v primeru pojava defektnih struktur. Posledice sklopitve
med hitrostnim in orientacijskim poljem so vidne na naslednjih osnovnih primerih: (i)
gradienti hitrosti povzročajo hidrodinamski navor na nematske gradnike. V strižni ge-
ometriji velja, da za Lesliejev kot med direktorjem in smerjo toka hidrodinamski navor
izgine. Pri močnih tokovih skozi mikrokanale se direktor po velikem delu mikrokanala
uredi pod kotom blizu Lesliejevega kota, kot kaže Slika 1. (ii) Napetostni tenzor nematske
tekočine vključuje člene, ki sklapljajo lokalne viskozne izgube z direktorskim poljem ter
njegovim časovnim odvodom. Posledično bo efektivna viskoznost v mikrokanalu odvisna
od direktorske strukture. Tipičen primer tega je Miesowiczev eksperiment [28], v katerem
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Slika 1: Direktorsko polje v Couettovi in Poiseuilleovi geometriji toka. V vseh primerih je
efekt toka relativno močnejši od efekta elastičnosti, kar opišemo z brezdimenzijskim Ericksonovim
številom (Er), kjer je Er ≈ 80 v (a,b) in Er ≈ 25 v (c). Hidrodinamski navor poravnava kot
direktorja ϑ proti Lesliejevem kotu ϑL (za simulacijo na sliki je ϑL = 12, 3◦). Direktorsko strukturo
na sliki (b) imenujem v disertaciji pobegla struktura, na sliki (c) pa homeotropna struktura.
je homogeno direktorsko polje določeno z močnim zunanjim magnetnim ali električnim po-
ljem, različne vrednosti viskoznosti v kanalu pa so izmerjene za tri medsebojne orientacije
direktorja, hitrosti ter gradienta hitrosti. (iii) Časovni odvodi direktorja v napetostnem
tenzorju povzročijo sile ter tokovne profile ob spremembi orientacijske strukture. Tak
primer je anihilacija para defektov, kjer se generirajo hitrostna polja, ki vplivajo na hitrost
anihilacije [145–148].
Aktivni materiali uporabljajo kemično ali elektromagnetno energijo iz okolja za ustvar-
janje lokalne deformacije. Nekateri izmed aktivnih materialov kažejo tudi nematski
orientacijski red, kot na primer mikrotubule in bakterijske kolonije [100]. Takšni aktivni
nematiki so seveda kemično in biološko različno od standarnih nematskih tekočih kristalov.
Možen način opisa aktivne hidrodinamike pa je razširitev enačb nematske hidrodinamike
z dodatkom aktivnega napetostnega tenzorja. Aktivni napetostni tenzor opisuje dipole sil,
s katerimi orientacijsko urejeni aktivni gradniki delujejo na okolico. V najbolj enostavni
obliki je aktivni napetostni tenzor kar sorazmeren s tenzorjem Q [157], kar pomeni, da
lahko v aktivnih sistemih gradienti nematskega reda ženejo tok.
Numerične metode
Osnovni numerični metodološki pristop uporabljen v disertaciji je hibridna mrežna Boltz-
mannova metoda. Pristop vključuje metodo končnih razlik za enačbe dinamike Q-tenzorja
ter mrežno Boltzmannovo metodo za numerični izračun generalizirane Navier-Stokesove
enačbe. Metodološki pristop omogoča numerično stabilen izračun rešitev enačb nematodi-
namike ter implementacijo potrebnih robnih pogojev. Tipična simulacija se računa na
(200)3 točkah mreže in porabi približno 3,5 GB spomina. Numeričen račun je paraleliziran
na več procesorjev, najbolj pogosto je bilo uporabljeno Intel Xeon vozlišče z 48 nitmi. Pri
takšnih pogojih se izračuna približno 60000 korakov dnevno, celoten izračun pa se tipično
zaključi v nekaj dnevih.
Nematske strukture v mikrofluidiki
V stikih mikrokanalčkov smo preučevali vpliv tokovnega profila okoli stagnacijske točke
na nematsko ureditev. Uporabili smo kanalčke s homeotropnim sidranjem ter močna
hitrostna polja. V stiku štirih kanalov se generira nematski topološki defekt z nabojem −1,
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v stiku šestih kanalov defekt z efektivnim nabojem −2 ter v stiku osmih kanalov defekt z
efektivnim nabojem −3. Nematski defekti z visokim nabojem razpadejo na posamezne
defekte z nabojem −1, ki so prikazani na Sliki 2.
Slika 2: Nematski topološki defekti ter hidrodinamske singularnosti v stikih mikroka-
nalčkov [125]. (a) Stiki mikrokanalov, ustvarjeni z litografskim postopkom. (b) Eksperimentalna
slika stika mikrokanalov med prekrižanima polarizatorjema, na kateri opazimo topološki defekt
na sredini kanalčka: −1 defekt (stik 4 kanalov), dva −1 defekta s skupnim nabojem −2 (stik
6 kanalov) in tri −1 defekte s skupnim nabojem −3 (stik 8 kanalov). Smer toka v kanalih je
označena z rdečimi in zelenimi puščicami. (c) Eksperimentalna slika hidrodinamske stagnacijske
točke v centru stika, narejena z epifluorescentim slikanjem sledilnih delcev. (d) Nematski tok in
(e) orientacija v stikih mikrokanalov v numeričnih simulacijah. Direktorski profil je narisan z
modrimi palčkami, rumena površina pa je narisana pri vrednosti ureditvenega parametra S = 0, 4.
Zanimivo vprašanje, ki se pojavi v preučevanih nematskih stikih, je, če lahko razu-
memo obnašanje nematika v smislu efektivne interakcije med orientacijskim defektom ter
stagnacijsko točko. V ta namen sem v simulaciji uporabil tlačne pulze, ki premaknejo
stagnacijsko točko v stiku, kar je prikazano na Sliki 3. Ob povečanju pritiska v levem
kanalu se stagnacijska točka hitro premakne v desno, nematski defekt pa ji počasi sledi,
dokler se zopet ne prekrivata. Zmanjšanju pritiska v spodnjem kanalu zopet sledi hiter
premik stagnacijske točke. Vendar se v tem primeru nematski defekt začne odmikati od
stagnacijske točke, šele nato pa se ji začne približevati. Ob zmanjšanju pritiska v spodnjem
kanalu se mora nematski defekt premikati proti toku, njegova dinamika pa je približno
10-krat počasnejša kot v primeru povečanja tlaka v levem kanalu. Opažena dinamika
stagnacijske točke ter nematskega orientacijskega defekta nakazuje kompleksno interakcijo
med obema strukturama, ki pa v stikih mikrokanalov težita k temu, da se prekrivata.
V nematski mikrofluidni ograditvi je pomembno vprašanje orientacije in stabilnosti
pobegle strukture, ki je definirana na Sliki 1. Slika 4 kaže območje pobegle strukture
znotraj homeotropne strukture, obe področji sta ločeni z disklinacijsko linijo. Razvili smo
efektivno dvodimenzionalen teoretičen model orientacije pobegle strukture d v hitrostnem
polju v. Teoretičen opis lahko primerjamo z eksperimentom, kjer so bile domene pobegle
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Slika 3: Interakcija med nematskim topološkim defektom in stagnacijsko točko [125].
(a) Premik nematskega defekta in stagnacijske točke ob povečanju pritiska v levem kanalu. Sprva
se stagnacijska točka pomakne desno, nematski defekt ji počasi sledi, dokler se ne prekrivata. Ob
znižanju pritiska na prvotno raven (3. slika z leve) se stagnacijska točka hitro, nematski defekt pa
počasneje, vrne na prvotno lego. Njun točen položaj v odvisnosti od časa je prikazan na grafu (b).
(c,d) Ob znižanju pritiska v spodnjem kanalu in premiku stagnacijske točke se nematski defekt
sprva oddalji od stagnacijske točke, nato pa se ji začne približevati, dokler se ne prekrivata.
Slika 4: Domena pobegle strukture znotraj homeotropne strukture. (a) Pogled s strani
na območje homeotropne strukture (deformirano zaradi toka v kanalčku) in pobegle strukture z
disklinacijo med njima (v rdeči barvi). (b) Pogled od zgoraj na domeno pobegle strukture, na
katero vpliva hitrostno polje v. Orientacija pobegle strukture je podana z enotskim vektorjem d.
strukture ustvarjene v nematskih mikrokanalčkih z lokalnim segretjem nematika z laserskim
snopom nad temperaturo prehoda ter posledično ohladitvijo ter rekonfiguracijo. Tako
nastale domene pobegle strukture so približno okrogle oblike (Slika 5), za katere teorija
napove kritično hitrost vc = Kπ
3
−4hα2 . Če je hitrost v sredini kanala pod vc, so vse domene
nestabilne ter se anihilirajo. Nad kritično hitrostjo pa so domene stabilne, če presegajo
kritičen radij rc = πT−2α2 (v − vc)
−1, pri tem je K Frankova elastična konstanta, α2 ena
izmed Lesliejevih viskoznosti, T pa linijska napetost disklinacijske linije [37]. Teoretičen
opis uspešno opiše eksperimentalno izmerjeno spreminjanje velikosti domen, kar kaže
Slika 5.
V nematskih mikrokanalih lahko poleg homeotropne ter pobegle strukture opazimo
še novo kiralno strukturo, ki nastane zaradi relativno majhne vrednosti zvojne elastične
konstante v mnogih nematikih. Na Sliki 1c lahko vidimo, da je v sredini kanalčka v
homeotropnem stanju ob močnem toku upogibna deformacija direktorja velika. Namesto
upogibne deformacije pa se lahko ob sredini kanalčka pojavi zvojna deformacija, kar
imenujem kiralna struktura. Zvojna deformacija je lahko levosučna ali desnosučna. Če se
v istem kanalčku pojavita obe sučnosti, sta ločeni s solitonom. Slika 6 kaže direktorsko
polje v preseku kanalčka za omenjene strukture.
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Slika 5: Spreminjanje velikosti domene pobegle strukture v nematskih mikrokanalčkih
s stacionarnim pretokom. (a,b) Rast in krčenje domen pobegle strukture v eksperimentu
pri dveh različnih jakostih toka (merilo: 20 µm). (c) Časovna odvisnost radija domen (radija
disklinacijske zanke) pri različnih hitrostih ter prilagajanje teoretične napovedi točkam v grafu
(polne krivulje) za krčenje domen. Rastoče domene hitro naletijo na stranske zidove kanalčka,
kar spremeni njihovo obliko in rast, zaradi česar na te podatke ne moremo prilegati teoretičnega
modela. (d) Parameter prileganja 1/rc kaže napovedano linearno rast iz katere lahko določimo
kritično hitrost pri (56.4± 1.4) µm/s. (e) Fazni diagram za rast in krčenje domen glede na njihov
radij ter hitrost v kanalu.
Stabilizacija skirmionskih stanj
Nematske celice s površinskimi vzorci sidranja omogočajo generacijo kompleksnih orienta-
cijskih stanj, ki se jih lahko modulira z zunanjim električnim poljem, njihova stabilnost pa
je močno odvisna od elastičnih lastnosti nematskega materiala. V homeotropnih nematskih
celicah s kvadratnimi vzorci planarnega degeneriranega sidranja smo preučevali lastnosti
opaženih skirmionskih stanj. Struktura takšnih skirmionskih stanj vključuje nematski
“boojum” defekt na degenerirani površini. V eksperimentu in simulaciji je skirmionska
struktura dolgoživa, a nestabilna. Slika 7 kaže razpad skirmionske strukture v ravnovesno
strukturo, ki ne vključuje boojum defekta. Izkaže pa se, da je stabilizacija skirmionske
strukture možna v drugačnih režimih nematske elastičnosti, pri čemer pomembno vlogo
igra tudi sedlasto-pahljačasta elastičnost.
Dinamične strukture generirane z zunanjimi polji
Zunanja polja lahko uporabimo za dinamično generiranje deformacije direktorskega polja,
kar ustvari tokovne profile v nematiku. V disertaciji preučujem oblike ter časovne in
krajevne profile zunanjih električnih in optičnih polj, ki privedejo do toka v mikrokanalčkih,
ki teče pretežno v eno smer. Za še posebej uporabne so se izkazali linearno polarizirani
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Slika 6: Direktorsko polje v preseku nematskih mikrokanalov pri različnih razmerjih
med Frankovimi elastičnimi konstantami ter pri različnih Ericksonovih številih. (a)
Homeotropna, (b) pobegla in (c) kiralna struktura. (d) Kiralna struktura s solitonom med
področjema z nasprotno kiralnostjo. Direktorsko polje je narisano z vektorji za lažjo določitev
kota rotacije med zgornjo in spodnjo površino (π za pobeglo strukturo, 0 za ostale strukture).
Slika 7: Kompleksna skirmionska struktura generirana na površinskih vzorcih sidra-
nja [122]. (a) Eksperimentalna slika polarizacijske mikroskopije, ki kaže mrežo skirmionskih
struktur. (b) Direktorsko polje v simulaciji na površini vzorca s planarnim degeneriranim sidra-
njem in (c) slika polarizacijske mikroskopije strukture v simulaciji. (d) Relaksacija skirmionske
konfiguracije: začetni nastavek se hitro relaksira v skirmionsko strukturo, ta so obdrži dolgo časa,
dokler se boojum ne premakne proti robu vzorca sidranja in se hitro rekonfigurira v ravnovesno
strukturo.
laserski žarki, katerih smer polarizacije se vrti s časom. Takšni žarki ustvarjajo vrtinčno
polje v nematskih homeotropnih celicah. Slika 8 kaže, kako v bližini stranske stene tak
laserski žarek preko deformacije direktorja ustvari neto tok v kanalčku. Uporaba večih
laserskih snopov pa bi v principu lahko omogočila nastanek bolj zapletenih tokovnic.
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Slika 8: Neto tok v mikrokanalu, generiran z laserskim žarkom z vrtečo smerjo linearne
polarizacije v bližini stranske stene. (a) V primeru, da je laserski snop blizu stranske stene,
se velikost in magnituda hitrostnega polja blizu stene zmanjšata. (b) Oscilacija pretoka skozi kanal
ter časovno povprečje pretoka. (c) Optimizacija povprečnega pretoka glede na položaj laserskega
žarka v kanalu. (d) Optimizacija povprečnega pretoka glede na frekvenco vrtenja polarizacije.
Nematiki, gnani z aktivnimi procesi
V disertaciji sem preučeval tudi, kako aktivni materiali ženejo deformacijo in hitrostna polja
v nematski ureditvi. Takšen primer je posamezen mikroplavalec, ki generira moment sile na
okoliško nematsko tekočino. V disertaciji sem analitično izračunal hitrostno polje v takšni
tekočini pod predpostavkama homogenega direktorja ter majhne viskozne anizotropije
tekočine. Hitrostno polje zaradi lokalne sile F v nestisljivi tekočini v Stokesovem režimu
lahko zapišemo z Greenovo funkcijo G:
vi(r) =
GijFj
8π
. (46)
Za izotropne tekočine je Greenova funkcija dobro poznana. V disertaciji pa izpeljem
popravek prvega reda za anizotropen napetostni tenzor. Ko poznamo Greenovo funkcijo,
pa lahko En. 46 razširimo, da izračunamo še hitrostna polja multipola sil, kot je na primer
hitrostno polje zaradi točkastega navora, ali pa dveh nasprotujočih sil. Slika 9 prikazuje
hitrostno polje takšnega dipola sil (dveh sil v nasprotni smeri). Oblika ter intenziteta
hitrostnega polja je seveda odvisna od medsebojne orientacije med direktorskim poljem
ter dipolom sil.
Raziskoval sem tudi strukturo trodimenzionalnih aktivnih nematskih tekočin. Za
neograjene aktivne nematike je značilna mreža disklinacijskih linij, katerih gostota se
povečuje z aktivnostjo. V ograditvi pa lahko opišemo tudi topološke lastnosti defektnih
struktur. Simulirali smo trodimenzionalni aktivni nematik v sferični ograditvi (okroglo
nematsko kapljico v viskozni tekočini) s homeotropnimi robnimi pogoji. Brez aktivnosti
je ravnovesno stanje takšnega sistema točkast defekt (v obliki majhne defektne zanke)
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Slika 9: Hitrostno polje zaradi dipola sil pri različnih orientacijah dipola glede na
direktor [127]. Spodnja vrstica kaže radialno in polarno (azimutalno) komponento hitrosti na
razdalji d0 od dipola sil kot funkcijo polarnega (azimutalnega) kota. Črtkana črta predstavlja
izotropno rešitev. (a,e) Hitrostno polje ima za primer, ko je dipol sil poravnan vzdolž direktorskega
polja, zgolj radialno komponento. (b,c,f,g) Hitrostno polje za kot 90◦ ali (d,h) 45◦ stopinj med
dipolom sil in direktorjem.
v centru nematske kapljice. Pri končni aktivnosti se v kapljici generira vrtinčni tok,
ki ustvari kiralno direktorsko strukturo ter odmakne točkast defekt od centra kapljice
(Slika 10). S povečevanjem aktivnosti se povečuje odmik defekta od centra. Ko aktivnost
preseže kritično vrednost, se točkast defekt odpre v večjo nestabilno disklinacijsko zanko.
Disklinacijska zanka se deformira v času in gre čez topološke prehode: lahko se razdeli
na dve zanki, posamezna zanka se lahko anihilira, zanka lahko naredi lokalno prevezavo,
dve zanki pa se lahko združita v eno. Z nadaljnjim povečevanjem aktivnosti opazimo
v kapljici v povprečju povečano število zank. Ta primer kaže prehod v tako imenovano
aktivno turbulenco v ograditvi. Pri izjemno velikih aktivnostih pa bi pričakovali, da se
notranjost kapljice obnaša podobno kot neograjen nematik.
Tokovi v plasteh aktivnega nematika lahko na stiku s pasivnim nematikom ženejo
deformacijo v pasivnem nematiku. V doktoratu sem preučeval tak primer emulzij aktivnih
nematskih kapljic v pasivnem nematiku. Slika 11a prikazuje eno aktivno kapljico v
takšni emulziji. Sidranje molekul pasivnega nematika na površini kapljice je homeotropno.
Kapljice preučujemo v celicah, omejenih z spodnjo in zgornjo površino s planarnim
sidranjem. Smer planarnega sidranja definira daljno direktorsko polje pasivnega nematika.
Struktura pasivnega nematika pa vključuje disklinacijsko zanko okoli kapljice, imenovano
tudi Saturnov obroč. Pri ničelni aktivnosti aktivne nematske plasti je Saturnov obroč
poravnan v ravnini, katere normala kaže vzdolž direktorskega daljnega polja. Gibanje v
aktivni plasti pa povzroči tokove tudi v pasivnem nematiku, ki posledično deformirajo
Saturnov obroč.
Orientacijska struktura v aktivni nematski plasti vključuje štiri defekte s posameznim
ovojnim številom +1/2, ki se propagirajo po sferi. Trajektorije teh aktivnih defektov so
bile predmet prejšnjih raziskav aktivnih kapljic v izotropnem okolju [117, 118]. Glavna
značilnost trajektorij pa je, da aktivni defekti oscilirajo med tetraedrično in planarno
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Slika 10: Dinamične strukture v aktivnih nematskih kapljicah. (a) Ob nizki aktivnosti
opazimo nematski točkast defekt (v obliki majhne disklinacijske zanke, prikazane z izopovršino
stopnje reda S), ki je odmaknjen od centra kapljice. Hitrostni profil (prikazan s sivim vzorcem)
ima vrtinčasto strukturo, pri kateri je vektor vrtinčnosti Γ poravnan s smerjo odmika točkastega
defekta, približno 2.5-krat manjša komponenta hitrosti pa kaže v smeri odmika defekta. Desna
slika prikazuje direktorsko strukturo pri majhni aktivnosti, ki je podobna strukturi v holesteričnih
kapljicah. (b) Ob povečani aktivnosti se točkast defekt pomakne dlje od centra kapljice. (c) Časovni
potek aktivne turbulence pri veliki aktivnosti. Oblika disklinacije je kaotična s ponavljajočimi
topološkimi dogodki, kot so razpolovitev defektne zanke, anihilacija zanke, samo-prevezava ter
združitev dveh zank.
medsebojno pozicijo. V simulacijah sem preučeval dinamiko ene aktivne kapljice v sklopitvi
z okoliškim pasivnim nematikom. Pri tem sem kot nastavek uporabil že znane trajektorije
aktivnih defektov, ki so prikazane na Sliki 11b. Pri tem je pomemben parameter orientacija
aktivnih trajektorij glede na daljno direktorsko polje pasivnega nematika. Predpostavka
takšnega pristopa je, da lahko šibka sklopitev med pasivnim in aktivnim nematikom togo
orientira smer aktivnih orbit, ne more pa bistveno spremeniti same oblike orbit.
Slika 11: Shema aktivne nematske kapljice v pasivnem nematiku. (a) Homogeno daljno
direktorsko polje — definirano preko sidranja na ograditvenih površinah — in homeotropno sidranje
molekul pasivnega nematika na aktivni kapljici deformirata nematsko polje v disklinacijsko zanko
(Saturnov obroč, v rdeči barvi). (b) Trajektorije štirih defektov (v modri, zeleni, oranžni in vijolični
barvi) na sferični aktivni nematski plasti. V simulaciji je pomembna orientacija trajektorij glede
na daljno direktorsko polje pasivnega nematika ter glede na ograditveni površini.
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Simulacije poustvarijo eksperimentalno opažene oscilacije Saturnovega obroča samo za
specifično orientacijo trajektorij aktivnih defektov (Slika 12). Ostale orientacije aktivnih
trajektorij v simulaciji ne reproducirajo oscilacij Saturnovega obroča na Sliki 12. Glede
na to, da večina opaženih kapljic s Saturnovim obročem prikazuje takšne oscilacije, lahko
zaključimo, da obstaja sklopitev med aktivnim in pasivnim nematikom v preučevanih
emulzijah, ki definira smer aktivnih trajektorij.
Slika 12: Tipičen oscilacijski način Saturnovega obroča. V zgornji vrstici je prikazana
eksperimentalna mikroskopska slika sistema pri različnih časih. Premer kapljice je ≈ 120 µm. V
spodnji vrstici je prikazana deformacija Saturnovega obroča za trajektorije aktivnih defektov iz
Slike 11b, ki reproducira eksperimentalno opaženo oscilacijo. Saturnov obroč je prikazan z rdečo
izopovršino stopnje reda pri S = 0.4, modra izopovršina hitrostnega polja pasivnega nematika
pri v = 310 ξN/t0 (t0 je čas ene periode) označuje položaj aktivnih defektov, zelene puščice pa
njihovo smer. Premer kapljice v simulaciji je 151 ξN. Celotna sekvenca prikazuje polovico oscilacije
Saturnovega obroča.
Zaključek
V doktorski disertaciji sem predstavil svoje numerične in analitične rezultate s področja
ravnovesnih ter neravnovesnih mikrofluidnih nematskih struktur. Raziskovalno delo je
vključevalo sodelovanja z eksperimentalnimi skupinami ter je usmerjeno proti novim
materialom, teoretičnim pristopom, odkritju novih stanj snovi ter morebitnim aplikacijam
v neravnovesnih sistemih z nematskim redom.
V disertaciji sem predstavil mikrofluidne strukture v kanalih in stikih kanalov. V
kanalih s pravokotnim presekom sem pokazal prehod med tremi orientacijskimi strukturami:
homeotropno strukturo, pobeglo strukturo ter kiralno strukturo. Prehod med homeotropno
ter kiralno strukturo je zvezen, prehod v pobeglo strukturo pa nezvezen. Prehodi med
stanji so določeni z jakostjo toka v kanalih ter viskoznimi in elastičnimi lastnostmi nematika.
Moji analitični in numerični rezultati omogočajo napoved pričakovanih ureditvenih stanj pri
določenih pogojih v nematskem mikrokanalu, kar se lahko uporabi za vodilo v prihodnjih
raziskavah.
Pobeglo nematsko strukturo lahko opišemo z enotskim vektorjem v horizontalni ravnini.
V teoretični opis pobegle strukture sem vključil, kako se njena smer odziva na tok. Tok
skozi kanal se lahko uporabi za stabilizacijo področij s pobeglo strukturo, lahko povzroči
hitro reorientacijo smeri pobegle strukture ter nastanek in posledično anihilacijo defektov,
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lahko pa tudi ustvari stabilne stacionarne singularnosti. Pokazal sem, kako je topološki
naboj takšnih stabilnih defektov v stikih nematskih mikrokanalov pogojen s topologijo
hidrodinamske stagnacijske točke znotraj stika. Ob tlačnem pulzu ter posledičnem premiku
stagnacijske točke se začne premikati tudi defekt v nematskem orientacijskem redu ter
se sčasoma uskladi s pozicijo stagnacijske točke. Tak rezultat ima lahko posledice za
poenostavljene modele nematske ureditve in dinamike preko opisa položaja, jakosti ter
orientacije nematskih defektov (brez poznavanja točnega orientacijskega polja med defekti).
Za gnane ali aktivne sisteme bi bilo v tak opis morda potrebno vključiti tudi singularnosti
v hitrostnem polju.
Pomemben mehanizem pasivne nematodinamike je relaksacija proti minimumu proste
energije. V disertaciji sem pokazal, kako je (meta)stabilnost nematskih konfiguracij v
celicah z vzorci sidranja pogojena z elastično anizotropijo nematika. V takšnih celicah
se lahko ustvarijo skirmionski profili. Majhna elastična konstanta zvojne deformacije
privede do dolgoživih skirmionskih stanj, pomembno vlogo pa ima tudi sedlasto-pahljačasta
deformacija, ki lahko takšna stanja celo stabilizira.
V disertaciji sem pokazal možno uporabo laserskih žarkov za gnanje lokalnih tokovnih
profilov preko modulacije orientacije nematika. Laserski žarki z vrtečo polarizacijo lahko
generirajo vrtinčaste tokovne profile nematika, ki interagirajo s stenami, kar lahko pripelje
do povprečnega toka v določeno smer v mikrokanalčku. Nadaljnje možnosti vključujejo
več laserskih snopov, ki se jih lahko dinamično kombinira, da bi ustvarili željene tokovne
režime.
Pomemben del disertacije je namenjen aktivnim nematskim tekočinam. Enostaven
primer takšnega sistema je en mikroplavalec v nematski tekočini. Izračunal sem analitičen
približek tokovnega polja okoli takšnega mikroplavalca, kar je rezultat, ki lahko koristi
nadaljnim izračunom dinamike mikroplavalcev v anizotropnih medijih. Drug primer, kako
je aktivni material uporabljen za gnanje pasivne tekočine je emulzija kapljic aktivnega
nematika v pasivnem nematiku. Za posamezno aktivno kapljico takšne emulzije sem
pokazal sklopitev oscilacij aktivnih ter pasivnih defektov. Za sistem večih aktivnih kapljic
bi takšna sklopitev lahko pripeljala do še bolj kompleksne dinamike s sinhronizacijo
med posameznimi kapljicami. Preučeval sem tudi trodimenzionalne sisteme aktivnih
nematikov, ki se tipično uredijo v mrežo disklinacijskih linij. Gostota disklinacij je odvisna
od aktivnosti. V ograjenih aktivnih nematskih sistemih je pri visoki aktivnosti nematska
struktura v obliki disklinacijskih zank, med katerimi se stalno dogajajo topološki prehodi.
Ti rezultati omogočajo vpogled v dinamično strukturo tako bioloških kot umetnih aktivnih
materialov v primeru trodimenzionalne nematske ureditve.
Disertacija je plod mojega raziskovalnega dela, ki sem ga opravljal kot doktorski
študent v obdobju 2014–2018 v Skupini za fiziko mehke in delno urejene snovi na Fakulteti
za matematiko in fiziko Univerze v Ljubljani. Med doktoratom sem raziskoval pojav
ravnovesnih in neravnovesnih struktur v nematskih tekočih kristalih, lastnosti takšnih
materialov ter njihovo morebitno uporabo, za kar upam, da se izkaže kot koristen prispevek
k razvoju nematske hidrodinamike.
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